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The Infallible Test of Time

-—————

No Course of Studies, Series, Method or School
has a Record of Acceptance Comparable with that
Shown by the Very Great Number of Copies Bought
Annually by Leading Teachers Everywhere of the

i
STANDARD
| GRADED COURSE'
|
OF STUDIES

COURSE OF STUDIES
FOR THE PIANOFORTE

Published in Ten Grades;
Each Grade Sold Separately
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The Qreatest Studies Selected and Arranged by World Famous Editors

Why don’t you, too, get new ideas to use in your teaching, make your work a real
pleasure and increase your income at the same time.

Enrollments now for Fall Courses
Founded in 1903 and advertisers in The Etude columns since 1908
To Ftiidp readers we have offered sample lessons from our courses—many are using them with success.
obligation. ah see for yourself how great a help they would be to you m your teaching.
Courses endorsed by the world’s greatest musicians such as •
Paderewski’s great teacher.
Emil Sauer, of the Vienna Conservatory.
J. Paderewski, eminent virtuoso.
Theodore Leschetizky, Paderewski great
d
Guilmant, the world-famous
Walter Damrosch, eminent conductor ot the
Alexander u
Organist.
New York Symphony Orchestra.
,
°
Moritz Moskowski, famous Parisian composer and teacher.
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Special Certification of Credits Earned
Awarded Graduates

THE STANDARD GRADED COURSE, Originally Compiled and Edited by W. S. B. Mathews
aod Theodore Presser, is Published in Ten Grades, Each Grade a Separate Volume, covering
Piano Study from the Very Beginnings to the Highest Degrees of Virtuosity.
PRICE, ONE DOLLAR EACH GRADE
iy adopt the “Standard Graded Course” for pupils at any stage of study sii

:e any grade is sold separately

And The Latest Triumph in Musical Education
Is a Remarkable Very First Piano Book for Use With Little Tots Preceding the
Standard Graded Course of Studies or Any Other Course of Instruction

MUSIC PLAY FOR EVERY DAY
complete5

The Gateway to Piano Playing

parts forLclass use

Every Day Brings Letters from Enthusiastic Teachers. Here are Two of
the Hundreds of Wonderful Commendations That Have Been bent Us.
raises for the welcome book, “M,
and words and they

^
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that volume.
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This indicates our determined policy of keeping the “Standard Graded Course up to the
latest and highest standards of musical education.
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‘HAPPY DAYS IN MUSIC PLAY”

Just Issued ! 1, wonderful second book for the young beginner filled

with brilliant, new features that keep un the high plane of interest created by MUSIC
PLAY FOR EVERY DAY," which iit is designed to follow and to prepare young students
__
for the Third Grade of the "Standard (Graded Course of Studies. *

melodious and rhythil musical material
e every lesson a “play-

\

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
AR.«Bpyrftb,«-*—
Music Publishers and Dealers - Specialists in Direct Mail Service 4e“GUIDE TO NEW TEACHERS ON
HANO TEACHING” i
1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA. SjuSt.

Mrs. Mary A. Sturm, of Montana, writes:
Thanks for prompt delivery of Diploma, of which I am
very proud. I just received a letter from the State
Board of Education to the effect that I am eligible to
a State Certificate without examination. Thanks to
your course.
Mrs. Lulu E. Diebel, of Oregon, writes:
I have successfully passed the State Board Examination and am now an accredited teacher in
the State of Oregon. I owe this to your Normal
Piano Course, for I tried to pass the examination
before, but was not proficient in the answers and
failed. Then I saw your ad in The Etude and de¬
termined to try this course. It has been successful;
and I am very grateful.
Mr. Samuel Griffiths, of Massachusetts, states:
This will acknowledge my Harmony Diploma.
At the
commencement of my studies with you I was a Violin teacher with plenty
of time on my hands. My class has grown to three times that size. I com¬
mand an increased fee and have a waiting list.
Mr. R. C. Bolling of Virginia, after completing four courses, writes:
The instruction in your Extension Courses is ,the best possible for one
to obtain. The person who knows and can use his knowledge to enable
him to do as well and just a little better, usually gets ahead—regardless
of the method by which he received his information whether in college
or with a book by an open fire-place, or during his spare moments under
the written direction of a teacher a thousand miles away. This is my
third year in charge of the Music Department in the Normal School
I
have nothing but praise for your courses, which have been of inestimable
value to me in my work.

LANGLEY AVENUE and 41st

There is a greater demand all the time for the courses we offer, as
they fit teachers for better positions. This is an age of speciali¬
zation and the specialist is earning fully double or more the
salary of a musician with only a general knowledge.
Openings in the music field are growing very rapidly.
There are big paying positions for those who are
ready for them.
A Diploma is the key to the best teaching position.
Do you hold one?

Our Diplomas and Degrees are
Awarded by the Authority of
the State of Illinois
It is up to YOU. On your own decision will rest
your future success. Fit yourself for a bigger posi¬
tion—demand larger fees. You can do it! You can
easily and quickly fit yourself right at home through
Extension Courses.
Now is the opportune time for you to clip the coupon
below. Get it in the first mail. You perhaps have seen this
ad many times before. Don’t waste any more time! The coupon
will bring you information about the lessons which will be of untold value.
No obligation on your part!
More than 200,000 ambitious men and women have gained proficiency
in these various branches of music by the University Extension Method.
And to you we offer the same advantages which were given to them.

This Is Your Opportunity — Mail the Coupon TODAY!
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept. B-39
Langley Avenue and 41 st Street, Chicago, Illinois.
formation regarding
Please send me catalog, sample lessons and full
course I have marked with an X below.
□ Violin
□ Piano, Normal
□ Cornet
□ Guitar
Course for
□ Trumpet
□ Ear Training and
Sight Singing
ori...,
^
Students
□ Voice
□ Mandolin
□ Adv. Composition
□ Public School
□ History of Music
□
Choral
Conducting
Music
□ Harmony

. Age..
Name .
Street No.
City.!.State .
How long have you taught Piano?.,.How many pupils have
you now? .Do you hold a Teacher’s Certificate?.Have
STREET
you studied Harmony? .Would you like to earn the degree of
Bachelor of Music? .
CHICAGO, ILL.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing onr advertisers

University Extension Conservatory
pT B_39

Extension Courses Growing in Popularity Each Month
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D. Appleton and Company take pleasure in announcing the
third volume in the new

APPLETON
MASTER - COMPOSER SERIES
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WRITE US TO-DAY FOR THIS NEW
FREE 1929 “WHOLE WORLD” CATALOG
Recently issued, this booklet will be of in¬
finite service to you in the selection of music

The title of the third volume in this new i

collections.

VOL. Ill—CHOPIN AT HOME

One of the most attractive cata¬

logues ever issued of standard music for

COMPLETE CONTENTS
Piano Works
Etudes
ETUDE, Op. 25, No. 1
ETUDE, Op. 25, No. 7
Mazurkas
MAZURKA, Op. 6, No. 1
MAZURKA, Op. 7, No. 1
MAZURKA, Op. 7, No. 1 fDuet)
MAZURKA, Op. 17, I

piano, voice, violin, organ and other instru¬
ments.

Every book illustrated, and de¬

scribed, together with its complete contents.
If you are a teacher, student or lover of
music, be sure to write us today—a postcard
brings it.

(Not sent to Canada or European

countries.)

THIS NEW FREE CATALOGUE CONTAINS
DESCRIPTIONS AND CONTENTS OF ALL THESE BOOKS
FOR THE PIANIST

FOR THE OPERA LOVER

Price, $1.50
FOR THE HOME VOCALIST
As in the case of the
Chopin volume, each
volume in the MasterComposer Series will
contain the life-story of
the composer, a large
number of his most
popular
compositions,
and a series of interesting comments on each

D. APPLETON & COMPANY

The Etude Music Magazine
The Ideal Monthly For All Music Lovers

Special
“Get Acquainted” Offer
To Music Lovers Not Yet Subscribers

3*sr 35c
June, July and August Numbers

TOfluence
INTRODUCE and spread the delightful worthwhile in¬
of The Etude, we will send the June, July and August
issues to any music lover not already a subscriber, for 35c. Think
of.it! Three issues of The Etude bringing over $15.00 worth of
new music and innumerable helpful and delightful articles and
special features for less than half the news-stand price!
A Welcome Opportunity To Introduce
THE ETUDE To Your Friends
your friends v
e unacquainted
Al MMONG
.
.
with The Etude who would be delighted with its captivating
music and fascinating articles. You would willingly spend many
times 35c to entertain any one of these friends. Here is an op¬
portunity to share your musical joys and afford hours of enter¬
tainment to a number of your friends for a few cents each. The
coupon below is for your convenience. Write additional names
on a separate sheet.

FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
BOOKS

D. APPLETON & COMPANY

SUMMY’S

K

CORNER

AS Publishers of Music since the year 1888, it has been our aim to
/-\ select for publication only such things as possess a definite merit.
**■
Our Catalogue contains largely ORIGINAL COPYRIGHTS not
to be found in any other catalogue. Our interest has been centered prin¬
cipally in publishing desirable Teaching Material, and our Catalogue is
particularly strong in material for the earlier grades.
We keep you in touch, from month to month, with our NEW Publi¬
cations as they are issued. But we want you to know our ENTIRE
CATALOGUE; to know the wealth of splendid teaching material which
has PROVEN its value to the Teacher through years of continued and
gratifying success.
TO THAT END, LET US SEND YOU A COMPREHENSIVE
SELECTION OF OUR PUBLICATIONS, ADAPTED TO YOUR
PARTICULAR NEEDS, FOR YOUR USE DURING THE COMING
SEASON. EXAMINE IT THOROUGHLY; SELECT WHAT YOU
WISH FOR YOUR WORK THROUGHOUT THE YEAR; AND AT
THE END OF THE SEASON, RETURN TO US FOR CREDIT,
WHAT YOU HAVE NOT USED.
It is only natural that we can afford to send out a greater variety of
our publications on selection than can any dealer. Replenishing can be
done through your regular dealer, if you prefer.

Will you let us know whether we may offer
you this opportunity to know us better?
You will find ou
able publisher, and o
and generous.
THE PROMPTNESS, COURTESY AND GENERAL
HELPFULNESS OF OUR SERVICE IS FREQUENTLY
AND
APPRECIATIVELY
ACKNOWLEDGED
BY
THOSE WHO DEAL WITH US.

CLAYTON F. SUM MY CO., Publishers
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FASCINATING PIECES FOR THE MUSICAL HOME

I j The Way
* I To Find Gold!

^

ENDOWMENT FUND

IS TO SIFT AWAY THE
UNDESIRABLE MATERIAL UNTIL ONLY THE gjl
PRECIOUS METAL
REMAINS.

HERE IS THE PRECIOUS MATERIAL!
Climbing

OLIVER D1TS0N

To use this material makes
teaching easy, makes par¬
ents astonished by the
rapid progress of pupils,
enlarges your class, and
brings in the gold!

$100,000
Bequest of the Late
Charles H. Ditson
for

FREE FELLOWSHIPS
with Famous Musicians
at the

CHICAGO
MUSICAL
COLLEGE
Moderate _

?,-.
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-
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CUT OUT THIS ADVERTISEMENT.
Write your

2

■

Available to talented and
deserving students this Fall
(S. & A.)
..Sacred Duets (S. & A.)
..General Sacred Songs (High)
..General Sacred Songs (Low)
Send for new complete free
descriptive piano t catalogs,
containing thematics.

Name.

Competition First Week of
September

HAROLD FLAMMER, Inc., “SM"

Application Blank on Request
Complete Catalog on Request

A University of Music
Nationally Accredited
Established 1867

CARL D. KINSEY, Manager
60 East Van Buren St.
(Chicago Musical College Building)

CHICAGO, ILL.
% From here go back to

and play to Fine; then play Trio.

Other Music Sections in this issue on pages 585, 593, 621.

Copyright 1929 by Theodore Presser Co.
British Copyright secured

the etude
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Another one of Mr. Tourjee’s
very taking waltzes. Grade 4.

FLATTERY
VALSE ETUDE

HOMER TOURJEE

Copyright 1929 by Theodore Presser Co.
British Copyright secured

Copyright 1927 by Theodore Presser Co.

British Copyright secured

THE ETUDE
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DANCING COLUMBINE

a®gj

From the Toy Box, a set of characteristic piece*. Grade 8.

Andante moderato e molto grazioso

THE ETUDE

|F=

MONTAGUE EWING
M.M.

J-108

jL. 5

zJbfusic ^Magazine

4

A MONTHLY JOURNAL FOR THE MUSICIAN, THE MUSIC STUDENT AND ALL MUSIC LOVERS
PJirnr
JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
i

Vol. XLVILNO. 8
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Copyright 1027 by Theodore PresserCo.
International Copyright secured

PUBLISHED BY
THEODORE presser CO.
17,2-1714 CHESTNUT STREET. PHILADELPHiA, PA.

Assistant Editor
EDWARD ELLSWORTH HIPSHER
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Professional

In Preparing for the Coming Season

Directory

the Wide-Awake, Progressive Music Teacher, Director or Performer Realizes the Importance
of Adding Fresh, New Material for Teaching or the Repertoire.

Here is a List of Recent Publications That Well Merits Attention

A DU LT

33S \vF'ut! "sunt,

ANY OF THESE PUBLICATIONS MAY BE HAD FOR EXAMINATION
PIANO SOLOS
ARNOLD, MAURICE

THERE’S MUSIC EVERY¬
WHERE
A Piano Story Suite
By MATHILDE BILBRO
Grade 2
24453 Music of the Rain. $
24454 Robin Sings a Song....
24455 Mur ' " "24456 Music of tl Waves,
24457 .
EWING, MONTAGUE

WATER COLOURS
By MONTAGUE EWING
Grade 3

FIELITZ, ALEXANDER v
24525 Une Page d’Amour,
Op. 22, No. 1. 5
GERMAN. EDWARD
24401 Morris Dance . 4
24402 Shepherd's Dance. 4

VIOLIN AND PIANO

PIANO SOLOS

BONNAL, ERMEND
Cat. No.
Gr. I
24446 By the Lake of Sorrow 2 $0

OVERHOLT, CHARLES E.
Cat. No.
Gr. Pr
24562 Regimental Parade ....
$0.4
POLDINI, ED.
24511 Festivity . 6
..1
24506 Morning Zephyr . 5
A

THE VIOLIN BEGINNER

combs:
DUNNING

SYSTEM.

Improved Mqi|0 8

NEW YORK
RIESBERG j

24464 Marche Capricieuse

24507 Step Softly .
24509 Viennese Nocturne ....
24500 Waltz At Twilight.
SATIE, ERIK
24518 5th Nocturne .
SCHUTT, ED.
24499 En Bercant—Lullaby...
VALDEMAR, PAUL
24520 Tuscany Dance .
VAN GAEL, HENRI
r Me!

BECM

4
5
5

VEON SSsSiSs

6

JENAGLIA, I

VIRGIL

5
4
.50

SEVEN SCENES FROM
CHILDHOOD
By MABEL MADISON WATSON

IsSI ,

24533 Birthday Party Waltz.. $0.30
24534 March of the Tin Cav-

1mm:
CONVERSE COLLEGE; ;
AMERICAM B58»3S

24535 The Trotting Pony...
24536 Pirates Bold ..
Snowflki
24537 Dance of the Si
Sleep!....
24516 Sleepydust

MY PLEASURE HOUR
Four Entertaining Piano Pieces
By WALLACE A. JOHNSON
Grade 2
4479 Playing See-Saw . $0.35
24480 Sweet Toned Cello.35
24481 Bells Softly Ringing.30
24482 Boy Bine and Bo-Peep..
.35
LANSING, A. W.
24379
SARTI-MALIPIERO
24477 ,
MENDELSSOHN, FELIX
24512 Etude Lamentoso. 7
MOSZKOWSKI, M.
24558 Spanish Dance (Easy
rr.) .
NICHOLLS, HELLER

PIANO DUETS
ARENSKY, A.
24483 La Coquette—Silhouette 4
BOROWSKI, FELIX

CINCINNATI !5=-:,;S»
DETROIT Z‘SS?£'Ss;ni...
knox

PIPE ORGAN

HOSMER, E. S.
24497 Cautilene in B Flat....
KERN-MANSFIELD
24566 Community
Grand

FOUR NEGRO
SPIRITUALS
By JOHN W. WORK
20883 My Lord, What a Morn20884 H^Nera
ling W
20885 Glory T,

LOUISIANA SUITE
Based Upon Popular Southern
Melodies
By WALTER NIEMANN
boat’s ill Sight..
14541 My Old Kentucky E
Horae
24543 The T iterrupted
4
4 ’ 1"
for Hon

HMT ‘ Jg

KEATS, FREDERICK
24559 March of the Noble.... 3'/j
SCAMMELL, ARNOLD D.
24524 Jolly _ Cowb'oy and the

aid a MumbThaV' New'-

the Lamb .
To Aid in the Selection of
Music Material we publish
catalogs covering every clas¬
sification in music. Any
of these will be sent upon
request.

RHYTHMIC ORCHESTRA
. LOUIS
VALDEMAR, PAUL
24475 At the Circus .. ■
24592 March of the Brigkkdk'

THEODORE PRESSER CO.

1712-1714 Chestnut Street

MUSIC PUBLISHERS, DEALERS AND IMPORTERS

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Collections Every
Organist
Should Know
AMERICAN ORGANIST,

Price, $2.00

The numbers are chiefly ol intermediate
THE ORGAN PLAYER,
Price, $2.0
.One of the bea pipe organ collections
obtainable. There aie very few Church
organ mime rack, upon which thi, book
ha, never been placed, doth Bound.
ORGAN MELODIES,
Price, $1.5
A compilation of 47 organ numbers.

^U?co“tni^^aX^°r32

flexible cloth bound collection.
THE STANDARD ORGANIST, Price, 75

Aa?i

Silver Spoons and Silver Keys
If we were to question thousands of parents as to
/■»«=» HE Great War was a notable example of how the
the reason why they give their children music lessons,
1
fortunes of men may be suddenly turned upside
they would probably confess that the main reason is
down, when they are founded upon nothing
to enable them to enter the finest social circles. The
more substantial than aristocratic birth. The Russian
purpose is a proper one. We know of so many
Count who chauffeured us around Nice went to
instances of young men and young women who
great efforts to explain in broken French that he had
have found music the silver key to higher cultural
never learned anything useful and that the only thing
and social doors, that it seems futile to attempt to
he could do well was to drive a car and therefore he had
recount them. In this age of musical miracles one
turned to that to earn his living. “ If I had only had a
must know more of music than the mere drawing¬
profession—law, music, medicine—I would not have to
room cackle learned from spasmodic and fragmentary
do this damnable thing,” he blustered in fluent French.
reading. In cultural circles at the present, the young
Born with a silver spoon in his mouth he had never susman or the young lady
pected that he would
who excels in some form
have to hustle for his
of musical interpreta¬
own board and clothes.
tion has the open ses¬
Strange that he did not
ame to an inner circle
know music, because
of people of high stand¬
the aristocracy of Rus¬
ing who lay great stress
sia usually regarded
upon the value of mus¬
music as an essential
ical training.
accomplishment. In fact
Not infrequently, in
a musical education was
the case of a young man,
at one time a monopoly
I
this is turned to enor¬
of the aristocracy. Eu¬
mous business advan¬
rope is literally filled
tage. We know of one
with cases similar to
youth who went to
our Russian chauffeur.
England to take a posi¬
Many of these men are
tion in a new enter¬
discovering their first
prise. He played the
real joy in life in learn¬
piano remarkably well.
ing to work.
It so happened that the
There can be no
head of the enterprise,
question that, in days
a multi-millionaire,
gone by, many parents
whom his thousands of
gave their children (girls
employees approached
particularly) an oppor¬
only with bated breath,
tunity to study music
happened to hear the
because it embodied
young American play
preparation for an ac¬
the piano. He invited
complishment and also
him to his home to
preparation for the pos¬
L
play for a musicale,
sible vocation of music
j
and in a comparatively
teaching in the event
few years our friend
of hard times. With¬
leaped ahead to a degree
out doubt thousands of
of prominence in the
teachers of the past
affairs of the business
IN AN ARISTOCRATIC ITALIAN HOME OF THE XVIIITH CENTURY
were pressed into ser¬
which unquestionably
By the famous artist, F. Gerard
vice because of domes¬
would have taken him
tic contingencies that
years
to
attain
if
he
had
not
developed
his musical gifts.
came with a turn of the wheel of fortune. Some of
Of
course
this
could
be
described
as an accident of fate.
these people have had the natural gifts of the teacher,
Music, nevertheless, does provide the admission to
and we know some instances where they have
cultural circles that might be denied otherwise.
done exceptionally fine work.
Naturally, no worth while student studies with such
In the future, however, those who are expected
an
object alone in view. Yet, if there was not a
to become teachers will require more than a smattering
utilitarian side to being able to read and write, if we
of musical knowledge. Competition in teaching is such
did
not know that it is a disgrace to be illiterate, we
that it behooves every student to get as thorough a
might find ourselves in the case of the kings of the
training as is possible, if a “rainy day” career as a
world
only a few hundred years back, who were
music teacher is in the offing.

tefa
* CO.
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Father Bach
compelled to employ scribes to write the simplest
messages.
The use of music has become so universal in these
days that to be unable to play, and play acceptably, is
often followed by a shamefaced apology. Certainly
the ability to play well is always an asset. The silver
spoons of birth count less and less in these days; and
the silver keys of culture count more and more.
AU REVOIR
URING the next few months your editor will be again in
Europe, prompted by the very great number of Etude
friends who have written in such complimentary manner about
the "Musical Travelogues” that have appeared during the past
two years. Your letters have been a real inspiration, and no effort
will be spared to bring back to you verbal pictures of the thousand and one things in musical Europe which are of extra'
' ordinary interest to the music lover, the student and the teacher.
Our own progress in music in America is such that we
find that Europeans take a far more sincere and earnest interest in enabling us to secure information than in former years.
America can no longer be ignored. Everywhere in Europe we
have met with the greatest imaginable cordiality and courtesy.
Twenty'five years ago it was necessary to explain what The
Etude was. Now The Etude seems to be known everywhere
in Europe; and the unswerving high ethical and educational
ideals of the paper have brought it a repute of which we are
very proud, since you, our readers, have contributed to make
the magazine what it is.
In bidding you au revoir for a little while it is interesting
to tell you that practically every page of The Etude reading
text has been up in type on the Editor’s desk for months beyond
the end of our sojourn in Europe. There will be, therefore,
no change in contents as every issue is under the supervision
of the regular editorial staff of your publication.
So many of our friends are writing us that every number
of The Etude grows better and better, that we are inspired to
leave nothing undone to make The Etude more engaging and
more useful with every issue.

D

CAPITALIZING OUR PROSPERITY
HE good Lord has certainly blessed Americans with great
opulence of leisure time and wealth. We have worked
hard and long and like to think that we deserve our unprece¬
dented prosperity. Whether we fit ourselves to deserve keep¬
ing it and gaining the most from it is a very different question.
The distribution of wealth in our country and the everincreasing leisure hours are great assets, but at the same time
present serious problems. A half century ago only the children
of "gentlemen” (meaning, by that, people of large means, with
plenty of idle time) could hope to have a musical training,
except in the cases of those few who were fitting themselves to
take up music as a professional calling. The possession of a
piano was a mark of culture, just as the possession of a carriage
and pair was a mark of wealth. Now almost everyone may
own an automobile, a radio, an electrical refrigerator, or a fine
talking machine. Labor-saving devices in industry have cut
down the working hours, and labor-saving devices in the home
have torn the shackles from the hands of the housewife.
How do our children look upon this? Do they realize the
importance of capitalizing our new-found wealth and our new¬
found leisure. Do they realize, for instance, that the talking
machine and the radio make the study of music vastly more
interesting; but that, unless they actually learn to play an in¬
strument, they will be missing at a terrific price one of the
greatest joys of life—the ecstasy of self-expression in music?
Do they realize that, having earned the ability to play by study,
everything they hear over the radio and through the equally
marvelous sound reproducing instruments will have a new and
infinitely higher significance and cultural value to them?
Music in the home is one of the great blessings of the age.

T

A Personal Visit to the Home of Bach and a
Sketch of Some of the Smaller Com/

provide the student with a life avocation which only people
large means could enjoy a few years ago.
The home in which music plays an active part, m ’the
piano is a living, vital cehter of interest, in whidi chamber
music and singing form a daily diversion and ^muJatmn
is as different from the home without these privileges as
living oak from a painted stage tree.
Life is work, and work is joy. The great things in life come
from unceasing effort to better ourselves and others. Make
your home a real musical home and inspire others to do like¬
wise. Capitalize the great blessings that come to you through
the radio and the sound reproducing instruments, by prepar¬
ing yourself to understand them and appreciate them through
real music study of the piano, or of some other instrument.

positions of the Master
By Julia E. Schelling

Miss Scliclling, whose contributions have frequently appeared in Titf.
Etude, is a distinguished lecturer and pianist and a member of the League
of American Pen IVomen, and has traveled very extensively in Europe. She
is a sister of the famous virtuoso-composer, Ernest Schellituj, and also of
Dr. Felix Schelling, head of the Department of English of the University of

THE ART OF THE NEW—“AND THEN SOME"

O

FTTIMES we think that the art of the new is very much
like the art of the newly rich—a mere technic of
ostentation. Recently a gentleman with an aduncous nose,
despite an Irish brogue, tried to persuade us that the basilar
structure of music was cataphonic. He marked this as the
dehiscence of a ripe period of development. Newness was his
god, the very ens of progress. His contention seemed to us,
to say the least, flagitious.
There are always gowks with a little learning and some
necromancy who can palm off the fantastic for the real. The
ethos of American art is originality. It is not to be satisfied
by filose ideas interminably expanded by musical tricks. Yet,
there are those who would create special glorioles of fame for
such obvious impostors. Surely the least one can say is that
such people are afflicted with hemiopia. We would not infer
that all art canons are infrangible.
The past is always jejune for the radical. Time alone
liquidates the processes of permanent art. Recently we heard
a. so-called modern composition which was positively mephitic.
This queasy, murky balderdash merely insults cognition. There
is scant excuse for this in an art purporting to be beautiful.
The nival flora of the bleak wastes of the high Alps (or as we
may say in German: Die Hochgebirgsunterschneevarietaten)
have at least shape, color, and often delightful perfume.
We do not object to oxytones when they enhance the real
charm, but a conglomeration of them is merely the din of upper
Broadway on New Year’s Eve. Never can we admit this as
Art. We also expect that our music should be at least palmate,
not a disheveled mess of tones and chords with no relation to a
main organic development. Yet these mongers of the "new
for newness’ sake” audaciously parade themselves as the very
quaestors of the art.
Lest it-be thought that we are altogether rubescent and
that the editor has lost his reason, let us say that this editorial
which sounds to us like much , of the music and the musical
criticism we hear and read, has thus far been written with a
purpose. What on earth does it really mean? Very few people
will be able to get through the foregoing intelligently, without a
dictionary. Only a handful of pedants can grasp its sense
Although these unusual words have been employed with nrothln^cletr7 ^ S6rVed t0 makg ^ meaning obscure rather
When you have something to say, why say it so that as
few people as possible can understand? Why7 write for an
audience of lexicographers? Even though the curious CZ
inserted can be found in the dictionary that rWs *
T
this bit of writing either artistic
^ inmW
painting and literature is the normal
through original, inspired means. It is not tho ™ •
t
bag of cheap trick.. Therefore our editedotkZfT5 1 *
good art nor good literature.
overture is neither

unfolcW of“S

God spare us our Yankee common-sense in anin other things! If the so-called futurists hoodwink ui
our tomorrow rests on quicksand.
K
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THE WARTBURG IN EISENACH
U \ ND BACH was merciful to his
f\ apprentices.” This sentence was
X found in a musty book on the
shelf of an old museum in Germany.
P 1 A AlWrA
rreutae raiegro
T WAS the custom m the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries tor a parent
“sign over' Ins boy to learn a trade,
uch as the trade of a goldsmith, a cobbler,
a furrier, a weaver, a buckle maker or a
musician. One of Johann Sebastian Bach's
ancestors, one Johannes Bach, in 1604 was
apprenticed as an “articled pupil” at Sull
to the “Stadtpfeifer.” Later he became
organist at Stadt.
At one time Bach had eighteen little boys
ranging in age from eight to twenty years
apprenticed for a term of seven or nine
years
vears to learn the
tne trade
traue of
or music auu
and they
mey
worked hard „„d,r *. trio. bu. kind hand
of the master. Some of their duties
chop the wood for the fires, gathering up
every chip and twig; to bring water from
the old well; to shovel the deep snow in
winter and make a path from the house
to the well, and another from the house to
the church where much of their time was
I lie hardest
IldrUCal task
Ldalv of
U1 all was
W da copy¬
spent: but the
ing music for hours every day. How their
little hands must have ached from ruling
the five straight lines and copying masses,
were

Bach of Gelircn, who died at the birth of
the twins which made seven children born
to this marriage. Bach wore deep mourning for exactly one year, and then took to
himself another helpmate, Anna YVilcken,
daughter of the “Hoftrumpeter.”
She
was a singer and to celebrate their wedding
Bach wrote eight “easy pieces” for his
young
wife.
1
fancy
she
sang
mostly
lullaJ^ing
I
bies after her marriage, as their union
was blessed with thirteen children.
The boys 0f tbe Bach family, of whom
there were n;ne> 1)erformed the same duties
as the “bound apprentices.” The girls
knitted socks, made shirts for the little boys,
and helped in the home duties. They were
all obliged to attend all church services a
part of the congregation.

solid foundation than the present proportion.
1 his choir was accompanied by a
few violins, flutes, oboes, trumpets, one
drum, and the organ. Bach conducted with
a roll of music. These Sunday cantatas
were interspersed with secular cantatas
written to celebrate weddings baptisms,
birthdays, or to express loyalty to the
reigning sovereign. For those secular cantatas all numbers were in danct ........
often the popular song hits of the day
were arranged in sprightly fashion.
Gipue
a T A ritf™ in 1742 and-named
A vten1742 and named
, ,
t Have a New Government was
la*ly fou"d
the BerIm Bt e Lm,ra7’
and reproduced in costume in Paris. The hbretto is in dialect of Saxony; all numbers
are in dance form; and the popular song hits

tion of the Bachs, and these musical themes
with variations were known to last well
into the small hours.
The Bach family was such a musical
one that the word "Bach was synonymous
for musician.
You
, ,,
. could say, You are
j a
good Bach meaning, You are a good orgamst or a good musician.
It is said that
a* °"e tlm® forty-eight musicians made dP

chorus”1
T'father'* a
chorus. The
The 'characters'''were
characters v
daughter (who wffl not give up the new and
fashionable coffee habit) and her suitor.
Another Bach -revue"—a masque-had
f(jur characters symbolizing the four great
ll'Cla, the
LHC Pleisse
i iciaac (soprano)>
^ aupi auu / , the Danube
(alto) he Elbe (te„or), and the Vistula
(bass). This was performed before Au1734
gustus III and his queen at Leipzig

BACH’S BIRTHPLACE IN EISENACH
Bach has ljeen ^escrilied by Forkel as
.-the first great voice from Germany after
L(lthcr.. He has also been called “A sign
of God_ clcar but inexplicable.”

Andante
J^ET US PICTURE Bach living his
^ sinll)le' hal»Py, busy life ii
1)omestead wbc.rt. be was born, and Ins
tbcr befor,_. him. The charming old
house is still standing in Eisenach, al¬
th0 hthe cit has crept up close to it.
n has hee„ invaded by mode™
1 .6
K % /
Kitf ivirf
part of the i
Chaconne
AMILY GATHERINGSGATHERINGS’
UF' AM.LV
,h.
S&m fence
. remains and a few of the box-bor¬
dered
flower
beds are still to be seen. The
1 fashion
ashion m
in the time of Bach. Family
F?
B .
of.
the theatrical
...u
„n
_
oacn
interior of the house is unchanged with
musical festivals were held when all,
This unsuspected side of the com¬
its open fireplaces and a beautiful old Dutch
the little girls and Mother Bach, joined
poser’s genius might be traced in other
the kitchen. The cradle which
singing cantatas, many extemporizing
,
£»
**.
babe is still there and the garret
loved Lutheran chorals, and inventing This cantata was a comic opera of its time. 1
where,
as
a young man, Bach made his
musical quiblets.
This was the ^dissipa- The cast consisted of three characters and a ]

of Ba^s son" noted musicians

the long services on Sundays and Holy ln dieir nay.
Days. They took part in all these elaborate
Cantatas
services, which required hours of preparaT IS not of Bach’s great organ fugues
TT
thinking—those colossal
1 th
Varied Duties
architectural tonal monuments—the A
T>no pprPK ATTON tbev had the won- Minor, the stately E Minor, and towering B
F0d“fJ2,“ »dS,Scl.%”ys M-t Bach loved the minor mode. I.i,
often performed in the old church. These not Bach’s dramatic genius displayed in the
had to be memorized, costumes made, and ‘‘Passion, according to St. Matthew and the
parts rehearsed. Many of the boys played Passion, according to St John, that we
die strings, small and large violins, violas, arc discussing These have been so often
cellos. These were used in the church for described that they have become the houseall services, the strings standing just be- hold gods of every real student of music.
hind the choir screen. Other hoys sang in It » of the cantatas the chamber music,
the choir or pumped the organ. A thou- prepared for the children under Bachs
sand and one things were to be done and training.
all with the ever watchful eye of the master
At one time Bach composed a new canupon them.
tata for every Sunday of the Church year.
This little band of workers was aug- Two hundred and ninety-five, his son,
mented bv the hoys of the Bach family and Philip Emanuel, estimates were produced;
that was a very large family. “Twenty but only two hundred and twenty-nine are
children” reads’the baptismal register of now known to exist. There are five sets
the old church. Bach’s father was organist of kirchen Cantatas in one collection.
at Eisenach where Johann Sebastian was
Let us picture ’Father Bach on a Sunborn in 1685. He was the eleventh child, day afternoon surrounded by his sevenand the youngest. Johann Sebastian Bach teen picked choristers, five sopranos, two
more
married Barbara, daughter of Michael altos, three tenors, seven basses, si ™

Temperament

tools and engraved many of llls master"
pie“s’
..
The feeling of homeliness is felt whereever you turn and it was here that Bach
taaght hl> httle apprentices, and we can well
be'ieve that he was merciful to
«• - them.
•
«
Wagner has given us a most realisUcand
charming picture of music apprentices of the
17th century in “Die Meistersinger Nurnberg” and we find that “David” ap¬
prenticed to Hans Sachs, although of marriageable age, was terribly afraid of a
beating, and that he could not even figure
as a witness until given his freedom and
made a full journeyman-cobbler, thus opening the way to his marriage with Magda-

argumown
as the London Bach) about the tuning of
the organ and harpsichord, and just to
make this clear Bach wrote 48 fugues to
prove the advantage of tuning all keys
equally. It is not recorded whether Christo, ™ convinced or not He pcobahl, „cen„c„."
studied all the forty-eight fugues be.ore
deciding
Scherzo
To the two hundred and twenty-nmc canGAIN WE SEE lovelv Eisenach in
tatas, add one hundred and forty-eight J\ ^ yery heart
,he Tburingiail {or.
organ pieces for the Little Organ Book ^ where Bach
lamlly llxed for threc
centuries. Let us fancy the delight of the
are so well-known that they need not be
rentieeg students, and bovs of the faramentioned.- This vasuoogcUoa was^copied .)y when Father Bach takes them for a
lalH ’
ac e'^U ,”?•
f
tramp up the steep path of the Wartburg
ot; ler composers, nic
ng
y
> >e tQ the castle of tbe Sainted Elizabeth. There
”f ‘he1®acB
they see the Hall of Song where many
Bach like Handel became blind 1
c,mte!lts 0f music were held, where TannBach was always loyal to the family. He
found hjs banishment
In this
was of a cheerful disposition great piety
castk may stffl ^
the
and goodnessand hecons.dcredthc fannly J |{ Martin LuthJ
There may be
life a, the chief reason for existence
seen tbe very spot on the wan made when
With the rise and spread of the Lutheran ^ braye j Aher threw the ink stand at the
movement the organists of Bach s
' Devil. The dungeons, the ramparts, and
naturally turned for inspiration
(Continued on page 611)
choral.
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0leaning Up Slovenly ‘Playing

How Shall Ve Study

P>y Jean Corrodi Moos
(By Hazel Gertrude Kinscella

H

OW SHALL we study Bach? This
question recurs with almost daily
frequency in the thought and con¬
versation of artist as well as student. Bach
is one feature of music study that is never
finished, is ever new and is always re¬
freshing.
Diverting the attention for the moment
from Bach as musical literature, we might
speak or write volumes upon the value and
helpfulness of the practice of Bach for
technic. Many artists attribute the clarity
and freshness of their tonal work in play¬
ing the piano to unceasing practice of
Bach.
Mrs. H. H. A. Beach, America’s noted
woman composer, says of Bach that she
always follows her daily practice of
highly concentrated technical exercises
with “a big daily draught of Bach.” She
goes on to say, “It is as refreshing to me
as a drink of cold water. I practice from
the ‘Well Tempered Clavichord’ or the
‘English Suites’ every day of my life.”
Rudolph Ganz finds the study of Bach
an infallible memory aid for either old
or young. He says, ‘‘There are many dif¬
ferent ways to memorize, but, for good
mental discipline, I recommend the mem¬
orizing, away from the keyboard, of the
Bach ‘Two Part Inventions,’ as one can,
in these, hear the voices or melodies men¬
tally.”
From among the earlier artists one
might quote Von Biilow who said, “Bach’s
harpsichord work is the Old Testament;
Beethoven’s sonatas are the New. We
should believe in both.”
Bach is also of the greatest value in
correcting inaccuracy. In Bach’s music
the structure is so close and compact that
there can be no error in the playing with¬
out interrupting the movement of some
voice. Technic, style and touch, three
points of view from which musical per¬
formances are usually judged, are all de¬
veloped and have their beauty enhanced
by the study of Bach.
The Pea\ of Polyphony
ISTORICAL background for and
explanation of polyphonic or many¬
voiced music was given by Harold Sam¬
uels, the celebrated English “Bachist,” in
. a recent conversation with the writer. Mr.
Samuels said, in discussing the problems
of the student who tries to understand and
play correctly the Bach music, “Johann, Se¬
bastian Bach represents the highest pin¬
nacle of polyphonic writing. There was a
period in the history of music, as we know
it to-day, when keyboard instruments did
not exist at 'all or not enough to influence
composition. The two styles of composi¬
tion heard were, first, the ritualistic music
of the church, written solely for voices,
as the organ was not used in the ritual
until the sixteenth century, and, second, the
music of the troubadours who were usu¬
ally accompanied by lute or other similar
instruments.
The ‘parts’ were, divided
among the voices. Composers made each
part as significant as possible. The vir¬
tue of the composition lay in the life of
the different voices and the harmony ex¬
isting between them. Composers thought
of the horizontal line of each separate
voice. This was the beginning of poly¬
phonic music.”
To illustrate the difference between poly¬
phony and homophony, Mr. Samuels played

America (or God Save the King as it was
to him) first as a solo voice with chordal
accompaniment and then with a true con¬
trapuntal accompaniment, in which each
voice was a “living” one. He continued:
“To play Bach best, one must know and
play his contemporaries. They all wrote
polyphonic music and all used dance forms.
Couperin, a Frenchman, composed works
chiefly for the clavichord or harpsichord.
His works are notable for. the traditional
French finish, polish and charm more than
for depth. In the Handel music (the
Handel keyboard music is not so important
as his vocal work) we find combined the
solidity of a Teuton and the suavity of an
Italian. Then there is Domenico Scar¬
latti, the greatest player of his day. He
used crossed hands in his music—a thing
before unknown—and was, in all his writ¬
ings, decidedly attractive and brilliant
One might compare his brilliance to that
of Liszt. All of the Scarlatti music has
within it that smoothness which is so typi¬
cally Italian, the Italians possessing it
naturally, no doubt, because the virtue of
their music rests upon violin or vocal

“What’s in a Kfame?”

*4 TV/T ANY

Metronomic Rhythm
ii\\7 ITH THE exception of the rare
VV casei one should play Bach in
almost metronomic 'rhythm. RaUentando
should not be abused and the broadening at
the end of a Bach composition should not
begin too far back so that the hearer will
think that something is running down. The
tempo at which one takes a Bach compo¬
sition depends largely upon the power of
the player and the character of the instru¬
ment upon which he is playing. The pedal
should seldom be used save for harmonies
or ‘points’ of harmony. In playing a
fugue one should take the point of view
taken by a fine organist who uses different
stops to vary or color the different voices
as they enter.
“In playing Bach one must use judgment
in interpreting the expression marks. The
fortissimo possible on the instruments of
the composer’s day was a very different
thing from fortissimo of today. Having
one’s playing nicely balanced and heard in
a huge concert hall is quite different from
having it balanced and heard in a home
parlor of the seventeenth century. Were
one to play too nearly as Bach played it,
the audience might do no more than sec
the pianist play. So the pianist must also
listen, as touch is something of the cars as
well as of the fingers!”
The study of the "Two Part Inventions”
without which one cannot well play the
“greater Bach,” should, in the judgment of
the writer, be begun by suggestion of
old rounds in which one voice very inde¬
pendently follows another, and immediately
by illustration of canon form. These fif¬
teen short pieces are written in the keys
of C Major, c minor, D Major, d minor,
E-flat Major, E Major, e minor, F Major,
f minor, G Major, g minor, A Major, a
minor, B-flat Major and b minor. The
reason for the omission of other keys was
that at the time of their writing the method
of tuning which we know as “equal tem¬
perament” had not been introduced.
In the “Well Tempered Clavichord,”
Bach used all keys with equal facility. In
studying the Inventions it is best to begin
not at the first of the collection but with
number eight; then, probably, numbers ten
and thirteen might be taken, then one, four,
three and nine. Numbers fourteen and
fifteen are probably the most difficult.
Knowledge of generallines of structure of
the Inventions stimulates interest in more
exhaustive study and practice and makes
clear to the student the special point to be
gained in study of each individual niunber.
It is also an aid to general accuracy, phras¬
ing and memory work.
Number Eight, one of the most popular
of the Inventions, is written in canonical
form. It has two voices and is thirty-four
measures long, the first subject or theme
being two measures and one eighth note in
length. It is given out by the soprano and
consists of two easily recognizable motives
or figures. One of these is a series of six
staccato notes which make a series of as¬
cending leaps after which comes the second
part, a graceful, descending run in six¬
teenth notes:

OF the oldest composers
frequently used titles for their
compositions,” continued Mr. Samuels.
“But Scarlatti was above titles, preferring
to call his pieces ‘lessons’ or ‘sonatas.’ The
greatest art is, of course, to imply rather
than to state. In this Bach shared, and we
find his greatest works given the simple
names—preludes and fugues. In playing
Bach the ears must listen actively as well
as hear. At the outset Bach does not go
out to meet you—you must go to meet
him.
“Bach, in music, implies something that
lies outside painting and mere music. He
wrote most of his works for his pupils'
and his cantatas for his own church serv¬
ices. He had absolutely no thought of
public performance and gain. He copied
music copiously to learn and, despite the
brilliant life of the times, remained always
simple and unassuming. The clavichord
and harpsichord of that day had not been
in existence long enough to be free from
organ influence, and so we find his great
Toccata reflecting the organ style. It
shows digital dexterity, cantabile and fugal
ability in ‘part playing.’ It is not like some
other toccatas—a test of endurance on the
parts of both player and audience. We
know that the French Suites were written
for his wife, Anna Magdalena Bach, to
play. Each one is more difficult than the
one which precedes it—the sixth more dif¬
ficult than the fifth, as the fifth is more
difficult than the fourth—and we decide
that she must have been a pretty good
pianist when she got through.
“To me the Allemande is usually one of
Bach’s best movements. His Gigues are
nearly always little fugues. It is a great
thing to use the “Two Part Inventions” to
get used to varied kinds and movements
of voices. Then may come the “Three
Part Inventions” and some of the Short
Ex. 1
Preludes and Fugues which are very useful
in developing three part playing. There are
certain traditions which should be observed
in playing Bach, as, for instance, the play¬
ing ‘spread’ (in arpeggio form) of many
One should notice the contrasting
of his solidly written chords.
touches, legato and staccato. Imitation and

S

transposition make the whole piece out
of this subject. We find an imitation of
the main theme in the bass immediately,
The Invention is, at first, almost an exact
canon.
Invention Number Two is quite different
from Number Eight, or, for that matter,
from any of the other fifteen Inventions.
In it five separate voices or counterpoints
are introduced and almost all of the sub¬
divisions are two measures in length. The
entire Invention, with its twenty-seven
measures, is very cleverly worked out and
is a splendid study in theme recognition on
a small scale. The first upper voice begins
with the first subject, A. two measures long,
while the bass has a two-measure rest.
Ex’2 Allegro moderate

The lower voice then repeats A an octave
lower, while the upper voice adds a counter¬
point which may lie called the second
theme or B.

Then the lower hand takes B, playing it an
octave lower than when it first appeared,
while the right hand adds a third subject,
or C.

This process continues until five separate
melodies, themes or counterpoints have been
introduced. D and E are each two meas¬
ures long, and each is given out first by
the right hand and immediately imitated
by the left.
Ex.5

The whole scheme is then repeated v.
contrapuntal inversion, the lower part
ett hand giving out the theme first e;
nne, and the right hand immediately I
lowing with an imitation. Toward the e
a er a two-measure imitative episi
(measures 21 and 22), counterpoints

(Continued on page

613)

OME FEW players are born with
nimble wits and equally nimble, responsive fingers which at the piano
have an almost uncanny knack for dropping
exactly in the right place at exactly the
right time. They, of course, are greatly
to be envied, though, on the other hand,
there is yet a wide gulf fixed between
merely accurate and truly artistic performmice. The vast majority, however, do not
achieve even accuracy. They spend, in
fact, a large proportion of their waking
hours battling with awkward recalcitrant
digits which, despite the unceasing efforts
to tame them, persist in violating every .
known law of space and time, buch play
ers only rarely arrive at what,
°n
a more fitting term, may be called clean

delegating to the head some of the work
which the hands, thus far, obviously have
accomplished with but indifferent success.
The heart, likewise, must, for the time,
be largely relegated to the background,
For our mental vision is never keen, nor
are our muscular reactions prompt or sure,
wken our emotions are left to gallop off
blindly. To keep cool mentally is the first
;njunction we must heed. We must not
a[jow ourselves to be goaded into a paroxysm of effort Let the reason diagnose
the nature and seat 0f the disturbance
and thel) qu;etiy and effectively apply the

M
0f tke s;ns> both of omission and
commission, are so nearly universal,
^
• ■
the practice nf
of the large majority
of
___r _ .
mention might
"“Ccf those jessed 1 this high!, easily
££*£
**
appear superfluous.
Yet it is pre¬
developed faculty for getting their fingers cisely these matters of constant habit that
in the wrong place would pointedly resent escape us, just as do, for instance, our
the suggestion that their
troubles were peJ^to of walking or 0ur idiosynUieir troumes
largely of their own making. “Why,
Why, they crasies of speech. Only by singling them
would heatedly retort, “we. practice
and nuiuuig
holding them
, , the dif-£ out anu
uiv-ui up to our mental
ficult passages over dozens and dozens of ^ kdividuajly do we become fully
times!
. .
,
aware of them and thus find a way
Which reminds me of a pianist w o, escape their pernici0us consequences,
when practicing a difficult passage, had at
Most of our iapses have to do with tl
side two saucers, one containing fifty accoinpanimenti though the player ii
pr cuttings
rnttinirs which were transferred on instances
.,_
_ suspect it. For
uv,, it
paper
does not
the
to the other saucer,
but IldLUl
natural,
- instalment
- plan
x
. t
ULU
di, especially where the accomhe repeated the passage, until he had fully paniment is comparatively easy, that he
discharged his debt to his artistic con- shou|d look {or the cause 0f technical misscience. Yet, despite his almost superhu- ^
k tke more difficult right hand part,
man tenacity, he never got beyond medioc- Yet ;n n;ne caSes out of ten, the fault lies
rity, which seems to indicate that in piano
t]le jeft hand. It is so easy that the
practice no more than in playing is mere
,
thinks it unnecessary to adapt a
repetition the means of encompassing sal- ^xed bUgering for it, even if it should be
vation.
Kiven, with the result that the •uncertainty
Few of us err in this direction, however. °arising
. .
,
, -,therefrom
at once communicates itBut where most of us, even the most seri¬
lf to the other hand.
ous of us, do err is in practicing too much
We may, year in and year out
with the hands and too little with the heads.
ir hands for independence. But a
For this, of course, there are the best of
i there is the slightest uneasiness
reasons. When a composition is about half
or two-thirds finished, implying, if it is up
to our technical resources, a hundred or
more repetitions, it has become hopelessly
stale. No longer does it draw our interest
and our spontaneous attention as the sun
draws a plant. It now leaves us cold. It
lias become a task.
As we play, our attention tends to scatter
itself promiscuously over our every day
concerns—the latest millinery creation, the
contemplated automobile trip, and so forth,
yet it is precisely at this stage that our
closest concentration is required. There
may be left only a few passages whose dif¬
ficulties cause us yet to suffer actual ship¬
wreck. But what of the many others which,
while we get by them, still sound botchy
and muddy. What strength of self-com¬
pulsion is needed at this point to chain
ourselves down to real, productive work!
Then it is that, with sullen determina¬
tion, we settle ourselves to repeating pas¬
sages over and over, only to feel them
getting worse and worse under our hands,
until, in despair, we bang the keys, slam
down the piano lid and frantically, begin to
cast about for the most effective means of
self-destruction. Who in the congregation
of the wicked can stand up and truthfully
say that be has not many times passed
through this experience!

IS

Wise Division of Labor

THERE, then, no way out of this
predicament? Yes, there is. There is
always a way out, though often it may
not be as smooth as one might wish. In¬
deed, it has already been suggested. For

hand it communicates itself by some sort
of mental transference to the other.
Separate practice of the difficult part
here is of little avail. The right hand, in
fact, may be able to navigate safely. Still
the uncertainty of the left will upset the
equilibrium, and this state will continue
until we have the fortitude to adopt a
definite fingering for the accompaniment
as well as for the right hand part and to
adhere to it until it becomes automatic.
Take, for instance, the first few measures
of the last movement of Beethoven’s
Sonata, Op. 27. No. 2.
Bx.l

Presto agitato

Here the left hand is exceedingly simple.
So the average player takes any chance
fingering that offers itself (5 1, 4 1, 3 1),
not adhering to any one of them consist¬
ently, only to find that the passage, despite
careful, slow practice, remains unsettled,
especially at the end of the second meas¬
ure where the left hand takes the octave.
Were he from the outset to adopt 5, 2, the
difficulty would soon disappear, even at
the crucial point at the end of the second
measure, played at great speed.
He should continue in this way through¬
out a large part of the movement. Even
the simple Alberti Bass which forms the
accompaniment to the second theme re¬

quires a carefully worked out fingering
unless it is always to remain. jolty, espe¬
cially at the awkward octave trills. The
same holds good also of the staccato chord
work in both hands forming the coda of
this first part. Nowhere more than here
does the homely old adage "a stitch in time
saves nine” find profitable application.
The type of accompaniment, however,
which most frequently invites “muddy”
playing is that in which the left hand
must leap quickly from a low bass note to
a chord in the middle region of the key¬
board, as in the usual waltz accompani¬
ment, for instance. Rare it is indeed that
any but the elect attain clearness and neat¬
ness in accompaniments of this kind. And
invariably in these cases the difficulty is
diagnosed—if it is diagnosed at all—as
that of accurately “hitting” the bass note.
Yet, when we observe more closely, we
soon discover that the trouble is largely
due to our endeavor to jump across a
ditch before we come to it. We pounce
upon the bass note, in other Words, before
we have properly grasped the preceding
chord. This chord, in fact, serves the
hand as a springboard for its leap, and,
when this springboard gives way under it,
something of course is bound to .happen.
It is this chord, then, that in the first
place demands our attention. In most
cases it will be found again that the trou¬
ble is rooted in a random fingering, more
specifically in employing the fifth finger
on the lowest note of the chord, whereas
it cannot be urged too strongly that in
chord work of this kind either the third or
the fourth—but which ever is chosen must
unalterably be retained—should be used on
the lowest note of the chord, reserving the
fifth solely for the bass note, as indicated
in the subjoined accompaniment of the
Chopin Minute Walts, Op. 64, No. 1.
Ex.2

..
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It is a pity this feature is not more fre¬
quently stressed in the earlier stages of
instruction.
Equally regrettable is the
neglect, even in the standard editions, to
indicate such details of fingering in ac¬
companiments. So much heartache would
be saved later on when a firmly rooted
habit would have to be broken.
Another frequent source of lack of pre¬
cision is found in accompaniments in
which the same chord is repeated in vary¬
ing positions as in this extract (a) from
the Chopin Nocturne, Op. 9, No. 2.

Here it is the repeated notes
higher position (eb in the first, d in the
second chord) which generally are not
sounded properly.
A somewhat exag¬
gerated raising of the hand in this case
and, where practicable, a change of finger
on the repeated notes, as indicated in the
quotation (b) from the Sclicrco of the
Beethoven Sonata, Op. 31, No. 3, are the
sole means of avoiding slipshod, smudgy
chord playing.
Still another technical defect results
from lack of repetition where the right
hand is obliged to sound a key already
depressed by the left, as at a and b of this
extract from Debussy’s Reflets dans I'eau:
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Such instances are quite frequent in mod¬
ern piano works, though as a rule the re¬
lease of the first note is not indicated. Yet,
unless such release is consciously deter¬
mined upon from the beginning and con¬
sistently adhered to, such passages will
become the cause of much irksome and
fruitless practice.
One reason why accompaniments have
such an inveterate tendency towards indis¬
tinctness and inaccuracy is that they have
to be played softly. Even when, at the
outset, they are played' correctly, the at¬
tending finger motions are so slight that
they produce correspondingly faint finger
memories which easily become disorganized.
Hence it is imperative from time to time
to concentrate deliberately on the accom¬
paniment. It is even advisable occasionally
to exaggerate the finger motions somewhat,
even to play the accompaniment notes with
more fullness than is justified by artistic
considerations.
Most of^the causes of uncertainty of exe¬
cution, then, may be ascribed in the last in¬
stance to deficient fingering. This may be
due either to neglect on the player’s part
to follow given finger indications or to
neglect on the editor's part to furnish such
fingerings, often because the accompani¬
ments are deemed so easy as to make finger
prescription seem superfluous. In passages
containing considerable technical difficulties,
however, most standard editions give suffi¬
cient and, in the main, reliable fingerings.
These,'of course, should be conscientiously
observed and that not as a punishment from
which there is no escape, but as an aid
offered to facilitate a difficult task.
Yet, even where fingerings are provided,
those of 11s who have attained the age of
artistic discretion need not follow them
with slavish compliance. For the editor,
though usually a good all-around musician,
is only rarely an executive musician of a
high order, and moreover often takes his
task quite lightly. Besides it is humanly im¬
possible for him to play every composition
he edits with artistic finish.
So it comes that, a prescribed fingering is
often quite practicable and suitable as
]ong as a passage is played at moderate
speed. But as soon as we try to bring it
up to the proper tempo we discover to our
dismay that it is inadequate. Even consum¬
mate ' pedagogs sometimes have to be
taken with the proverbial grain of salt.
Who, for instance, has not at some time
fruitlessly wrestled with the Biilow finger¬
ing (indicated above the notes) of this
left hand passage from the first movement
of Beethoven’s Appassionato?
Assai molto

figures (the critical point) at once becomes
comparatively easy. Similar instances might
be multiplied. Even in matters of finger¬
ing a player need not abdicate his indi¬
vidual judgment. Even here he must "prove tion For it is these lateral motions, the
all things and hold fast to that which is
good”—for him.
One of the most fruitful sources of dif¬
fuse playing is, of course, the damper pedal.
For how often is this accessory, so valuable
if properly used, permitted to blur melodic
outlines, to obliterate rhythmical shape, to or figurated, demands these preparatory ad
confuse harmonic tissues, in short to smother
’in.olid chord
completely all musical content 1 And here
again it is largely the failure to teach its of playing, of coor.e,
what
extended
use of up a
proper use systematically in the earlier
Above all, however, it requires a deft e
stages of instruction that engenders its im¬
of the pedal. For without its aid it would
proper use later on—for use it every player
in most cases he impossible to effect this
will. But, even if the pedal has been prop¬ chord preparation without fatally chopping
erly taught, it is advisable that in the early,
up the passage. With its assistance, how¬
technical practice of a composition, in fact,
ever the bass may be held while the hand
well on toward the finishing stage, its use
adjusts itself to the chord pattern. Lt
should frequently be dispensed with.
would be difficult to contrive a more useful
Only when the notes are stripped of the
exercise than that of playing an accompani¬
haze which the pedal weaves around them,
ment like the following, with well-defined
when they confront us in all their naked¬
preparatory motions and a sharp, decisive
ness, do inaccuracies and technical imper- ■
up-arm touch on the bass notes as wel as
fections so brutally challenge that we
on the chords. If the pedal is depressed on
cannot ignore them. Time enough to begin
to soar when once our wings have gained the former and released completely on the
latter, all blurring will be prevented.
strength.
As to the details of pedal use, we can here Ex.6
1
I ^
•
touch upon but a few of the most obvious
facts. Setting aside those instances in mod¬
ern music where a mixture of chord tints is
of the very essence of the composer’s in¬
Where both hands change their key¬
tent we must, of course, endeavor to secure
through the pedal that softening of outline, board position at the same time the prepara¬
that atmospheric charm which it alone tion of one hand at least affords the only
affords, while yet preserving the integrity sure preventive against the “splitting” of
and transparency of the tonal web.
notes—and ears. In this passage from De¬
In works of a lyrical nature, especially, bussy’s Jardins sons la pluie, for instance,
nearly every chord, every note even, de¬ at the juncture of the two measures, the
mands the pedal. That, however, makes it only way to avoid serious missteps is for
only the more urgent to release it fre¬ the left hand, as soon as it has struck the
quently, especially in the lower keyboard b-major chord, to place itself over the low
range. To prevent overlapping, all that in e, depressing it on the first beat, while the
most cases is needed, in fact, admissible, is right hand performs its desperate leap to
a mere partial depression. Likewise, with the high c#, the pedal bridging over the
the same purpose in mind the pedal in most gap in the left hand.
cases must be used in the syncopated style,
Ex.7
being depressed immediately after the chord
and released at the moment the next chord
is struck.
Even where the same chord furnishes
the harmonic background during several
measures, as in waltz accompaniments—
see the Chopin Walts already quoted—the
pedal must be renewed with each bass note
in order not to smear over the rhythmical
articulation, thus qualifying the rule fre¬
quently given which demands that the pedal
be kept down as long as the chord does not
change. Altogether mere rules, though help¬
ful, are inadequate for the acquisition of
artistic pedalling.
To attain that the player’s own esthetic
judgment must constantly lie the control¬
ling force, implying the most searching con¬
centration, the most intensive experimenta-.
tion, and, above all, the constant direction
of the ear, the trained outer (physical) as
well as the inner (psychic) ear. The pedal
it is true, may, as Biilow said, cover a mul¬
titude of sins. But in so doing it turns
music into noise. We truly need its aid to
relieve the barrenness of the piano tone.
Used with taste and discrimination, it turns
what otherwise might remain a pale, life¬
less monochrome into a glowing, palpitating,
tone picture. We should not, however, per¬
mit the servant to usurp the master’s place.

SELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON MR.
MOOS’S ARTICLE
1. Why is fixed fingering especially
necessary in the left hand?
2. What is the source of the failure in
jumping from' a low bass note to a chord
in the middle region of the piano'
3. In chord work (in the left hand)
which finger should be used on the lowest
4. What is the value of preparation in
chord playing?
5. Why is a period of rest from practic¬
ing a certain piece sometimes desirablef

‘Polyphonictilly Speaking
By O. G. Son neck

But, when all is said and done, the acqu
sition of a clean, authoritative style c
piano performance still remains a hear
searching business. For which one of t
has not learned that, when at last aft*
infinite care, a reasonable degree of techn
cal perfection is attained, when, in a spir
of triumphant assurance, we begin to su
render ourselves to the inner content of tl
music, all at once, perhaps at, a motneu
when our vital fires are burning lower tha:
usual, we begin to feel that the ground i
again slipping under our feet? A passag
which we thought safe seems to becom
shaky. Perhaps it is just one finger ths
has gotten in the way of half-missin
its key. But, be the defect ever so sligh
unless we at once locate the trouble an
apply the remedy, it will :pread like a car
cer. In a few days we shall find that th
whole passage has become disorganized.

The Safeguard for a Clean Performance
HILE THE use of the pedal thus
obviously tends to endanger a clean
performance, there is another factor that
just as clearly favors it, that is, the prin¬
ciple of preparation. Aside from the neces¬
sity for slow, careful practice which here
is taken*1 for granted, the employment,
Constant Vigilance
wherever possible, of this precautionary
Yet with the D’Albert fingering (given measure is indeed by far the most effective Tyl7’E MIGHT as well confess it: a con
* » position has to be learned more tha
below’the notes), though it is shockingly means for securing this much-to-be-desired
•
once
before
we fully master it. Musi
unorthodox, the passage at the last two sureness and precision in playing.

W

indeed is a jealous mistress. When a
painter finishes a canvas it remains for¬
ever a witness of his genius. \\ hen a poet
writes a poem, time itself cannot detract
from it But when a pianist acquires a
composition it is his own but in the limited
sense in which a financier owns his wealth.
As soon as he relaxes his vigilance, it slips
through his fingers. Slow, careful, tech¬
nical practice from time to time is the only
safeguard against losing what once has
become his.
Not that work on a composition should
proceed indefinitely without let-up. In the
practice of difficult passages as well as of
entire compositions there comes a point
of saturation beyond which continued prac¬
tice becomes unproductive. When that time
arrives the study material should, for a
time, be changed. Sucli a period of inter¬
vening rest indeed becomes a period of
silent growth, even technically, for even
the fingers after such an interval of qui¬
escence seem to regain their readiness of re¬
sponse. But there is, of course, a vast dif¬
ference between rest and neglect. The
latter will soon enough revenge itself. The
former, however, if not too extended, will
result in a highly desirable clearing-up
process, provided that the technical prob¬
lems afterwards are again approached
with caution, a caution scarcely less than
that exercised at the beginning. True,
such slow, careful practice is now doubly
difficult. But only thus may we laboriously
prepare the soil that in time will give
growth to the esthetic, spiritual qualities
of the re-creative process.

“Hailing from Carl Philipp Emanuel
Bach very much more than from Johann
Sebastian, Beethoven essentially repre¬
sents the homophonic era. Even hi- poly¬
phony, paradoxically, may be said to be
homophonic polyphony. Surely it is dif¬
ferent in kind and essence from that of
Bach.
“With Bach it was a mother-tongue;
with Beethoven it was more like an ac¬
quired language spoken with virtuosity.
A fugue of Bach sounds idiomatic, spon¬
taneous, like something that had to be
without fore or afterthought; a fugue by
Beethoven may sound just a little anachro¬
nistic or too intentional to be convincing.”
—American Mercury.

“The primary use of the soft pedal is
to make it easier to play pianissimo; but
as this pedal in many grand pianos changes
the color as well as the intensity of the
tone, it must bemused with discretion. It
is best to introduce it at some point where
the change in character of the tone will
not be noticed. The sostenuto pedal is a
valuable invention which, however, is
sometimes over-used. If it is employed
with judgment, it can produce unsual ef¬
fects by sustaining a note or a chord while
passage work is played in other registers.”
—Alexander Raab.
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(Bird ‘Repertoires
By the Well Known Composer and Lecturer

Archie

tones, true to our major or minor
scales, why does he do it? When one of
our composers writes a composition true
to these same scales, we know' (for cen¬
turies of experience have taught us) that
it is because the most heart-satisfying music
is founded upon them. Let us compare
our music with that of the birds and see
whether we do not conclude that the same
Creator who inspires us also inspires the
little song sparrow' to choose his tones ’be¬
cause they are the most beautiful paths for
his song to travel along.
But, first, what inspired the, earliest
efforts at music making? Birds and our¬
selves are the only two kinds of musicians
on earth, and there must have been a period,
away back in the night of time, when the
birds were the only musicians and when
the only musical tones heard on this earth
were made by birds. We were in the child¬
hood period of the race then, and the child s
sole way of learning is through imitation.
So, since the only music there was to imi¬
tate at that time was that of the birds,
there can be but one conclusion—the birds
were our first musical inspirers.
But how about music of today ? Prac¬
tically every melody that man has con¬
ceived has fragments in it that are also in
the songs of birds. Song sparrows are the
most versatile singers among the birds. No
tw'o song sparrows sing alike and each
one sings a number of different songs, in
some cases as many as a dozen or more.
The opening measures of the Marseillaise
Hymn, sung in true song sparrow fashion
with a group of rapidly repeated notes in
place of the high note, are a fine composite
song sparrow melody:

A.

Mumma

exquisite little singers, and no one thinks
of attempting to analyze their music
merely as music. Yet bird music has
rhythm and melody the same as ours. And
the elusive tone quality of their voices has
a musical significance which might be com¬
pared to our harmony. For, as harmony
furnishes much of the mood, the setting,
for our music, so also the tone quality of a
bird’s song portrays its particular setting
in nature, its habitat or choice of environ¬
ment. For instance, the red-winged black¬
bird is a lover of water and marshy coun¬
try, and, in the quality of his voice, sug¬
gests watery gurgles and the reedy rattle
of cat-tail swamps. Vesper sparrows love
the hot, dusty, open country, and their
voices have not a hint of any liquid quality,
they are languorous little lays full of mid¬
summer contentment. So the tone quality
of a bird's voice is really the birds har¬
mony, since it hints at its natural setting.
bx.4
A fundamental of our music is the major
and minor modes. Generally speaking,
major portrays realization, contentment
It is about twenty pages long, but see how
and jov, and minor, striving, doubt and sad¬
economical Beethoven has been in the use
ness. The music of the Russians. Orientals
of his thematic, inspired motifsi First,
and all oppressed peoples is prevailing
we have (A) which is then inverted up
minor. The music of the United States of
the arpeggio scale. The secondary subject
America is prevailing major. Birds, and
begins with this theme inverted and m
this mav seem strange, sing in both major
major (B) while this portentous theme;
and minor, and apparently the modes de¬
(C) occurs throughout. This last kind ot
note the same in their music as it does in
raven croak, a fatalistic group of tones
ours, that is, the expression of different
which manv different kinds of birds were
moods. Our American robin will sing in
singing long before Beethoven immortal¬
both major and minor at different times to
ized it A Carolina wren can sing the
express the varying moods of the day. We
secondary motif (B) of this sonata beauti¬
all know what his sunrise song is like,
fully, while many a robin I have heard
with its bubbling joy and ecstasy. This
sing the minor group of tones introducing
is sung in a mode prevailingly major. But
the primary motif.
listen to his singing during the day. espe¬
Of course much of the thrill we get from
cially during a hot sleepy or cloudy day.
listening to birds’ music is .caused by the
It becomes pensive, and its prevailing style
quality of their tones. We lose ourselves
is minor. Compare a fragment from his
in the effervescent joy-wild spirits of these

The examples one could cite of this simi¬
larity are legion, and, while I am far from
implying that composers deliberately use
bird songs in their compositions, is it not
logical to suggest that centuries of listening
to them may have produced in mankind a
racial musical impulse? A composer need
never even have heard birds sing, but cen¬
turies of his ancestors undoubtedly did;
music is written out of this racial experi¬
ence, lodged in his subconscious mind, as
much as in his individual mind.
When a bird sings part of a composition
he invariably sings the thematic, inspired
part. Of course, he does not develop this
and work it out. It is reserved for the
mind of Man to do that. Consider the first
movement of Beethoven’s Appassionato

Here we have the three notes all of the
same pitch with which most song sparrow
songs begin, the rise into the song and a
dotted note at the end. Only several birds
have dotted notes in their songs, and the
song sparrow is one of these. He may use
them at the beginning, the end or in the
middle of his singing. The beginning of
a characteristic purple martin warble sounds
like the beginning of Chopin’s Walts in Ab :
Ex. 2
Chopin, Purple Martin

i r'

sunrise song with one heard during the
day:

Daytime Song

^i

Indigo buntings and meadowlarks often
sing at twilight in minor, while their pre¬
vailing style throughout the day is major.
This means that the objective side of bird
music, the side that is influenced by out¬
side conditions, offers interpretations of
the varying moods of the day—a remark¬
able achievement, since much of our music
of the present does nothing more than
this.
,
However, some birds sing nothing but
subjective music, the kind which comes
from within and is not influenced by out¬
side conditions. A wood thrush’s music
always expresses religious exaltation, so¬
lemnity or sadness, regardless of how
things are around him. A mourning
dove’s song always has a brooding, loving
quality, while a wood pewee’s song is
always sweetly pensive.
Several of the thrushes can produce an
harmonic effect, that is, sound several har¬
monic notes at once. But most birds sing
just one note at a time, although their
songs follow a chord outline so definitely
that'the effect is harmonic.
The following examples should be care¬
fully noted;
Ex 6

Wood Thrush Figures

Olive-backed Thrush Songs

Baltimore* Orinl#» Snntrc
while a theme in this same composer’s Bb
Mazurka is very suggestive of one of the
swinging songs of the meadowlark:
Chopin, Meadowlark

(A) triad intervals, wood thrush figures;
(B) triad and diminished 7th chord, olivebacked thrush songs; (C) augmented triad
and diminished 7th, Baltimore oriole songs.
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The arrangement of these musical fig¬
ures in a song so that they bear a logical
relation to one another would seem to
show that birds possess musical taste. To
a musician it cannot seem mere chance
that impelled a wood thrush I once heard
through an entire season to arrange the
musical figures of his s % almost invariably in this succession:
Ex.7

or the robin which had its nest in a shade
tree in front of my home to incorporate
so frequently in his song this fragment
which sounds positively human in concep-

always following the first with its inver¬
sion, and never with any other of the sev¬
eral figures that composed the song.
Everyone has heard the cardinal’s whistle,
Oo-oo-oo-ect, sung with a rising inflection.
But he is sure to follow this soon with a
Tee-oo-oo-oo, its perfect inversion with
a descending inflection. Compare this in¬
digo bunting song with the song America:

Indigo Bunting Song

©y Allison

O

has been further
PERA AT Ik
recent
advanced by Columbia s
double album release of Carmen,
which presents a coherent reproduction ot
a vital and ingratiating score, but one
without recitatives and with numerous ex¬
cisions. The interpretation, however, is
traditional because it is sung by the com¬
poser's compatriots most of whom are as¬
„„
sociated with the renowned Paris^Opera.
of decision
The performance proves one ' J~~.’
does
and accuracy, in which every
ms part in a reliable manner.

When any particular string of a piano
is struck the immutable laws of nature
governing tone production set up sympa¬
thetic vibrations in other strings known as
the harmonics. These same immutable
laws seem to work through the little or¬
ganism of the bird, impelling him to
choose the true and beautiful from among
all possible tones, together with the true
and beautiful way of arranging these
tones. Truly, birds love their music for
its own sake as music and revel in the
beauty of the tones they sing. The spring
mating season brings forth their songs, but
it is not entirely responsible for them. All
animals have the mating season in the
spring; but dogs only bark, cats meow,
pigs squeal, cows bellow and donkeys
bray!
When Bach literally turns a theme in
one of bis fugues upside down it sounds
mechanical to our modern ears. Yet this
idea of inverting phrases in music, not lit¬
eral inversion, perhaps, but inversion in
substance, is an essential ini the construc¬
tion of even our modern compositions.
When Chopin begins his Fifth Nocturne
Ex. 9

and follows it immediately with
Ex. 10

he is giving us an example of inversion
in substance. Now birds, too, are true to
this principle, furnishing another instance
of the natural law of music composition
flowing through their music. Among the
robins I have heard, one always began his
song this way:

a perfect example of inversion.
thrush sang these two figures:

.

A wood

e of
Divide each into three parts. Part
each ends with an ascending group of
notes, part two with a similar group of
notes descending, inverted, while part
three merely rounds off the phrase. From
a composer’s standpoint, this indigo bunt¬
ing’s song and the opening phrase of Amer¬
ica, because they are the same in con¬
struction, are similar, regardless of how
different they sound.
These and other elements of similarity
between the bird’s music and our own are
all such a part of our music that we are
almost unconscious of them. But they
were undoubtedly a part of the bird’s
music centuries, perhaps, ages tefore we
began music-making. Just how much birds
have influened our music we can never
know. But is i.t not wonderful to see how
the same Creator has given us each the
same idea as to the way music should be
sung and created?
Surely it is not due to mere accident
that birds have occupied the place they
have through the centuries in the heart and
imagination of Man! To him they stand
at the very gateway of Heaven itself, as
proclaims Shakespeare in
Hark, hark! the lark at heaven’s gate
sings,
and indeed the Bible itself in the passage:
And, lo, the heavens were opened, unto
him, and he saw the Spirit of God descend¬
ing like a dove.
SELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON
MR. MUMMA’S ARTICLE
1. How account for the similarity be¬
tween human and bird music?
2. What type of bird can produce har¬
monic effects?
3. What element in birds’ music usually
takes the place of chordal structure in
men’s music?
4. What special effects seem to be de¬
noted by minor and major in bird music?
5. Give an example of '
'
bird’s song.

"With a person of any high degree of artistic feeling, a facility in ex¬
temporizing will never be allowed to take the place of severe study in other
more important kinds of music. Beautiful and interesting, as it is to give
free expression to the fantasies of the moment, this art is ephemeral and
unsubstantial. Too great an indulgence in it, to the exclusion of more
solid stuff, would tend to make of a musician an ineffective dreamer and
trifler........ No musical reputation has ever yet been built solely upon
the foundation of a masterly ability in extemporisation; something more
enduring is required.’’—Frederick Kitchener.

F.

Barnard,

A. B., B. M.

The Extraordinary Story of Unremitting Persistence by a Man Who Laughed at Obstacles
Saturday to the unbridled pagan-religious
merry-making morn of Easter Sunday,
that I was eager to reproduce in my Over¬
ture.” Those who have been in Europe
during Holy Week will recall that Easter
festivities are always gay there, full of .
religious fervor and pomp.
Beethoven has been somewhat neglected
since the Centenary of 1927. Strange to
say, at that time the Victor Company issued
only four out of the nine symphonies, hence
Koussevitzky’s recent reading of the "Pas- Sixth in Viol
In fact, toral

the"minor parts-which is as it should 1* versions of each of this fanmu, unity can
in recording. The only necessary criti- only help to foster discnmmalnm among
cism is an unfortunate speeding-up of ccr- the many.
kousscvi.zky s r, ..dmg «
tain sections to get them within the timed quite in keeping with the pastoral <l*>abt.cs
space of the record. The set is divided of this work. There is no . vie ip i .ltion,
into two albums of eight and seven records even the storm scene is treated a ah a soheach. A word about Georges Thill, the citous regard—which may create captions
Don Jose. . Columbia has done well to in- comment from those who like more rcaltroduce one of the finest French tenors of ism. “ ”1 he Pastoral
the dav to American music-lovers in such witness to Beethoven s revived n rest m
a favorable manner.
the artistic interpretation of small things
Those who like operatic arias should of common life,” says Bekker in his honk
hear the heroic performances that Aurc- on the composer, “after a period * wrest liano Pertile,. the leading tenor of La Scala, ling with great thoughts ami i motions,
gives of the Szmn Song and the Narrative He refers to that period in which the
from “Lohengrin” on Victor disc No. 6904. “Third Symphony’’ and the ‘Tilth SymBoth are well sung although in the Italian phony” were written.
language they seem somewhat un-WagIt is in truth a work of simple emotions,
nerian. Another disc to hear is Sofia del somewhat redundant, presentim: ih<- comCampo’s graciously resilient singing of the poser’s reactions to Nature, \vi n il arc at
Laughing Song from Auber’s “Manon Les- all times based on the “actual and palpable
cant” and Gomes’ Gentile di Cuorc from aspect of Nature." since to him
“i"“II Guarany” on Victor disc No. 4037. termediate world of the Romani: aatureThen there are Johnson’s two arias from lover was closed." Lawrence Jacob Ab“The Girl of the Golden West” dramati- bott in The Outlook once w "
I can
cally sung by Bernardo de Muro on Vic- think of no theme which Bed'
tor record No. 1331.
troduces with such sheer deligln :K the
Toscanini, the conducting genius, has Shepherd’s Song in the last movr u
returned upon records, but in a hardly au- less it he the Hymn to Joy in tin Ninth
spicious manner even though the wizardry Symphony.”
of his leadership undeniably enhances the
musical material which he offers. On Vic¬
Petroushka Once More
tor discs Nos. 6994 and 7021 we find him
leading the New York Philharmonic Or- A NOTHER Petroushka! This time
chestra through, the Preludes to the 1st
we have the composer conducting itr
and 3rd Acts of “La Traviata,” Verdi’s Columbia set No. 109. But once again it
musical version of Dumas’ “Lady of the >s only a Suite arranged' from the comCamellias,” and through Dukas’ clever plete ballet that is offered, although this
scherzo, “The Sorcerer’s Apprentice.” time one containing much more of the
The program of the latter concerns a sor- music. Stravinsky makes a great deal of
cerer’s mischievous apprentice who in his the dramatic qualities of his work thus
master’s absence speaks a magic word proving that the music is undeniably tied
which sets a stick to work fetching water, up with the story of the ballet and hence
When the room becomes overflowed the more enjoyable when visualized as well as
apprentice not knowing the magic word to heard. Therefore those who have seen a
stop the stick’s labor foolishly chops it in performance of the ballet should derive the
half only to find the two parts doubling greatest pleasure from this set. It is exup on the work. Frantic with fear, he cellently recorded.
calls for the sorcerer who soon restores
Two other orchestral discs of interest
the sticks to order. Needless to add, and merit include Ravel's Pavanc on the
Toscanini makes the drama of this scherzo Death of a Roval Child coupled with a fox
a vital one.
trot from his work A Child and the U’itehpi-, ,
~ ,
e/ics> (L’Enfant ct les sortileges.) played
Philadelphia Orchestra
by a French Symphony under Piero Coppola
A NOTHER RECENT orchestral re- on Victor record No. 9306 and Mozart's
cording of interest is Rimsky-Korsa- Overture to the “Elopment from the Seragkov’s Overture, “The Russian Festival of bo-” played by Dr. Weissmann and a BcrHigh Easter,” magnificently performed by 'in Symphony on Odeon disc No. 516.3.
Stokowski and his famous Quaker OrchesChopin’s works are gradually manifesttra on Victor discs- Nos. 7018-19. The inR themselves in recorded sets for the
composer used melodies of the Russian music library. Recently Columbia issued
Church as a basis for this work to en- two albums, one containing the twentvhance its program. Of the latter he once eif?bt Preludes and the other twelve scsa'
It,ls1.tJhe legendary and heathen side lccte<l Nocturnes. The former are played
of the holiday, the transition from the b-v Robert Lortat, a French pianist. His
gloomy and mysterious evening of Passion
(Continued 0
page 611)
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My First Choir Experience
■HEN WE lived in the small town I
; put out of the town choral society
while other youngsters were taken m.
This hurt me greatly, as I was passionately
fond of music and wanted to learn to sing.
They were preparing to give the cantata,
My First Wor\
“Queen Esther.” and I did so want to be in
ATE IN my -thirteenth year I was it with the rest of the crowd, but the direc¬
A Start on the Organ
taken out of school and put to work tor would not have it that way.
E NEVER had either an organ or a firin^TaiToM
flour mill
After moving to thc city we attended a
firing in an old flour
mill in which my
piano in our home until I was old father WOrked. At that time I was an church where there was a pipe organ and
enough to buy one from my own earnings, exceedingly happy boy for I fairly hated ^ choir of some
__ thirty
_ „ singers.
_ „
T “
“
ALLISON F. BARNARD
Our horns were our only instruments. school. but I loved music passionately. ma(le thc acquaintance of a number of the
There was a reed organ in our old church, \ftcr a few years when we had moved sjngers ancf gave them all sorts of hints as
however, and I became greatly interested tQ a iargc c;ty anci father had become tQ my wanting to join the choir. But these
N THE hope that it may prove an c
in it and longed to learn to play it.
master mechanic in a large manufacturing hints brought forth no invitations. I would
couragement to some struggler, be
In order to get at the organ I secured concenli I also found employment there, go to the church building on choir nights
in the earlier or later portion of li ” the job of janitor of the church, boy as I learning the machinist’s trade and doing ant| jjstcn to the singing from thc outside.
I am led to give a bird’s-eye view of soi „ was. True, I could not take lessons and somg too] making as well. I studied music TIlcI1 I ventured a little nearer and went
of the hills climbed and trails blazed
there were no teachers there, anyway. some during this time and read a great ;nsj(iC) but would keep in the dark so they
my own struggles up the rugged mountain ^CjW^ ‘,^r^
the notes deal
| 't0 read |-||
would not see me. This went o-^'—'
of achievement.
. .
.
,
through playing the cornet and 1 asked
unit One night a strange spasm of cour¬
s born m northern Ohio m the fall arQund unti( j found out where middle-C
age overcame me and I climbed around be¬
My First Organ
of ’sixty-eight. My parents were
s located on the organ. With this a
hind the organ, crept on my hands and knees
England people. Both were school teach- j't'“tj'ng“p0int, II got a hymn book, found
AL F
FTER
, -WE had
....moved to the city
- and up behind
DC0H.„ <...
: of thc lass singers and
crs. and my father continued teaching for
Hundred, picked out the soprano part
\ bad found a regular job, I bought . kcd over his shoulder at thc music. Just
after his marriage.
In the early and
and then
tllen tne
the aito
alto ana
and wotkcu
worked m
at them
a -seconu-uanu
second-hand organ and v—
paid for
■'t11:lman until
umu a
— it
~ by
- before dismissal I slipped out as I. had
■—•
seventies they - •ed to central illino s ^ cou,d p]ay both parts together. Then T small monthly payments out of my own entercd j djd this for several weeks, and
where they engaged in farming until1 my
I'; took the bass and tenor parts and worked earnings. I worked hard on tins old organ
e night when there was a v
father's health failed, due to a gu l‘snot them out likewise with my left hand. Hav- but as yet took no lessons. .After the organ rentured to take it and sat throughout thc
wound and to disease contracted
ing learned both hands separately, the next was paid for I turned it hack as a part rehearsal. Still no invitation to come
prison camp■.,
in the .Civil War.
task was to get both hands to work to- payment on a piano and paid for the piano again: hut I was encouraged since I was
.
^-called charming years of childf This I finally accomplished. In as I had thc organ. I then heptsbe not told to “stay out.”
Those
.stes... of being years of charm, thJs manner j learned a good many of the lessons. During
c I worked
ti • J
hood, instead
After
some weeks V,-.
of this
..O this
T
A
I ICl SU1IIV.
. sort of work.
.
,1VJV. for me
a years of torture. I was
hours a clay, for which I received ^ Sunday morning I went early to thc
were
0|d byrrms long lie fore I had opportunity shop
oldest child and was therefore honored by :o take lessons. I would not play by ear seventy-five cents a day. I went to night church and hid on thc stairs leading up t<
being my mother’s helper in the home, for at all, I just must know the notes.
school three nights a week, took piano les- thc “choir loft” as they called it. When
which I was ever made fun of and tor¬
One cold October morning, when I was sons and practiced between times after get- the choir came marching past me, I slipped
mented. To be seen out was to,be yelled playing in the small town hand' for a ting home from night school. Perhaps I in behind one of thc men and took a seat
at. “Girl-boy!
Mamma’s
.
, •
i” baby
t 1 Tied to funeral, we were marching up the street, did not take care of my hands those days. wun
rcsL of
U1 them.
..
..
with ul(.
thc rest
This gave
r
mothers apron strings!
I was otten ^ maneuvering t0 get out of the way Qf But one thing is certain-my mother did
frightt a„d I wished myself out but
caught by boys larger than myself, thrown ^ old_fashjoned horse.car, one of the mot have to drive me to wash my hands as thefe T was and j couid not get out without
down and pounded, stripped of my clothes
rs marching in front 0f me backed I have seen some boys driven since. I making a greater display th
than by -:“:~
sitting
- -I •kept my
- - place.
-1— I was not even
and thrown into the creek. At o h
up against the bell of my cornet and cut imagine I really thought more of my fingers ^ s0
I was chased stoned anr' be^?n' “y ray
ended my than
^ invited
;nvited tp
to return,
return> but still
si
I was not
ray Hp
lip seriously.
seriously. Right
Right there
t-- I did
- of my
- head And I saved all of then
early school life was almost unbearable. career as a, cometist.
mmetist As
As soon
soon as
as my
mv lip
lio mv
finsrers intact,
than did told to stay away. So I kept on going and
my fingers
intact, which
which was
was more
n
Many a time I was thrown down, sat upon was well enough I began to play first one, many others.
after a while I was considered a regular
and tickled until I was unconscious.
member. This, my first choir experience,
This kind of treatment continued until
was wholly voluntary on my part. I
I was some twelve years old. One time I
wanted to learn to sing and I simply stuck
accidentally gave one of the boys a black
to the job.
eye. At another time I became so angry
that I knocked one of the boys down. A
A Keen Disappointment
The degree, Bachelor of Music, was conferred upon Allison F. Barnard,
few days later he caught me and under¬
who also received his B. A. this year. Mr. Barnard, who received his college
URING the time I was working in the
took to give me a good thrashing. In this
diploma at thc same time one of his sons, thc youngest of his six children,
shop I became very much interested in
attempt, however, he failed and got a
finished high school, is one of the most interesting Macalester students. He
the local Y. M. C. A. The General Secre¬
good thrashing instead. This put an end
has been studying for forty-three years. This year at Macalester 'was his first
tary took great interest in me and helped
to all such troubles. I had won the gang s
in school since, at the age of thirteen, he preferred to work in a factory rather
me very much both in my night school
respect and they kept their hands off.
than continue in school. Shortly afterwards, he discovered that Ins attitude
work and in my music. After a time he
had been mistaken, and began a long course of study, which, after forty and
left the Y. M. C. A. and bought out one of
A Start in the Town Band
more years, led to a college degree—two degrees, rather, one in music and
the city papers. He asked me to work for
NE NIGHT when I was about twelve
the usual B. A.
him and promised to see me through high
years old my father came home
school. If ever a boy was wild with deDuring
those
years
Mr.
Barnard
studied
music,
accounting,
theology,
and
bringing with him an old B-flat bass horn.
light over any prospect, that boy was I,
other subjects; he was married, taught music, served as accountant for a large
He had joined the town band. I had one
for I was now most eager to get back into
manufacturing company: attended night schools—sometimes as teacher, some¬
hrother four years younger than I. and
school. But. “There’s many a slip ’twixt
times as student; read theology while riding from his home in a suburb of
the sight of that big horn almost made our
the cup and the lip.” Father thought dif¬
Chicago back and forth to his work as an accountant; he has preached in var¬
boy-eyes pop out of our heads. How we
ferently. and I did not go to the newspaper
wanted to toot it! Father warned us se¬
ious churches.
office nor did I go to high school.
verely as to what would happen if we
When he was appointed musical director of the Junior College of Wcssington .
meddled with it, but to further insure its
Springs, South Dakota, he attended classes there until he had completed the
Sent to Oberlin
safety he hid the mouthpiece. The temp¬
tation. however, was altogether too great,
any disappointments, long
Coming to Macalester to cam the Bachelor of Music Degree that would en¬
•and I found a way to get at the horn. T
hours of hard work, difficulties in
able him to hold a position as director of a conservatory, he found that he had
also found his instruction book and soon
trying to study, together with an unfortu¬
enough academic credits to allow him to receive his B. A. by carrying one or
learned to play the scale without the
nate church affair had not encouraged n>e
hoo extra courses. This he did. receiving no grade below “B , and several
mouthpiece. All went gloriously for a
to walk just as a boy should walk. I got
above this mark.—The Macalester College Bulletin.
time, but one day father caught me with it.
in with questionable companions, began to
But his surprise at ray ability to play thc
l frequent pool balls and saloon^. My father
scale and play it without thc mouthpiece

«—

his promise of correction, and said,
—! do that well without the mouth•
”
piece, take the mouthpiece and• play
He presently bought a cornet for me, and
1 was very soon playing “as big as life”
in the town band.

s?Z-SSi

this time, hoivevt , I had gotten a clarit and soon began to play it regularly in
the band.
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knowing my eagerness for music and fear¬
ing the outcome of my then present course
proposed my, going to Obcrlin to study
music. He had once attended there. I had
a little money saved, which, added to what
father provided for me together with what
I was able to earn in Oberlin by waiting
on tables in a boarding hall, enabled me to
spend two ye?rs there.
Oberlin presented an entirely new life to
me. I felt out of place. T was not properly
prepared for the new work, since I had
learned so much incorrectly. I became
most discouraged and accomplished but
little. No one seemed to take any particu¬
lar interest in me or to help me to adjust
myself until, in mv second year, one of the
teachers began to take some interest in me.
But the discouragements together with fi¬
nancial strain caused me to return home
and to the shop.
While I accomplished but little, T was,
nevertheless, spoiled for the shop. It was a
torture»to me. I had received a new vision
of life. Somehow, after all, in the dis¬
tance. I saw my ideal, could I but attain
it. My outlook had been entirely changed
and enlarged, and this new conception did
completely change the whole trend of my
after life' Soon I was playing the organ
in church. Later I sang in a church
quartet. I began to teach piano a little.
1 returned to night school and took a posi¬
tion in the office of a wholesale house and
continued studying music under worthy
private teachers.
After some years of this kind of work
I went to Chicago, married and secured a
position in the purchasing department of
the old McCormick Harvester Company
(later The International Harvester Com¬
pany). During most of these years I con¬
tinued my music study under private
teachers, sang in church and took a num¬
ber of correspondence courses.
Dar\ Days

DURING
THE year 19H. after spend¬
ing some ten years with the Inter¬

national Harvester Company, I began to
break under the strain of the unusual load
I had endeavored to carry. I had tried to
study. I studied mostly on train and street
car between my home and the office. I
taught piano two nights a week. I gave
one night each week in a slum mission. My
wife was not strong and I did all I could
to help her in her many duties. Usually
we worked at home until the midnight hour.
By July I was almost ready to “drop.”
1 was assigned my vacation period for
the two weeks following the Fourth. We
sent our children to relatives and friends
for their outing. My wife chose to remain
home and kept one of the children for com¬
pany. 1 went to visit my parents, hut, after
being with them just three days, I received
a telegram to come home at once as my
wife was ill. I reached home on Friday
morning, found she had taken a severe cold
that had developed into tubercular pneu¬
monia from the effects of which she soon
passed away. Such a vacation! Tired
out! My Companion laid away!
Six
motherless children to care for! To say
the outlook was dark and gloomy but
mildly expresses it. I did not want to re¬
turn to the office. Really, I was sick and
unable to work. What to do I did not
know. I was completely bewildered. Kind
friends, however, came to my relief. They
took my children for a short while and I
returned to my parents for a much needed
rest where I might lie able to gather my
broken faculties together for a new start.
Home-Ma\ing Anew

A

FTER a number of weeks with my
parents, I returned to our old home in
Chicago and gathered the children home
again. It was a serious problem. The
children missed their mother sadly. We
all felt the full force of the old saying.
"What is home without a mother?” Now
came the opportunity to put into full use
all I had learned in my boyhood days with
my mother and also what I had learned
in helping care for the children. I managed,

new hill reached, I was given a new vision
somehow, looking after the clfWren domg of even greater possibilities.
most of the cooking, baking and ending.
I tuned and repaired pianos to keep *e
The 'New Vision
wolf from the door. This w
IRED AS I was with new enthusiasm
trying experience, one of those long, w
’
over having secured my Conservatory
steepga„dP rugged hills of life upon wta*
many an otherwise strong-hearted one sue diploma and graduated from Junior Col¬
lege I became determined to secure the
CUt£ next several years I spent^ doing coveted Bachelor of Music degree at all
some teaching and singing, traveled some hazards. I had conquered thus far despite
as an evangelistic singer and later, took my age and the seeming impossibilities and
a settler pastorate. During all this time so was encouraged to believe I could go the
1 c t uel to teach privately and took rest of the way. Urged on by the insistent
a number of correspondence courses in solicitations of my old friend. Harry Phil¬
grammar, rhetoric, literature, mathematics lips, now deceased, I returned to Macalester
College and registered for work to finish
school credits.
_ ,
„ for the Music Bachelor’s degree. Soon
During a pastorate in St. Paul, Minne¬ after I had registered I was informed by
sota I took up work in the Music De¬ the College Registrar that, if I cared to do
partment of Macalester College under my a little extra work in the college depart¬
verv dear friend, the late Harry Phillips, ment. I might secure my Baccalaureate de¬
then Director of the Conservatory. Dur¬ gree as well as the Music Bachelor's de¬
ing that year. 1923-24, I gathered up the gree. I told him that I was “game" and
fag ends of my previous music study and would take the work. So I plunged into
graduated from the Conservatory. Soon the task, worked like a beaver and reached
after I remarried.
the end of the year in victory.
Jt was a queer experience indeed. A fiftynine-vear-old lad with gray hair and touched
Wessington Springs Junior College
by many vicissitudes associating with
FTER graduating from the Macalester
under-graduates of all types, as one ex¬
College Conservatory, Mrs. Barnard
pressed' it. “Old and new fashioned, bobbed
and I were offered the Music Department
and unbobbed, restless, pushing, spirited,
of the Junior College at Wessington
contented, easy-going and tame, bright, wise
Springs, South Dakota. Mrs. Barnard took
and otherwise, all together in class-room
charge of the piano department and I the
and campus, chapel and hall, band-room
vocal department, with the choral work of
the school, and the department of public and recital.” Here were some of the
knottiest and sturdiest trees of all to bring
school music.
Mrs. Barnard had secured her Music down, hut the earnest, zealous and insistent
Bachelor’s degree some*ycars previous and chopper never knows “Stop” until his tree
had also studied abroad for several years. is felled. I, therefore, grasped the axe
We spent three years at Wessington with determination, wielded it with zest,
Springs. We found that the music work took the extra work, brought the old tree
there was not very heavy so I enrolled as down and from its top plucked the longa student in the college department and hoped-for and the almost-thought-imposgraduated from there in 1927. I took the sible Musical Bachelor’s degree. With it
regular course, passed the entrance exam¬ came the Baccalaureate degree with an
ination and graduated while carrying my average grade of B-pIus. Thus did I win
duties in the music department. A mighty over many a hardship and tribulation with
chasm had been crossed. The summit of a a shout of victory at my achievement.

c.Building Scale technic
By
Bearing in mind that a chain is as
strong as its weakest link, let us apply
this truth to the “chain” of tones which
comprise the musical scale. The qualities
of a good scale are evenness and clearness,
and the obstacles to acquiring these quali¬
ties are the difficulty of passing the hand
over the thumb and that of passing the
thumb under the hand. Therefore, if these
two parts are made perfect, the whole
scale will be perfect. As an example, let
us take the scale of G-flat major in two
octaves, one which frightens many a pupil,
and find the constituent parts of it:

Paul J. Creston

hand. Each of these parts is repeated an
octave higher and also in reverse order
when descending; that is, the hand or
thumb moves from right to left instead
of left to right.

^PartC ^ j j ^ j j j

For parts B and D, the following:
Ex.3
ParIB

Parts A and C give practice in passing
the hand over the thumb. B and D give
practice in passing the thumb under the

Each exercise should be mastered before
After each part and connection is made proceeding to the next. One scale a day
stronger, then the actual building begins. practiced in this way will bring good re¬
sults in a short time. This building pro¬
cess is a systematic way of perfecting
scale technic.

Odd Mechanical Contrivances designed to Help Pianists

Half of the victory of success in music study lies in careful preparation.

<By

W

E ARE living in an age of great
inventions. During the last hun¬
dred years man has harnessed the
untamed forces of nature and put them to
useful work by means of ingenious ma¬
chines. The electric motor, the aeroplane,
flic radio, the telephone, the automobile,
arc but a few of the achievements which
have changed radically our maimer of liv¬
ing. Some of the machines, such as the
player piano, seem almost human in
their performance.
However, in spite of our wonderful in¬
ventions and advancement in science, the
piano student to-day must go through the
same tedious training that his forefathers
had to undergo. The human body can
learn and acquire habits, but unfortunately
these acquired habits are not passed on
to succeeding generations by heredity. In
playing the piano, to mention a few dif¬
ficulties, the arms must be trained to
assume a correct position. The fingers
must be held in the properly curved man¬
ner and move in their correct paths. The
wrists must be kept at the proper level.
Our inventors have not forgotten our
struggling piano students and have tried
to help them with many contrivances which
have been patented. A few of these de¬
vices which ar-e very interesting will be
discussedOne inventor (patent No. 653,814)

Joseph Rossman

The publisher of The Etude Music Magazine cannot attempt to give
further information about the inventions mentioned in this article. Hpr can
they supply any of the inventions. Readers who are interested should refer
all inquiries to the United States Patent Office, Washington, D. C.

NO. 6558

NO. 1,126,938

no. 627,646
consists of a strap or band freely hanging
over the shoulders of the pupil and sus¬
pending at its ends pendent portions sup. plied with wristbands for supporting the
NO. 653,814
arras. By this means the forearm and
states that a device is designed whereby wrist is held in the proper position for
the piano player is forced to keep the fingering the piano, and sufficient freedom
hands always steadily in the correct posi¬ is likewise given the player to reach con¬
tion without, however, being in any way veniently all the parts of the keyboard
impeded >in his movements.
This is and to hold the hands and wrists in a cor¬
effected by assisting and to some extent rect position at all points. A correct posi¬
replacing the muscular power which must tion can thereby soon be acquired without
be exerted in order to keep the hands con¬ cramping the pupil or causing undue
tinuously in the correct position. For this fatigue. The lengths of the pendent sup¬
purpose there is placed around the fore¬ ports may be readily adjusted. In order
arm, approximately in the middle between to release the arms of the pupil, when a
the wrist and the elbow, a band, prefer¬ pause occurs, the wristbands may be read¬
ably an elastic band which will stretch to ily removed from the pendent supports.
fit any circumference of arm. -From this
In the playing of the piano it is essen¬
band a second band, also elastic, extends tial, in order to get a sharp dear tone,
around the arm to the side of the thumb, that the hammer strike the tone emitting
then over the back of the hand, to be device or string a quick blow. This can
hooked finally to a contrivance placed be done only by giving the finger key con¬
around the hand at the side of the little nected to the hammer a quick, hammer¬
like blow. To give the key such a blow
Another inventor (patent No. 1,092,173) it is desirable to have the fingers slightly
bent so that their extreme tips may strike
the key. It is the tendency of pianists,
especially of pupils or learners, to
straighten out the fingers with the result
that the keys are struck with the front of
the finger tips, making sharp, hammerlike blows impossible.
In patent No.
1,126,938

If you are now ready to begin your

force and then, when the force is relaxed
suddenly, draw them up again. Each finger
of the performer is provided with a
leather sleeve having a ring on its upper
side to which springs of uniform strength
are attached by hooks or otherwise. It
follows that the same force must be
exerted by each finger suspended to them
in striking a clear and distinct note. More¬
over one finger can derive no aid from
the other. By exercising the fingers in

series of elastic bands or tapes, one for
each finger. These tapes have adjustable
loops adapted to engage the fingers. The
tension or elasticity of the hands will tend
to draw the fingers in and maintain them
in proper playing position, although they
may be spread out by stretching the tapes
should occasion require.
It is well known to all teachers of mu¬
sic that the greatest obstacles which be¬
ginners have to overcome in learning the
piano is the extreme difficulty which they
experience in keeping their hands on the
proper level with the keyboard, the fingers
and arms becoming fatigued from the posi¬
tion in which they must be held. Then,
unless very strictly watched, the learner
is extremely apt to relieve himself by
dropping his wrists below the level of the
keyboard and pressing heavily upon the
keys with his fingers, a position in which
it is impossible that the fingering should
be properly performed.
To lessen this tendency a large number
of devices for guiding the hands have been
patented.
The simplest guide consists
merely of a round bar placed at the level
of the keyboard of the piano on which the
wrists rest.
NO. 679,288
In order to avoid rubbing the wrists on these springs they acquire a strength, free¬
the bar a slidable rest for each hand has dom and independence of action, as well
been provided as shown in patents 6,558 as equality in power.
and 173.205. These hand rests supporting
In another patent (No. 679288) j
the wrists can be readily moved along the guide is provided to raise or lower ;
keyboard on a rod.
matically the level of the pupil’s
Also there is provided a finger exercis¬ when he moves it from the white t<
ing device which consists of a rod to which black keys or from the black to the v
a series of gum elastic, wire or other
(Continued on page 611)
springs of a suitable size are attached.

'jram

September first will be here before we l{now it.

These.springs are sufficiently flexible and
elastic to allow the fingers of the per¬
former which arc attached to them to
strike the keys by the exertion of a little

of its length. This bar held along the
back of the hand and wrist causes the
hand to assume and hold the arched posi¬
tion so essential to good execution. Since
the bar does not extend as far as the first
joints of the fingers, these are left per¬
fectly free.
An arm support for piano pupils (pat¬
ent No. 627,646)

Virtue is our favorite flower. Music is
the perfume of that flower.—Chinese Epiof 2500 Years Ago.

Then we combine part A with part B,
part B with part C, and so forth :

musical wor\ promptly, waste no time.

T3he Pianist in the Patent Office
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there is provided a finger trainer consist¬
ing of a wrist'band and, adjustably con¬
provides a rigid bar of wood covered with nected thereto, preferably by means of a
felt and curved inwardly in the direction perforated plate carried by the band, a
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Visual History Series’ : No. a thirty great opera composers
(lbera-that at,mis mom/rcl creation commenced by Peri, reformed by Clock, and transformed by
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(Program
write a "tune.” Even the Ro¬
mans had learned this, for did
not one of their most illustrious
men exclaim : "Let me write the
songs of a nation and I care not
who writes its 4ws.”
Schubert, of all the masters,
had one of the most inexhaust¬
ible springs of spontaneous mel¬
ody. Melody flowed from his
fancy with all the freedom and
freshness of the song of the
woodland bird. His themes have
that eternal and universal charm
which awakes a responsive note
in the common heart of human¬
ity. They sing themselves. They
are folk ' music idealized and
glorified. They are the expres¬
sion of a simple and sincere
IN JAPAN BY THE TAKARADZUKA SYM'
nature, pouring out the joys and
PHONY SOCIETY—SEE TRANSLATION
passions of its heart through the
GIVEN OPPOSITE
medium of varied tones and
rhythms.
** A 1 1. THE world loves a tune,” as
It is because of these very qualities that
the box office gives such eloquent the recent celebration of the centenary of
evidence when the opera is one. Schubert’s death was celebrated with such
filled with the melodies that have been general enthusiasm throughout the civisung through the years. And, by the same lized world. Wherever the magic of melomen, all the world loves the one who can ody had permeated the consciousness of

(l75lb-1791 )

RE^.TXdrtfE/j (l77CH82.7'i

the people, there was the same
:o the Magic Harp (Rosalia
sympathetic zeal to do honor to
the memory of the one who had
left such an inestimable heritage
Vbodc.Orchestration i
dan's Song. Orchestration .
for the enriching of the soul cul¬
ic Infinite. .Orchestration
ture of all ages to come.
:one
f olo.Or. L. Lor
One of the most significant ex¬
hibitions of this spirit was the
series of Commemoration Con¬
certs given by the Takaradzuka
Symphony Society, under the di¬
rection of Joseph Laska, in the
Takaradzuka (Japan) Grand
Theater.
The ardor of this
Ciiorus of the Shepherds
group of musicians of “The
(Rosamond-), Op. 20, N...
Chrysanthemum Kingdom” led
Mixed Chorus.Osaka Mixed ChoU
them to present a group of pro¬
grams of which we herewith re¬
produce one, both in the original
ONE OF THE SCHUBERT PROGRAMS PRESENTEI
Japanese and in an English
BY THE TAKARADZUKA SYMPHONY SOCIETY
translation, and of which any
THIS IS A TRANSLATION OF THE PAGE
nation, with a much longer ac¬
quaintance with the occidental
PRINTED ON THE LEFT
system, might well be proud.
With such fervor and energy, what shall oriental nations in the adoption of tin- oC
we not expect from our Japanese friends cidental system of musical tonality and no
who already have sent to us the inimitable tation. Let us hope that in doing so thej
Maifmc
m the person of the will infuse into their newer art the fine artis
great smgmg artist, Tamak. M.ura?
tic achievements of their past, thus adding ;
Japan has taken the lead among the fresh n
the world’s musical culture

OSSINI IGtqz- 1868)

I ou yynswer \?nes;e
T5est Questions?

T>dMizkrTi

The answers will be found on p age
611 of this Etude.
1. Who created what is known
“music drama”? By what other famutts composer was he greatly assisited
in arranging performances of his
works ?
"> WTU^ PnmnocPfl fhp fnllott
operas: "Madam Butterfly,” “Samson
et Delila,” “Louise,” “Boris Godounoff.” “Robin Hood”?
3. How old was Verdi when he
wrote “Falstaff”? What can you tell
about his life?
4 In what operas do the following
characters take part: “Marguerite,”
“Elsa,” “Wotan,” “Pinkerton,”
"Wcrther”?
5. Can you name an important 18th
century opera reformer?
6. In the writing of what type
of operas did Sir Arthur Sullivan ex¬
cel? Who was long associated with
him as his librettist?
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greatest treasure,

inex'

haustible source at which
both

art

and learning

come to dnnl{! O remain
with us!"
—Schubert.
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—Schubert
The interest in opera in America is growing remarkably. The continent of Europe, by heavy government subsidies, has made opera espe¬
cially popular with the people. In America its progress has depended largely upon private enterprise; but new patrons of this art are arising
continually; and the operatic future of America is especially bright.
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Teachers’ Round Table
(Conducted by
Prof. Clarence G. Hamilton,

M. A.

PROFESSOR OF PIANOFORTE PLAYING, WELLESLEY COLLEGE

This trouble generally takes the form
of playing the left-hand note just before
that in the right hand—the two brain im¬
pulses not working together. Try having
the pupil play in the opposite way, with
the right-hand note just ahead of that in
the left hand. This may help him to get
control of the situation. Afterwards, let
him play each pair of notes together four,
eight or
;, until they are struck
squarely
unison. Then, in playing the
passage continuously, stop him whenever
a _ pair- of notes is sounded somewhat
” and have him repeat it until
the desired effect is secured.

tarly ^Materials
ir-old pupil wl>o

row should the staceato
nterpreted ? Should the w
>e played as though
mlf note, followed b;
half rest?—
(1) 1 should use the pedal, by all
means, for, treated properly, the pedal can
produce a very perfect legato. As I have
marked above, depress the pedal just after
each chord is played and let it up a
instant that the next chord sounds,
(2) With Beethoven, the staccato mark
signifies emphasis more than shortness.
The marks which you quote
given by Beethoven himself, but fere
evidently introduced by an editor i
the
above principle; hence, I should give each
note almost, but not quite, its whole value,
as suggested above, at the same time mak¬
ing it distinct and emphatic.

tarly Studies
definitions

eeital; 5, ear-

lingering, hut I i
(lucetl harmony,
any omissions?

Recently I had c
:welve-yoar-oltl puyears. Her lesson book
brought me half finished
bog's Twelve Melodic Ntudi
and I found it necessary t<
review every study in this

Twelve Piano Etudes for Young Stu¬
Is this too small a fee?—Mbs. B. b.
The course which you outline seems well dents by Mathildc Bilbro is a melodious
A
fitted
foun- and
"otu to
iu give the
uic pupil
pupn an excellent loun., -useful, collection.
,,
„ little
, , harder
.. .
elation. Considering the other materials «le Second Year Study Book, by Arnoldo
which you use at the same time, the ad¬
vancement in Mathews’ book is satisfac¬
tory. There is plenty of time to go on
‘Planning a (Career
with the harmony in her next year’s work.
I’m glad that you stress the important
item of ear-training. I suggest that you
alternate this item with sight-reading at
in June, with- the following progran
Bach; Two-part Invention, No. 1
every other lesson, especially in the form
Chopin. Waltzes Nos. 11 and 1J
of duets. Begin each lesson with a few
Rubinstein, Kamennoi Out rote; Pej
nington, Hong of the Rivulet: lie
minutes’ drill on purely technical exercises.
tlioven. Sonata, not yet chosen.
As to the question of prices, one has
My brother will plav two corm
solos also. Will this be enough?
to be guided by what is charged by other
teachers in the same community. Re¬
half on school davs. about thr<
hours on Saturday and two on Sin
member, however, that lessons are gen¬
day. Is this sufficient? How can
erally valued at the price paid for them,
get pian
-s this t
and advance your fees as soon as you
My am
get a class large enough to warrant it.
nblie schools. Is
a field fc • this w
We teachers are, as a rule, poorly paid,
?—G.
in comparison with the prices charged in
It seems to me that you have accom¬
other professions,
plished much for your years, and that,
with your willingness to work, you should
win success. You are practicing quite
Legato and Staccato
enough for a girl in school.
(1) In playing these chords legato,
The program which you propose is
rather short—but this is an error in the
right direction. I suggest that you begin
with the sonata. Mozart’s Sonata in A
major (which starts with a theme and
variations), or Beethoven’s Op. 14, No.
2 would be well adapted for this number.
I should end the program with something
bright and attractive, such as MacDowell’s
Hexentans.
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DEPARTMENT I

TEACH,” ETC., AND NOT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS PERTAINING TO MUSICAL
THEORY, HISTORY, ETC., ALL
OF WHICH PROPERLY BE¬
LONG TO THE ’’QUESTIONS
AND ^ANSWERS DEPART¬
MENT.” FULL NAME AND
ADDRPSS MUST ACCOMPANT
ALL INQUIRIES.

10. Grieg, Concerto Of. 16, in . I minor.
11. Schumann, Concerto Of. 54, in A
minor.
12. Liszt, Concerto No. 1, in f. flat major.
The above list may lie extended by add¬
ing other concertos by Mozart. Beethoven’s
Second Concerto, Mendelssohn's Second
Concerto, his Rondo Brillantc, Of. 79, as
well as others.
Compositions for piano and wind instru¬
ments arc not easy to find. 1 Yrhaps the
most available and interesting i sample is
‘Playing by tar
Beethoven’s Quintet, Of. 1<>. for piano,
What would yi
oboe, clarinet, bassoon and horn. There
are compositions for piano and single wind
instruments, notably for flute. I lerc may
lie mentioned Schumann’s Three r omances.
Of. 49, for piano and oboe <>: clarinet,
Weber’s Grand Duo, Of. 48. f. piano and
If it is simply a catchy tune which she clarinet, also Schumann's .Id; ,o and Al¬
is to learn, your impressionable pupil legro, Of. 70, for piano and horn.
evidently finds it easier and more natural
to play from ear than from the
T3he Question of Fingering
don’t often play her music for her in ad¬
vance but plan her practice so that she
really has to read the notes.
One way to accomplish this is to have
her practice the part for each hand sep¬
arately. Then; when she puts the hands
together, let her learn first the last measure
of the composition, then the next to the
*'•*• Why It is not siinpjilhM Are
last and so on to the beginning. When
she brings to you the prepared lesson, pick
in"'?0 Ul,y ,,J!Cd **lnc,f**8
.''"eerout certain measures or groups of measures
here and there before having her play the ■ In the measure which you cite, tl
reason why the fifth finger cannot we
piece through consecutively.
Cultivate as soon as possible her sight¬ he put directly on the Bt> is because tl
reading, beginning with very simple ma¬ melody (represented by the notes who:
terials, such as Wohlfart’s Musical Chil¬ stems point upward) should be absolute
dren's friend, Op. 87.
legato. I suggest the following finge
ing which makes this legato possible
die end of the phrase by lapping the fourl
Piano (Concertos
under the third finger, in passing fro:
Ab to G:
:. too difficult piano concertos.
ing the names in the order'o/dif-

5.
6.
7.
8.

Hummel, Concerto Of. 85 in A minor
Moscheles, Concerto No. 3, in G minor.
Weber, Concerto Of. 11 in C
Mendelssohn, Concerto Of. 25, in G

9. Hiller, Concerto Op. 69, in F slmru
minor.
UTP

DEPARTMENT OF

TEACHER UPON QUESTIONS
PERTAINING TO “HOW TO

There is no objection to your starting
to teach, if you can get your own teacher
to guide you in respect to what materials
to use and how to conduct the lessons.
Tell your friends of your desire and per¬
haps they will aid you to find pupils. Or¬
dinarily no certificate is required.
There is a large field for music super¬
vision in public schools, although such
work requires special courses of study.
You might eventually take one of the sum¬
mer courses which are offered by various
institutions as preparation.

A concerto is a form of music which
from its very nature, involves considerable
difficulty. In the following list, however
the first concertos are based on familiar
technical materials in the way of scales
and arpeggios and should fall in about the
sixth grade, from whence we advance to
those of more complexity.
The .ones least familiar are those by
Moscheles and Weber, both of which, however are well worth study, and are published m the Litolff Edition.
1. Mozart, Concerto in D minor
2 Mozart, Concerto in E flat major.
o. Beethoven, Concerto No. 1, Oh. 15 in r
major.
\
‘ '
u
4. Beethoven, Concerto No. 3, Of. 37

Unfortunately there are but few fixed
principles for piano fingering, so that dif¬
ferent editions of the same classic are
seldom exactly alike. In fact an editor
rather prides himself on discovering a new
means of manipulating a complex passage.
Often, indeed, it is impossible to find a
fingering that is suited to hands of all
sizes and shapes, since long fingers must
naturally be treated differently from short
ones.
Hence the thoughtful player will not
trust implicitly to any given fingerings
but 'Vl11 test them (1) by the evident
sense and phrasing of a given passage,
an (2) by that which seems especially
adapted to his own hands. If he can thus
discover an easier and more effective nngenng, why „ot adopt it?

Gold Stars—Raising Fingers
cikI"
therebooks'*i
wkS l T
s,,wplan,°,
Kohl

rx,‘L
stars placed
n ite fh A tornicr teacher to (lesighad been* *h»Se .Particular exercises
lo ast f
Played. I should like
10 ask if you know where I could
(Continued on page 612)
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NATIVE of France, Mr. Alfred
Barthel, received his musical educa¬
tion at the Conservatories of Dijon
and Paris, and graduated from the Paris
Conservatory, winning the first prize. He
explains his choice of instrument and career
in his own words.
"I was so mischievous that everything
that went wrong in the neighborhood was
blamed on me. My parents were worried,
..riet-stricken, frantic. They didnt know
what to do with me; finally they decided
they’d send me to sea. It was a custom
to send young boys to ships, and in this
way they thought I would learn discipline.
But on the very day I was to go to make
arrangements I got the mumps and had to
stay home. That broke up the entire plan.
“Then a neighbor suggested that since
my parents didn’t know what else to try
they might try giving me music lessons.
•But what sort of music lesson?’ asked
they. ’He has no talent for music; he
has' no talent for anything but mischief.’
Said the neighbor, who himself played a
bassoon, ‘You might try the oboe.’
“Following this advice my parents took
me to the music master at the Dijon Con¬
servatory. But the music master shook his
head and said, ‘No, he hasn’t the lips or
the hands. He’ll never make a musician.’
But, my parents insisting that it wouldn t
do any harm to try, I was put to it.”
Today this is all only a memory, but the
hoy who was given oboe instruction to cure
him of his badness eventually turned into
one of the finest players in France.
When he completed his studies in Dijon
he was sent to Paris. In his eighteen
years’ residence in Paris, Mr. Barthel was
a member of the leading orchestras (Colonnc, Lamoureux and others). For six
years he was first oboe at the Theatre Na¬
tional de TOf era Comique and at the Societe de Concert dn Conservatoire. He
was engaged as first oboe for the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra in 1903, in which
position he has given twenty-six years of
service. In 1907 Mr. Barthel was awarded
a silver medal by the Academic dcs Sci¬
ences. Arts ct Belles-lettres of France, an
award seldom granted to an instrumen¬
talist.
Mr. Barthel returned to Paris at the
close of the thirteenth season, with the full
expectation of remaining there the remain¬
der of his life. His one year of work
with the Chicago Orchestra, however, had
opened up attractions he could not with¬
stand; at the beginning of the Fourteenth
Season he was again in his old seat in the
orchestra.
During his orchestral life this artist lias
been many times soloist. In 1908 he played
the concerto for oboe written by a French
woman, Vicomtesse de Crandval. He was
again soloist in 1910, 1915, 1916. and 1917
with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
In 1928, he organized the Chicago Wood¬
wind Ensemble which made its debut here
in Chicago. In October, 1928, he opened
the Barthel School of Music, which has
the distinction of being the only woodwind
school of its kind in the vicinity, and prob¬
ably in the United States—Editor’s Notf..)
The Oboe
HE DOUBLE reed instrument is
assuredly of prehistoric origin, and
the oboe in its original form is of the
highest antiquity. Also its use lias been
known in all parts of the world. It can be
traced in the sculptures and paintings of
ancient Greece and Egypt and specimens
may, he found in the larger museums of
Europe. It is believed that the straws

T

'Bands and Orchestras
(Conducted ^Monthly ‘By

Victor J. Grabel
FAMOUS BAND TRAINER AND CONDUCTOR

T5he
<By

Oboe

Alfred Barthel

Giving the “A”
'T’HE OBOE holds the distinction of
A being the instrument to-.givc the tun¬
ing A to the orchestra. This privilege
dates probably from the period before
Handel, when it was the only wind instru¬
ment present.
The oboe used in bands, however, is
sometimes, but not often, tuned to Bb in¬
stead of C. There is one smaller instru¬
ment called a soprano oboe which is oc¬
casionally used.
These instruments are
tuned in accordance with the Bb and Eb
clarinets. This lessens the difficulty usu¬
ally encountered in transposing written

tnenh The compass of this instrument
The Oboe Family
ranges from Bb to G alt; it has fourteen
HE OBOE family consists of four in¬
keys, two of which having additional
struments—the oboe proper, the olioe
branches increase the number to sixteen;
d’amore, the cor anglais and the baritone
from the greater length of the bell (a
oboe which is found to be one ’octave
late improvement) the instrument derives
lower in pitch than the oboe proper and
a certainty of tone throughout, which en¬
one-fifth higher than the bassoon. This in¬
ables the performer to produce the upper
strument, although little known, is not
notes, such as E and F above the lines,
altogether a rarity, as it is used by Richard
with greater accurateness. In his task,
Strauss in his opera “Salome” produced
Barret was ably seconded by the French
in Dresden in December, 1905.
instrument maker. Triebert, with whom he
To Messrs. Loree, father and Son, be¬
was in constant correspondence.
long the credit of bringing hack to life the
entire oboe family. The Musette in G is a
Trial and Error
work for flit oboe proper. The olioe
N TRIfiBERT’S shop the foreman was d’amore is used very much in composi¬
Mr. F. I-oree, the father of Mr. L. tions of J. S. Bach, together with the
Loree, the actual maker of the famous cor anglais, and the oboe baritone, all of
Force oboe. In 1887, I became acquainted them with the same system of mechanism.
with Mr. F. Loree and, during my years The one improvement on the cor anglais,
of studies at the Paris Conservatory under better known as the English horn, was in
my famous teacher, Georges Gillet, was a the spacing of the finger holes. Formerly
witness to the collaboration of these two the space between fingers was much
men to whom we oboe players of today larger on the English horn than on the
owe so much. Regularly two or three oboe, making it very difficult for the player
times a week accompanying Mr. Gillet to to shift from one to the other. Now the
the Loree shop, I saw Jiundreds and hun¬ spacing is exactly the same on both in¬
dreds of their different trials. There I struments.
learned that the addition of the low Bb to
The oboe of today is a very different
the range of the oboe was not for the use instrument from its antique ancestor, at¬
of that special note, although we find it taining its present form only after a series
written in some modern compositions; it of changes and arduous experiments had
was made for the decided improvement it been made. In this respect it is very dis¬
effected on the emission of the notes of the similar to the clarinet whose development
upper register—high D, D', E, and F— has been surprisingly rapid. It is, there¬
beside giving a fuller tone to the whole fore, not surprising that in former times
instrument and cutting down on the over¬ the oboe ill its various types of develop¬
nasal tone of the former model.
ment was used to a great extent in band
Credit must be givpn to Georges Gillet work of different natures. Since that time
for the latest improvement on the conserva¬ the clarinet has largely replaced it. In¬
tory system of oboe—the covered finger deed, the oboe was formerly a band in¬
holes, easier technic and improvement in strument and was little known in church
the mechanism that gives the possibility of and orchestra music. Its place in band
playing every trill in time.
music was so established that in Germany
To exemplify the everlasting work of military bands were given the name of
Gillet on the modern oboe, how many “Hautboisten.”
The band of English
know that the little key on the lower joint Guards in the eighteenth century was com¬
for the trill of C and Db is the outcome of posed almost entirely of olmes of different
a one-time impossible figure in the opera types and sizes, augmented by very primi¬
A Varied Career
tive bassoons, drums and cymbals. The
ITH THE exception of the flute “Le Roi d’Ys” of E. Lalo?
The mechanism, however, is not the only oboe proper claims Paris as its birthplace,
there is no woodwind instrument
which has gone through such a period of feature of the oboe which has gone where it was first known in the opera
transition as lias the oboe, particularly in through a period of alteration and modifi¬ music of “Pomone” by Cambert in 1671.
cation in the last thirty years. The soundits mechanism.
Many endeavors have been made to im¬ producer or reed is also entirely different.
Penetration without Loudness
prove the tone and fingering of the oboe. There are three things necessary to con¬
ROBABLY no instrument can boast of
Boehm’s system prevailed for some time, stitute a good reed, namely, justness, cer¬
a tone so peculiarly unique as the oboe.
but the great inconvenience of that system tainty and quality of tone; but it is almost It has the faculty of penetrating without
diminishes the compass and changes en¬ impossible to have all these requisites thrusting itself into the foreground. In
tirely the quality of the tone. The oboe, combined. Difficult as reed making may quick movements the oboe is singularly
in its present improved state, is a very now be it is simple compared with what adapted to portraying the spirit of light¬
perfect instrument and the modifications it was previous to.the introduction of the ness and delicacy; still it holds its place
applied to its mechanism have preserved gouging machine by which the thickness in the slow movements. This is due to the
the fine quality of its tone in its natural and size of the reed can be regulated as fact that it is perhaps the only instrument
precisely as possible. It will sometimes
state.
capable of conveying the difficult singing
The bulk of these additions is due to the happen, notwithstanding the greatest care tone which sounds so entreating and
late M. Barret, at once a distinguished ar¬ and attention, that the reed turns out badly, prayerful, exclusive, however, of “wh’ntist and an ingenious mechanic, who devoted an error arising not from any fault in
ing” effect.
a long arduous professional life solely to the making but from the quality of the
(Continued on page 607)
the improvement of his favorite instru- cane itself.

found with them were probably used in
making the reeds. Instruments from Ara¬
bia, ancient Africa, China, and even Italy
are preserved in the Victoria and Albert
Museum.
No definite date can be given for the in¬
vention of the oboe. Specimens have been
found in the crudest forms imaginable, but
these may be contrasted with types of
liigji workmanship and excellent design,
which were discovered at approximately
the same period. The oboe as it is known
now is the outcome of a gradual differen¬
tiation of its original characteristics, ac¬
centuated by the polish given to a particu¬
lar member of a family of instruments.
The orchestral oboe as it is now makes
the sound of D when the six finger-holes
are closed. By raising the fingers and
opening the aperture in succession the scale
of D major is produced as on the flute.
Strictly speaking the instrument is there¬
fore in D, but, as the notes sound as writ¬
ten, it is usually spoken of as being in C.
In shape the oboe is conical, graduated
from reed to bell, and it therefore over¬
blows the octave.
In order to lessen the difficulty of finger¬
ing the semitones, the third and fourth
finger-holes were formerly made double.
That is to say, instead of one regular hole,
two small ones were placed side by side in
each case, one or both of which could be
covered by tire finger. But, although this
arrangement was long an established fea¬
ture, the necessity for it has passed away
with the modern methods of key-work. By
the end of the seventeenth century, two
new keys were introduced, one giving C
and .the other Eb. In 1727 Gerard Hoff¬
mann of Rastenburg added the keys of
Qf and At. It was in the nineteenth cen¬
tury that the instrument finally reached its
present exactness and value. The method
by Sellner, published in 1825 at Vienna,
describes keys producing C, Ci, DS, F, F5,
Gi, A2, C and also an octave key.
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Conducted Monthly by

GEORGE L.

LINDSAY

DIRECTOR OP MUSIC, PHILADELPHIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

T

O DWELL upon the statement that
the teaching of music is important
in our public schools is needless.
That is an established fact already. At
the present time some thirty-two thousand
supervisors of music are leading “Young
America” along musical paths. No won¬
der that our ears are intrigued on all sides
by the numberless orchestras and hands of
our public schools! The immediate apol¬
ogy for this writing is a desire to plead
for the neglected step-child of this vast
movement and to champion the caus e of
singing, in the public schools of our c
lr-vExact statistics I have none, but from
various sources I have gleaned approximate figures that will serve my purpose
in discussing this subject.
I11 approximately seven thousand, five
hundred high schools out of a possible
total of close to twenty thousand the teaching of piano and the instruments of the
orchestra is already well established and
growing by leaps and bounds. So forcibly,
in fact, has this movement impressed itself
upon the powers that be” that in a large
majority of cases the students are given
very reasonable credits for their work in
music. Some schools recognize it even
o t le extent of granting credits to students
w 10 pursue their musical education with
'e.pr’vatc tcacicr outside of school hours,
J Ins I consider a valuable step forward
anc because of it feel encouraged to hope
something more may quickly be done for
voice students.

Practical (bourses in Singing in the
Public Schools
<By Wilfried Klamroth
MEMBER OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF TEACHERS OF SINGING

should not i 1 time be lifted to identical, one might say, for every student, to fit
if not more, favor than that accorded his particular vocal faults. Faults being
the piano and the other instruments. In original and varied, no set method can he
the case of the voice one has always his used; individual diagnosis becomes the
instrument at hand—a great advantage to order of the day. Fundamental principles
begin with, counterbalanced, however, by of correct tone emission arc of course pro¬
the difficulty - of devising one definite vided for all, but the main business of the
method for thousands of differing instru- teacher is devoted to the elimination of the
ments, as many different instruments as individual vocal faults through'precept and
minds. However, it can be done. Let us example. In other words the procedure has
see to it that it is done.
become so highly specialized, always with
.
the ultimate goal of the finished artist in
Retarded Recognition
mind, that no place has been made for the
'"pHE THREE possible reasons why younger generation who, even though with
1 singing has not been equally de- no expectation of a professional career,
veloped along with the other branches of nevertheless is anxious to use this avenue
music in the public schools are as follows: of self-expression.
l. Teachers of piano and violin have
So. the student of the schools is left to
evolved systematized, lucid and easy go his way with none, or only very meagre,
methods of instruction for their respective instruction, copying unconsciously the
instruments not only for the individual wretched vocal faults of those so-called
student but more particularly for class singers heard at every hand, most often
instruction. The instruments being all the 011 tlle Phonograph, in vaudeville, in comic
same are subject to identical handling.
opera or over the radio. You know the
2. In the study of the piano and the Lvpe to which I refer, the blatant, nasal
other instruments there need be no cessa- high-pitched, raucous, scooping singer
tion of study during the adolescent period, whose name is legion and who is ever
Singing Students Status
The interest may be held without inter- with us and whose so-called art is a travINGING presents a very different
throughout this most impression- esty on .the noble art of the true singer.
record. Let us consider the status of able age- ,The sinSer. on the other hand,
T1,e time is ripe now to arrest this misthe singing student. To be sure, during the bas the disadvantage during this period, taken growth and to lead the young Ameripast ten years there has been considerable of interruPted study with consequent loss can during his early years into the realm
progress made in the teaching of voice to °/ mterest and discouragement—as against of the better use of voice in both song and
classes of senior high school students In contini,ous study resulting in progress and sPeech- This can best he done through
training.
Therefore the public
many instances where the classes s
schools offer the only hope of solution.
organized
the status ,,,
of voice, tUILUlC
culture lias
has , .
--o--.
1 c
been raised from that of an elective to that 1,cmg carried on by the piano and
mufacturing indus
of aa required subject. This is gratifying,
Speech and Song
nut as against the approximately seven being spent on this 'form of advertising.
'T'HE RELATION between speech'and
thousand, five hundred mentioned above In voice culture there is no advertising
,
sonff rnay he here pointed out with
that give instruction in piano and the in¬ medium to compare with this.
.
verv the importance of improving American
Referring to the first
struments of the orchestra, there are only
approximately two hundred that give in¬ plain to see why the teachers of piano have comnlishmpnf16 n- Sln®!ng ls to this acsuccessfully outranked the teachers of
' ‘
., ' .This effect uPon speech
struction in that most perfect of all instru¬
■
The former 1,™ .levied »im"“S'TSi
ments. the Voice. For is not this instru¬ singing.
ictiom'methods
°-f.singing in ‘he schools
ment capable not only of making beautiful P . ed methods of
.
Our educators have given too little
sounds, in common with all other instru- which< though specialized for class work,
the tho.ught t0 the speaking voice. We of an
ments, but also of adding thereto divinely are yet s0 modified as to appeal to the
inspired words? Think what a sensation young beginner in the public schools. The earlier generation can realize how this
would be created if the violin in the hands “rlrV as dust period” is forever past, a: misfortune is growing upon us The ill
of a Kreisler could wed to its beautiful IS markedly seen in the way the piano is bred, vie,lent use of our beautiful language
IS day by day weakening the foundation of
tones the words of a Shakespeare, a nnw taught the very young child.
its beauty, purity and grace. I trust it
Goethe, a Heine! Yet this vocal instru¬
is not too late to turn
attention
ment we take for granted, we ignore or use
A Method for Every Fault
important work,
indifferently. Only in rare cases do \ e QENERALLY teachers of singing,
a
^
more particularly the leaders in their molded, consciously colored until 't i, 'V
opment.
in spite of the fact that profession, have fought shy of the student comes a habit of accepted exnressinn b<?'
.. 4 ■“ possesses such an instru- of singing during the adolescent period
If it were requSuf a1?S
u
me“‘of his development, advising him to wait chihlren irLrnThe f,?,!.
schoo>
Why should vocal study be given oiilv until the stage of transition is fully passed production with its apJl cS to
’"T
secondary place m public school curricular before starting seriously the study of voice, we should witness in nnl ™
.
Speech
activity t In answering this question we But then the voice through neglect has era in the use of
° e gcnerat,on a new
might get valuable suggestions from the unfortunately acquired most of its bad enIt is unwise t„T>
n I'
gigantic strides in popular approval made vironmental habits, as against careful lescent period is reacherl"f .r
" P°St a',0_
lately in instrumental teaching. If the training of instrumental pupils during the sideration
‘
' of squired vocal instruction"
lessons learned from this startling develop- same time. The faults acquired by the We
‘ reach the child in his tender
he applied to the cause of voice cul- voice during this period demand for their

S

M,I,tiou

ture and the needed enthusiasm supplied tt^^tioti^al'^^hTt
ST"and Xifthf v,!!*.nat”ally
there is no real reason why voice culture empirical method of teaching, a method, sweetness and bird-like quality s'o charm

ing and appealing. The instruction at this
period, of course, should be very rudimen¬
tary, and step by step it should he de-'
veloped through the senior high school
where also the simplicity of presentation
and the logic of sequence should be main¬
tained. This is essential to successful class
instruction in singing. Otherwise we shall
find our students in the predicament of the
centipede:
A centipede was happy quite,
Until a frog in fun
Said; “Pray which leg comes aft r which"t
This raised her mind to such a pit eh.
She lay distracted in the ditch
Considering how to run.
Simplicity Sought
TT IS TRUE that in the past
■*- been written regarding the i
but the methods have liecn tc<
and involved and certainly not tifficiently
simple in their fundamental sta
be adapted to class work. At l lie present
day, to meet an awakened inure
through class instruction in
schools, we see the need of <.
between the best minds from ai
prominent teachers of singing, i
devise a logical,'direct metimi
book form, both simple and sin
The public school voice tea
are to pass on these ideas ran
be thoroughly trained and
eferably.
should be or should have l>c:
singers
themselves. They should be p >ared to
illustrate that which they wo I teach.
This does not necessarily mean iat they
must be finished singers hut r ler that
they should be so well trained
the expert vocal pedagogue, in sympat! with the
particular method to tie taught to the
school students, that they may clearly il¬
lustrate every point in the course of the
young vocal aspirant. The child mind un¬
fettered by acquired habits easily copies
what it hears and thus can he taught
through both the eye and the car.
One such method has been in use for a
number of years with seemingly consider¬
able success. There may be others in use.
The more different courses to choose from
the better for the teacher of public school
singing since he will then undoubtedly find
the one best suited to his particular pur¬
pose.
The aim should not be to make finished'
artlf* of tlle students. As Mr. Robert B.
Walsh, of Portland, Oregon, says in a
paper read at the North-Western Super¬
visors Conference, “We cannot hope, nor
<!o we wish, to produce a finished artist in
our years of high school training, but we
can expect to free our pupils from the
snackles of ignorance concerning the care
aim use of the voice and set them on the
ugiway to successful future development.”
W lth |besc words I most emphatically concur. To my way of thinking such a sim¬
plified method should stress the following
points.
Ar'w,UP:H OUTLINE OF IMPOR1 J\NJ POINTS TO BE EMBODIED
]N A METHOD FOR CLASS
INSTRUCTION IN SINGING
L Correct posture, induces
T lnorrecl breathing, followed bv
S- Correct “Hack, blending into'
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JGNACE JAN PADEREWSKI
< Paderewski (Piih-der-eff-skee)
was
born in Podolia, Poland, in 1860. Ilis
mother, a woman possessing unusual mu¬
sical gifts, died when he was yet a young
boy, and thus what would have been a
source of great inspiration and help was
/cut off from the future master-pianist.
-'At the age of twelve he entered the War¬
saw Conservatory; at eighteen his great
, proficiency as a pianist won him a place
_ on the faculty of that institution. Later
.he; studied with Kiel and Urban in Berlin,
"ail'd with Leschetizky in Vienna.
After a year’s study with the two latter
teachers, Paderewski gave a recital in
Vienna which proved sensationally success¬
ful.
Shortly, appearances in France
and -England were undertaken, and the
• fame of the virtuoso was firmly estab¬
lished. His American debut occurred in
1891 in New York City. It is said that
“not even Rubinstein was received with
: such astonishing favor.”
-In January 1919 he Was made Prime
Minister of Poland. He resigned this post
in December of the same year, and since
that time, has continued his concert tours
). abroad and in .America. Paderewski’s phi¬
lanthropies are very considerable; among
them is the "Paderewski Fund,” for a tri¬
ennial prize for American composers.
As a composer Paderewski is too largely
known by short piano pieces, such as the
Menuct a l’Antique; his many greater
Works, including symphonies and an opera,
are of supreme importance.

MISCHA ELMAN
Elman, undeniably one of the greatest
: of contemporary violin virtuosi, was born
m'.I892 in Taluoje, a town in South Russia.
HisNirst lessons were given him, when he
was but four or five, by his father—a Jewschoolmaster and violinist in an orches¬
tra'St. Odessa. Later he attended the Im¬
perial St|hd<>] of Music in Odessa, and it
was whifiyTie was a student here that the
wind of good fortune first blew in his dierection; for the great Leopold Alter, solo
f’A^olinist to the Czar and professor at the
; 1 .otmigrad ‘Conservatory, had become in¬
tense^ interested in the phenomenally
erffed lgiy and, though there were difficul¬
ties itl the way, had Mischa brought 4o
'Jfre in. Leningrad to study with him.
•'In' 1904 Elman* first appeared in Berlin:
his London debut was made in 1905. His
audiences-* everywhere were astounded by
his technic and his expression in playing.
Later, in - Paris, at a Coionne concert, he
j became' known to, and admired by, the
'French. From 1906 to 1911 he remained
• in England; where he was idolized, by so¬
ciety aid ' was able to command a very
large 'sunt' for a single private perform"$i<He came to America during the World
Whr and toured here with his customary
success. In 1920-21 he undertook some¬
thing which no other great violinist had yet
attempted—a concert tour of the Orient and
the Far East.
In 1923 Elman became a citizen of the
United States of America.
*

;
;

ADELINA PATTI
Patti (Pat-tee), one of the most cele¬
brated sopranos in all musical history, was
born in Madrid, Spain, in 1843 and died
at her castle in South Wales in 1919. From
her earliest appearance in public, when she
was but seven, to her last concert in Lon¬
don, her brilliant career spanned more than
half a century.
When Adelina was but a child, her par¬
ents came to America, settling in New
York City. Here it was that her concert
debut took place. Then followed tours un¬
der the management of her Jjrother-in-law,
Moritz Strakosch. In 1859 she first sang in
opera, taking the title role in “Lucia di
Lammermoor,” in a New York presentation.
Two years later her glorious voice was
first heard in England, and at once gained
immense popularity in that country. For
years Patti was one of the most admired
singers at the Covent Garden Opera House.
London, and at the Birmingham Festivals.
Her appearances on the Continent were
ever occasions for outbursts of enthusiasm.
One of her best roles was Rosiita in the
ever-vernal "Barber of Seville.” It is said
that after 1882 Patti never received less
than $5,000 per performance—a then un¬
precedented sum that compares excel¬
lently with amounts later paid Enrico
Caruso, Chaliapine and other phenomenal
singers.
Of the roles Patti created in England,
certainly the most important was Aida in
1876.

i

LEOPOLD AUER
Auer (pronounced like “our”) was born
.•in 1845 in Veszprem, Hungary. At an
early age he was given instruction on the
violin by Professor Ridley Kohn£ at the
Budapest Conservatory, and in an incredi¬
bly short time had learned enough to be
able to appear at the National Opera
House in that city, in a benefit performance.
His playing on this occasion was so en¬
thusiastically received that arrangements
were at once made by which he was en¬
abled to go to Vienna to attend the famous
Conscrvatorium there. His teachers now
were Professors Jacob Dont and Joseph
Hellmesbergcr—deservedly renowned muNext Auer went to Paris, where lie per¬
formed frequently and also was able to
meet such outstanding composers as Ros¬
sini and Berlioz. But he was all eagerness
to study with Joseph Joachim in Hanover,
and for this purpose he left the French cap¬
ital. He spent two richly instructive years
with the great virtuoso, also meeting at
this time many other notable figures in the
contemporary world of music. After hold¬
ing important positions in Dfisseldorf and
Hamburg, Auer was appointed (1868)
soloist to the Czar and teacher at the Lenin,
grad Conservatory. In 1895 he was raised
to the rank of the nobility.
In 1918 he came to America, where he
has since resided. His galaxy of pupils
—among them Heifetz, Elman and Zimhalist—attest eloquently to his genius as a
*Kll‘ U'’

4

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART
Mozart (Mo-tzahrt) was born in Salz¬
burg, Germany, in 1756, and died in Vienna,
Austria, in 1791.
The precocity of Mozart is renowned.
As early as four years of age, his excep¬
tional gifts suggested that musical training
be commenced. His father, Leopold Mo¬
zart, his first teacher, was what would be
described today as an excellent “pressagent” for his children, as well as what was
more important, a judicious father. He
accompanied Wolfgang and his sister on
tours through Germany, Holland, France,
England, Switzerland and Austria—tours
the success of which was everywhere
without parallel. Students are referred to
the account of these early triumphs in Ed¬
ward Holmes’ charming biography. While
in Vienna in 1768 Mozart comixiscd bis
first opera; the year before he had evolved
his first oratorio. By this time lie was ex¬
pert at the clavichord, the violin and the
organ.
He was appointed concert-master to the
Archbishop of Salzburg in 1768, but .when
the latter died, his successor—greatly tin
derestimating Mozart's genius -rewarded
Mozart so poorly that the master resigned
the post in 1777. Later, by reason of fi¬
nancial stress, he resumed the position, only
to give it up in 1781 and move to Vienna.
The success of his operas—especially
“Le Nozze di Figaro” and “Don Giovanni"
—brought him many honors.
He also
wrote many symphonies, string quartets,
masses, piano sonatas, and compositions
of all types.

SERGE PROKOFIEV
Prokofiev (Pro-ko-fee-eff) was born in
1891 in Solnzevo, Russia—a small town at
that time in the Ekaterinoslav Government.
At the Leningrad Conservatory his pro¬
fessors included Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov
and Anton Liadov—both famous as com¬
posers—and Annette Kssipoff, one time
wife of Leschetizky. His progress was
rapid, particularly in piano and composi¬
tion. A piano concerto, written in 1909-10,
was awarded the Rubinstein Prize, which
was no inconsiderable honor for a nineteenyear-old Ixiy to achieve.
During the political upheaval which oc¬
curred in the later days of the World War.
he left his own country, living for a time
in Japan. Later he spent two years in
America where as a recitalist and con¬
ductor he was showered With honors. His
playing is brilliant, technically perfect, and
highly original—often approaching the or¬
chestral in effect.
It is as a composer, however, that Proko¬
fiev is mainly noted. Of his long list of
works, the following are of particular im¬
portance : the three piano concertos, several
a v'ol'n concerto, a ballet,
the ‘Classical Symphony in D,” and the
opera, “The Love for Three Oranges.” The
tatter, by which alone Prokofiev is known
to many Americans, was given its Ameri¬
can premiere by the Chicago Civic Opera
m 1921 and caused a deal of favorable comment. ri,e libretto is based on a play bv
Carlo Gozzi The latter should not lie conIsed wnhthat writer of sparkling enmedies, Carlo Goldoni, also an Italian.
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Adeiightful air de ballet by a
Modern Russian writer. Grade 5.

Allegretto
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One of Mr. Rogers most recent compositions. Grade 3f.
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One of Meyerbeer’s happiest inspirations,
beautifully transcribed by Ed.Schuett. Grade 5
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THE ETUDE

lay?
Spring;

Sil-ly to be shy;
I would like to be,

Cour-age,Lad,and try!
Wing-ed,Wild and free,

in
my arms, And vowed I
one poor youth, I’ll
try
to

he wont
try
to

loved
win

her
her

For
And

well;
love;

tell!
prove!

- ri - ly
wise and gay,

Up - on the frag- rant ap-ple tree, That
He knew that Spring.would fly a - way, That

is
in
the
air to-day! —
when Spring came home to me! —
8"

love.
soar.

En I

rap - tured I
with
know that rob-in

“I love on-ly you,
“I love on-ly you,

I
I

could on-ly
could on-ly

all
told

Say you love me
Say you love me

do as_
tell my

her charms, The rob the trnth, His good

too!” The
tool” The

he, And
love, And

in
saw, but
ad - vice I’ll

rob - in
rob - in

sang so
was so

sing! _
swear!-
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JESUS, THE GOOD SHEPHERD
JOHN HERMANN LOUD
Andante con moto

I am the good

known

mTnft, ^

of_

am

>•

>

1known

of

As the

mine.

f^hr-T-T-1—r

y

Shep - herd and

Fa-ther know-eth
1

1

f

i

I

know_ my

me,

sheep

e -ven

IjJ |

5—

0—L

so know I the

:-i

■a-—
,
=*==*=*=

Ch^

~—- ^ s w

and am

£

jfJ-

A

dr

a-

A fine transcription of a popular melody.

Andante
Fa- ther,

and

I

laydown

a tempo

AMIgive

my life,

My

un-to

_
• u inooi
_
Copyright 1929 by Theodore Presser Co.

them,

my

life._

for the sheep,

sheep hear my voice and
Piv, lento.

e-

ter- nal

life, e

-

I

and

I

laydown my life for the
col^parte

know—

ter- nal

life, e

them and they

-

fol

ter - nal life: and

-

sheep

low

they * shall nev - er

Note- The indication (Sw., Ch., Gt., Ped.,etc.) are to he employed when
accompaniment is used.
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Sducatiohal Study Hotes oh Music
iH ‘Ghis £tude
By

Edgar Alden Barrell

The Coming Days
TT THEN the vacation season offers leisure for reviewing
W the year’s progress in musical study, it is natural also

I

to make plans for the fall.
Often the most inspiring thought in these plans is the
acquisition of a new instrument. No call to higher attain¬
ment can be voiced in more appealing tones than those of the

KIMBALL
PIANO
Not only in the larger grands, both period and classicmodern/but also in the smaller grands and uprights, a
rare physical grace and tonal beauty have quickened the
interest and speeded the progress of young students through out this country, from one generation to another.

w. W. KIMBALL COMPANY
(Established 1857)
tment KE, 306 South Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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CLASS PIANO INSTRUCTION
Edited for August by

E

VEN with the consensus of opinion,
Eminent Specialists
among both singers and teaciiers
of singing, placing breath control as
IT IS THE AMBITION OF THE ETUDE TO MAKE THIS VOICE DEPARTMENT
fundamental to the production of good
“A VOCALIST’S MAGAZINE, COMPLETE IN ITSELF.”
musical tone, it is doubtful if the impor¬
tance of its proper development is fully
understood. Not only that, hut it is doubt¬
ful if the manner in which it should be
developed is rightly understood by a large
portion of those who undertake to apply
the principles of efficient breathing.
As a rule, exercises considered necessary
to the development of breath control are
very brief. But, strangely enough, these
exercises almost invariably include the em¬
ployment of full breath action. It would
Luzern Huey
seem that the idea strongly prevails that
tone can be produced only with full breath
support. But, what is even more strange,
,
.
.
miely difficult, if not impossible,
is the notion, all too common, that control the Phystcal organBrn mvolved m smgmg
of the full breathing capacity must be ob- " 'll do what ax musical mind
:~~ makes it do. crcisc proper control of the breath.
quesPrimarily, therefore, the mind should be
tained before the production of vocal
.
>e rilc» but the
centered only upon the fundamental princisounds begins.
tl0" 1S.; , VV hat ra" ""r what will, the n
pie upon which musical tone is founded,
Now, when we come to consider .the «I«mndmake
„.
not on musical tone itself. The practical
character of the tone the student is usually
,Mlracal
have ruined many m,
asked to produce, the reason for obtaining cal volces‘ . ThercW 111 such instances - application of this principle, while comconclude
that,
although
the
vocal
paratively
simple, is nevertheless of the
full breath support before starting phonaorganism
did
what
a
musical
mind
made
utmost
importance. Out of it gradually
tion is at once apparent. After one has
secured a “large measure” of breath con¬ it do, it did not do what a musical mind develops perfect vocal control, owing to
trol, vocalization is to be taken up. The wanted it to do. It must follow, then, the fact that the instrument holds within
dominant idea then becomes the production that a mind may be musical but entirely itself an intuitive, unerring instinct to
of beautiful touc. The result is that this ignorant of the laws which govern the de- travel the right path when there is no inelopment of the voice. Injury, thus, is terference by an immature or misguided
“beautiful tone” is to be built on nothing
more than a few detached breathing exer¬ bound to result, sooner or later, when the musical mind which is satisfied only with
cises coupled with the desire to produce mind interferes with the natural adjust¬ immediate results.
ment
of the instrument or with the natural
such a tone. Having little to work on, this
desire is augmented by the sage advice, quality of the tone, in order to satisfy at
Practical Application
"first think a beautiful tone—and then sing once the craving for beautiful tone.
D V
SYSTEMATICALLY going
it.” Which advice is based on the belief
•*“* through certain exercises the breatlithat we can control entirely the action of
Another View

c.Developing (Breath Support for
Voice Production
(By

the vocal organism and the character of
died psychological
Obstacles
XTOW IT WILL BE discovered that,
' when the attempt is made to produce
prematurely tones of this character, with
an unadjusted, untrained instrument, an
obstacle presents itself, which the tyro in
tone-building regards as a hindrance to
i, but which in reality is an intuimuscular (not mental) impulse proiled for the preservation from injury of
both the instrument and the
diis stream of air, which has been
dustriously accumulated through “breath¬
ing exercises,” is turned loose, the vocal
organ refuses to respond in a way to satisfy this desire, this longing for beautiful
tonc
i=o

---..

The Two Schools

Pleasing Results
n V USING thL speech, sound, coordination of breath and tone will retomatically. The tone will be ai„„niatically sustained, after a reasonable
number of repetitions. But, when there is
a start at sustaining this sound, perfect
....
physical
fitness comhii • __iwi
■ •
tal concentration will be needed t0 secure
the best possible results. Time must lie
not the slightest bodily ninvenicut. The
position of the body must i„ such that
there will be neither strain nor tendency io
create tension such as mi ! : occur when
standing.
The accompanying illustration will give
a good idea of the position n
ondiiciv
t conducive
o good
With the
.biers easily
rect, and all mu
lie a slight forwa
H-liuation of tile t<
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1 lnis diaphragmatic control is more easily
55n^W*?Ch ‘i*
P°S^°“ **?“
A1.1. ,thll'«s considered, the si ig position
will he found lr
favorable for this work,
even though
= posit
.
landing
C0Urse’ fina,l-v essential for practical singing P«n>oses.
The Coal

QUR SOLE purpose, of course, is to
build up a process of tone production
based on automatic control, or on a process
in which each step, although requiring
me»‘al control at the start, gradually dcve'ops into an automatic process, through
careful and persistent repetition. This
'eaves the mind free to concentrate oil each
phase of the development as it is presented.
\V
’
- hen
- using
..- a
- monotone
—, placement,
yiaceiu
['rst employ mental direction ii
tlle fundamental principle upon which nut"'m* tOI,t is I,ased b.v sustaining the Itittc
'Vlt 1 our subconscious or normal intake of
bicath. When properly sustaining this
Jone wc are automatically developing
breath control.
‘ ‘i '"i"' 3
linger
do anything within the
S I10U,1(* lim>ts of his s
i-ir"’

“Thc

to**
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HARMONY BY MAIL

it
d
„OR Tl ^tvnr^
6
P UK ,
. WORK, select a first
•„ 50unds without- oral meaning,
‘La”
^!L!u
,1P
. -... -.-first
®°°d ~
’
one, as it is
h 3 m°St n,° organic interferA
3,C 3 natura breath, and then
sav “T a la 1 in3SrS iY ^ust as laterally,
- ’ ’ a’. a’ ln an easy, free,
l0TPitC.hed
comfort Dn , p before there is any dis“Lee” with
ot*1 “La>''” with
lect words of one’svlTaM L°°',' -N°W se'
vowel sounds and f ab'c, employing these
In doing this firT*
s>1,llllarl>betical sound U
r„ SU-Staln eacl’ alPhaword is then ? " f)namg a word. The

The Underlying Principle
Wfl'' HAVE two distinct schools of
J N ORDER to start properly preliminary
W cal philosophy : the old, and the n
developing breath support
Tile oh! school, by giving preeminence to for sustained phonation, we must interfere
so-called psychological influence, rested
as little as possible with the automatic or
prerne authority in mind, from the very involuntary act of breathing. The fact is
beginning of study. Followers of this self-evident that if wc start by filling the
school tell us that it is the mind and not lungs and at the same time
ft
the body that is musical. Logically enough,
.nstrume.it, especially the throat, conditions sentence is completed These
this leads to the illogical statement that
created which will make it ex- then he joined-■& in
•

BRZINSKY SCHOOL
3647Bloomington, Minneapolis, Minnesota

Let the student try to appear happy by
smiling and then look at himself in a mir¬
ror. He will he greatly surprised to find
that he is either making some horrible
grimaces or that nothing has occurred.
This happens because he lacks control o\ er
his physical features and cannot express
what his mind has conceived. And it is
only by a thorough and continued study
of facial expression before a mirror that
this coordination is gained.
b'or actual practice let him stand before
a mirror. Let him take some phrase,
such as They are here, and repeat tins in
many different ways, trying to express the
desired emotion, anger, for instance, by
means of the face and voice. Then let him
try astonishment, sadness, - going thus
through the scale of emotions. By doing
this over and over, using different sentences
until there is perfect coordination between
the conceptions of the mind and the facial
expressions, skill will finally be acquired.
The student should then practice on lus
friends, saying the phrase to them and see¬
ing rf they can tell him what he is trying
to express.
.
But it must be understood that facial
expression, without all the other things
that go to make up good interpretation,
E of little consequence. It is only when
all these factors have been combined that
the singer becomes the artist.

PREPARED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF TEACHERS OF SINCINC

:Th«™>'«„o i„,„foPrerat

with the normal action of the vocal in¬
strument. There must be no directing of
the mind to the breath action in an at
tempt to control it. There must be ho
“filling of the lungs with air” This
means that
imploy a speech sound
such- as forms
. the
— tone dfYenoTe
of renose in tl,e
speaking voice. It also means that
win
long as we employ this sound, all
all" work
work’will
be done in monotone- although if ski
fully done, the tone-should have real
arfictiV
* cai

,oJay'

joyment can be had from the phonograph

Canadian
FOLKMUSIC FESTIVALS

The music, dances, and handicrafts of
Canada’s contrasting races ... dram¬
atized in six gay festivals.
HIGHLAND GATHERING
Banff Springs Hotel, Banff, Aug. 20
to Sept. 2.... Scottish Music Festival
(3rd Annual). . . . champion highland
dancers and pipers. . . . “Flora and
Prince Charlie,” ballad opera . . .
Gaelic folk opera by Hebrideans of
Vancouver . . . Majory Kennedy
Fraser in Hebridean songs . . . noted
Canadian singers, include Brownie
Peebles, Stanley Maxted, Katherine
Wright. . . Dominion Amateur Track
and Field Championships.
ENGLISH FOLKMUSIC
AND DANCE FESTIVAL

the particular development required for
song. In fact, there is no form of physical exercise equal to that afforded by actually sustaining the tone. If done in the
right manner, this applies to phonation
the fundamental principle upon which’
musical tone is founded
And now wc come to the tone that should
be first sustained, and why. Certain imporprinciples must be strictly observed
“TT* ‘° ^ T'f 3S u° in SeIectinS this tone."'There'
f^i °f
,nc adlIlg the attempt to touch, to move, to try to “place"

edge of how the
may develop ultimately; neither has it the power to alter
the natural cause of
development with...
.
instrumi
° T "'JllLv 0
in taking_ up
.
course of action intended
to develop breath control, mindf should
.
. .not
be centered on the act of breathing,
Ne. her should it be centered on the produe ion of musical tone, nor on a tone
nor on a tone focused
,of large
. .. volume,
,
feet resonance.
P Ule' , ,,
Neither A"A1
should
"MT
parts of the instrument; as interfering
with the throat by trying to “open” it.
or with the soft palate by trying to raise
it, or with the tongue bv trying to cause
it to lie flat and motionless on the floor of
the mouth, or with the action of the lips
by causing them to form a distinct “lipmould” for each vowel sound, or with the
jaw by causing it to drop.

Send for iltustratedfol
^
hTndleCfromS100to 3.(»0Vpnp>ls”each week. iVriu

Charles Tamme

Almost every musical criticism contains
something about the performer as an in¬
terpreter. This is really the criterion of
the artist, as his success as a singer depends
decidedly upon his ability to interpret his
songs. He must not only understand the
song himself, hut must also make his
listeners experience what he himself feels.
Otherwise he might he experiencing a great
emotional thrill and lie getting much en¬
joyment from his own singing and yet be
boring his hearers.
Americans as a whole are trained from
childhood to conceal their emotions. The
“poker face” has become the ideal for most
Americans, and the American student of
singing has to start with this handicap.
The finished actor on the stage who so
genuinely portrays his feelings has ac¬
quired his art through study and practice.
Having discovered that words alone, with¬
out adequate acting, usually fail to do
anything but bore the audience, be has
learned to coordinate his emotions and bis
physical expressions. It is by this means
that he gives to his audience the character
he is depicting.
To be a finished singer a patient study
of facial expression must be made. All
the other phases of singing are of little
use if one does not know how to portray
them. Color, vowel sounds and many
other aids for interpretation are inadequate
if facial expression is lacking. More en¬

B^asons for Studying Singing

JN THE NEW SCHOOL of vocal
A philosophy, such influence as mind may
have on the quality of the tone is exerted
mdirectly, or through reflex action. In
building the tones the balance of control
remains, not with the mind, but with the
instrument, and is primarily physical,
Mental control, therefore, becomes subordinate to the physical tonal (or tonebuilding) process going
within the instrument. As this process’ unfolds,

Wh„ SatJSSCtrLrttSShave no definite knowl-

It is.here that the novice in tone-build¬
ing comes to the rescue with the solemn
information that this stream of air cannot
produce results “unless the throat is
opened.” After the throat is opened, the
instrument refuses to respond “unless the
the soft palate is raised.” After the soft
palate is raised, tone of a certain charac¬
ter may be formed; but, while it may not
he lacking in musical quality, it is lacking
in the fundamental requisites of the
healthy, flexible, perfectly poised, gradu¬
ally expanding, singing tone. It is the
lone for a day—the heyday of youth. To¬
morrow it is gone.

reading the sentence or passage over slowly
in monotone also. Later, as the voice develops, this process should be applied to
the tones as they rise and fall in natural
speech cadence under free voice action
As the voice goes from here to definite
pitch, vowel formation must lie largely
depended on to further develop the tones
But the use of consonants in connection
with vowels, as in forming words, must
not be neglected if we would nmaster speech
song.

Pane 60d

Singing is healthful; it develops the
lungs and purifies the blood by emptying
the lungs more completely of used air and
filling them deeply with fresh air.
Singing promotes a good bodily posture
and a graceful carriage.
Singing lends expressiveness to the
countenance, and animation to the mind.
Singing increases poise, self-confidence,
and develops character through difficulties
overcome.
Singing gives a pleasanter, richer speak¬
ing voice and improved speech thereby
adding to the charm of personality.
Singing strengthens the memory and the
power of concentration.
Singing acquaints one with the inner
meaning of words, and thus stimulates

deeper insight into poetry and prose,
Singing enables one to understand and
enjoy more fully the art of great singers,
Singing awakens living interest in the
beauties of music and admits one to the
r;ch and varied treasury of the literature
q{ song
Singing brings new aspirations and new
buoyancy into life, through the absorbing
pufSuit of an i(leaL
Singing as a means of self-expression
is a medium of release for pent-up emoSinging, though followed with no thought
of professionalism, gives pleasure to one’s
self and ultimately to one’s friends. Its
appeal is universal.

Royal York Hotel, Toronto, Nov. 13
to 18 . . . The English Singers . . .
Morris Dancers . . . R. Vaughan
Williams’ folk opera, “Hugh the
Drover” . . . “On the Road to the
Rio Grande,” sea chantey opera . . •
Madrigals and Ballads of 6 centuries.
YULETIDE MUSIC FESTIVAL
Empress Hotel, Victoria, B. C., Dec.
23 to 30 (2nd Annual) . . . Christmas
music, Christmas plays, folkdances.
Yule log and Boar’s Head.
SEA MUSIC FESTIVAL
Empress Hotel, Victoria, B. C., Jan.
15 to 18, 1930 (2nd Annual) ... sea
music of all nations.

.48-A Mahler Park. Providence, R
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Song Stimulants
By George Ch.adwick Stock
Nothing so helps a singer to attain confident mastery of time, tune and rhythm
as practicing unaccompanied. This throws
him entirely upon his own individual resources.
No “new day” of vocal work cotnes to
the most experienced artisLwithout thought
and practice being given to first principles
of breathing and tone-production.

should he the situation with every singer
and teacher, old or young, whatever t
degree of experience,
bio worker in any field of endeavor c
fail of creditable achievement if he tends
energy and engages every iaculty
fnotte/\a^_Ncw Havcn Courier-
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Palliser Hotel, Calgary, probably
March 12 to 15, 1930 (3rd Annual).
FRENCH CANADIAN FOLK¬
SONG, FOLKDANCE AND
HANDICRAFT FESTIVAL
Chatteau Frontenac, Quebec, May 21
to 24, 1930 (3rd Biennial).

‘ J numal.

Booklet.

1

GREAT WEST CANADIAN
FOLKSONG, FOLKDANCE AND
HANDICRAFT FESTIVAL

Booklets of each festival now in
preparation. Free. If you wish to
be on mailing-list, please address
"One hears a great deal of talk about singing on the breath; but few
understand what it really means. What docs it mean to sing .on the breath f
IVhen the 'diaphragm controls the tone, and every accent is a tap on the
diaphragm—then it is on the breath. The trouble is that most people tap on
the glottis! Speech is interference with the vocal tone. The tone striking
the 'lips, the teeth, and the tongue causes the interference that results in good
or bad ’enunciation, according to the manner in which it is produced.”— Loms

CANADIAN
FOLKSONG FESTIVALS
ROOM 318
WINDSOR STATION
MONTREAL, QUEBEC
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OME TIME AGO, when taking the
services at one of the larger churches
in an Ontario city, the following or¬
gan numbers were chosen. A short re¬
cital also followed the benediction at night.
The morning and evening selections are
here quoted, along with a few comments
that may he of interest:

IT IS THE AMBITION OF THE ETUDE TO MAKE THIS ORGAN DEPARTMENT
"AN ORGANIST’S ETUDE, COMPLETE IN ITSELF’’

MORNING
My Heart Ever Faithful. .Bach-IJainilton
Con-moto moderato (Italian Symphony)
M endelssohn
March in G.
Smart

-An Organ ^Program

•EVENING
Air-varie .Haydn
Gavotte (Mignon) .Thomas
Larghetto (Clarinet Quintet).Mozart
RECITAL
Classic
Andante (Jupiter Symphony).Mozart
Minuet (G. minor Symphony) ...Mozart
Minuet (Military Symphony).Haydn

Eminent Specialists

By H. C. Hamilton
hymn, Onward, Christian Soldiers. The
variations are m Haydn’s usually happy
vein, the triplets near the end being played
on a 4-foot flute. In the gavotte, the lower
part of the pedal-board was avoided at
the beginning, and the higher, more piquant
- —is
employed. This is cta jjiaLLice
practice that
in often be of charming effect—the u

sist the hands the Choir to Pedal alone was
used, without any 16-foot tone. At no
place was there a heavier or lower bass
than that which the piano itself (for which
instrument it was originally written) supplies. Great care was taken to have the
stops of the most delicate quality—making
’ from
‘
iftest fn
L fnllnrl
a solo
the softest
to be
found on the
Swell and using the Choir Dulciana for
accompaniment. The ethereal atmosphere,
wiudi snuuiu
vaue mis
which
should pei
pervade
this mile
little piec
piece of
nlmnof fragile
frno-iln beauty,
liAontir was
h-'ic therefore ....
almost

trusive here, but to appear, as it were
continuation of the chaste beauty pre ’ .a
ing, with imperceptibly an increase to t
fervid outpouring. The 16-foot tone wvery sparingly introduced at first, and
a manner calculated to lie more felt than
heard. It was my good fortune for the
organ to possess a beautifully regulated
Gedacht which already had been of much
service earlier in the evening, and this fiited the occasion perfectly.
Building to a Climax
A SET OF CHIMES
fairly g00d
1 x quality were now
- represent
the striking of the hour,
’>r which they
, , , ,.1 . '
•lie
old
hymn—
'.
; , T
' in. The mur' ’ . ‘ ,
mpest are soon
T ,
?. ,a S<1 Kr".
1 As in all its
bcJrl’ ~h,C.h P'T^'"1.1
' s its appear-/•
»yimi Imal
"hno—literally
a!’,c.e 111 ,a nl,rnl,11ant
" dal obbligato,
,hc
tnj s.cim, a
"Mies a thun1;‘r>je,y dirijinatie. 1
urnl. A soinc1
crashing a
1 led. in the naw lat
“H i‘
tUTC Of a song
SOllg of
O thanks) •mg, with the
chimes ringing out at into:
The concluding numlxr
- Guilmant’s
Grand Chorus in D. with - massive liarmonies and strong rhythn
and ending with the full p wer of the orgau. This was kept in
■ i vc for the
final
lmal cadence—the last two chords alone
be'nR heard with the full ] wer of the
instrument.
instri',rK'nt;
This finished the series
pieces. The
!ecitaI had
llad commenced quietly, gradually
!eeitaI
infrA/iitA!*n» ••«•••
~t ■.
.* i.—*. introducing
new points- of
restraining the full |>ow
the organ
(Continued on pave 60S)

Modern
To a Wild Rose.Mac Dowel l
Love Song .Serin
A Shelter in the Time of Storm
Sankcy-Hamilton being much _^ .light and dainty when disturbed. After ,th« recital was over I
Grand Chorus .Ouilmant rendered as follows •
felt that, to many in the congregation, this
was the most acceptable of anything
The opening voluntary in the morning
played.
was my own transcription of the wellFollowing this came the Lore Song
known and favorite melody from Bach,
from Nevin’s "Sketch Book.” In this
a melody that would convince, beyond all
.—• -—'Idle of the service the Lar- lection it was my purpose to introduce the
question, that the old Cantor certainly
ghetto from Mozart’s clarinet quintet was Vox
... Humana,
_
but one or two notes were
could compose a "tune.” The first part of
•
,
the aria, only, is used in this arrangement, chosen—the theme alone being used, and so badly out of tune that I concluded its
_HI
which for years has been one of my best the florid passages omitted. For this, the employment would be ruinous. The Choir
Harp stop vvas heard throughout: the light Clarinet. was
. substituted for the middle
stock organ pieces.
xylophone-like tinkle seemed lo bring
o/vstims
k<.s
tu*
—ni
.
section, but the main theme began almost
simple purity-this exquisite gem. 'kero is quietly as the tone-poem of MacDowell.
An Interpretative Plan
again is an old classic of which organists It was my wish for nothing to sound ob'T'lIE MELODY is first announced as might well-make more general use.
a legato theme, in D, with a pianissi¬
Following the benediction, after a few
mo ciiord accompaniment and soft staccato moments of silence, the first strains of the
pedal. A few measures of the theme then evening’s recital seemed to float, like an
follow, in the tonic minor, leading into a almost imperceptible breath, from the or¬
modulation to F major, with sustained gan. Very quietly, with the shutters closed
pedal support. Imitative work follows the choir clarinet evoked the opening
Mildred Avars Purnell
this, in which two parts of the theme can phrases
lie heard simultaneously. Some develop¬
ment is introduced, with further changes
Part II
of key, and varied harmonics; then a run¬
ning variation on the melody in the tonic
orjan, be'ginii'gTn
S/™'™ diatonic a»d -chromatic
and sub-dominant, with a return to staccato
is mainly one of transition. It paved the
pedal. The theme finally reappears, forte
and dignified with pedal obbligato, and the Quietness pervades the movemciil Al- way for what was to come
Pedals Are Introduced
concluding coda increases in volume to though there are a few declamatory chords, perlod' There were, however, certain infortissimo.
and the middle section employs the Melo- venhons and developments that proved rI 'HE INVENTION of the pedals is
variously ascribed to Albert Van Os
Tlie selection from the “Italian Sym¬ ilia and four-foot, yet the power of the t0 be of sllPreme importance, certain ac
(1120) and to Van Valhekt of Braliart,
complements that influenced the struc
phony" is an exceedingly melodious num¬ organ is kept well in restraint.
ber. Though perhaps not so well known
Following this came the Minuet from the ture- of
the organ down
the present dav !mt m0rc commonly to a German, Bern.u.iwu to rne
G minor Symphony." This brings out
Mn
'.'
’ employed te’
as die Pilgrim's March from tile same
Mo tf of the keyboards
,ard ( 1470>' ««* organist of Venice. The
a
large
degree
some
of
the
more
asserti
work, it deserves wide popularity, and no
re assertive ,iore thc eleventh century had appeared ,Uth of tlle l"at,er seems to lx- that Berndoubt such would be the case were it more stops and introduces a certain atnc
amouut of 1,1 die form of levers, with the result that 1Urd made some improvements in the
-luuch
generally heard. The choir clarinet was staccato in both manual and pedal—a
edal—a Uede- tbe.- ‘delicacy
of touch ar
and rapidity of *!cd;d ,H,ard rather than invented it, for
used here nearly throughout—a stop of de¬
the Andante, in
In the trio act.lon
acboa might
m'ght be compared to that of a ■ re's conclusive evidence that pedals ex¬
lightful and characteristic quality.
^Cr,nWn "V Ja'hva-V sisnal box of isted before this time. At first the pedals
1 he March in (J is really a very easy
modern times.
Some early organs had were fastened to the manual keys by
organ number. I well remember practic¬
keys five and a half inches wide. When means of stout cords, so that the per¬
ing it during my early student days—but
sHuck their drop was often as much as a former could draw down the desired key
it possesses the advantage of being
>ds. foot,
by 1418 organ:
loot. Naturally the fists of the player ,
. but
.o
child-like melodic
rhythmic and melodious; and it also
.„. The
...v ..... P
sing
apidly tired from striking
the -H" 1 Wlt 1 "’dependent
is again uearti.
heard.
"sounds big." The trumpet stop on the
keys, a,"d
and he
was for«d
forced to
to use
use hfs
Ms el- !'npor,ance
‘mP°rtance of this invention can scarcely
The Minuet of Haydn is bright, almost £
hc 'vas
Great was used as a solo during the trio.
Much of the
and
> the verge of jollity. In the Trio
trio of this
T,0 the
—- term
.uni "pMsator
I’uisator ornan- be
r overestimated.
.-•<- fulness
-.. .
None of these numbers could be termed
(organ heater). We are indebted
K",'ty of lllc true organ style depends
“over the heads” of the people—-yet every heard^06 W3S Used~a ^top not previously
to the monks of the Middle Ages for the "V 'C SUpport Siv«'
the pedals,
item was pure and sound music, possessing
gradual improvement of the keyboard Bv , ‘ Was d«ring this period, also, that men
in common that which never fails to appeal Ex. 5
the end of the fourteenth century thev 'e8"" ’° var-v t,le quality of tone from full
• -the melodic quality.
had made neater keys, increased their mini- 71“" 1,y usins different materials and
Per m both directions to nearly three oc j ere,,t diameters in making the pipesAn Evening Program
This concluded the classic group, the br'eadth^fllatlhev'w6611 “'7, fal1 a"d Sr'^d0^"" """"
Tat,e °J
C'OR THE EVENING prelude the well- remaining
selections heinv nrndi„-f
t
i ! ''at t lc-v were capable of being ( 'eacl> tm, various woods, and even
1 known air from one of Haydn’s sym¬ later dayS The ever favorite 1
Wild Z t d°7 by t,le fil’^rs as in the or- /
^ aild i™ry, but experiments
phonies was chosen, also the favorite Rose now made its appearance This was S °f modcni ‘'mes. The first authen-' 7* i' ?howed that «n or wood was best
gavotte from “Mignon.” The former is
rendered entirely without pedal. When- semi^icf ftl1" °rf" provided with the medium^ ‘hC P'jrposc- Thosc pipes °!
sometimes heard—slightly altered—to the ever
it was convenient for the feet in ns
.
,he scale was that of the or < C Um d'ameter (chiefly the diapasons)
for the feet to as- gams the cathedral at Haberstadt whfch
basis of «'« organ tone; those
01 st"aller dimensions were found to he
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run ETUDE
shrill while those of- large difneusions,
;lecp ’and resonant. Certain woods gave
„reatcr resistance to sound than other
Toods and so changed the tone. Organs
„-ith these changes were built by the monks
•uid were perfected until they were capa¬
ble of producing a beautiful, quiet tone.
It is uncertain at just what time organs
began to have two manuals, but it is very
probable that the second manual was a
development of these quieter organs. What
was really an echo organ of modern times
was shut up in a box in’the far side of the
building, and this second organ was con¬
nected with a keyboard beside, not in front
of, the player. For the first time a change
from forte to piano was possible. Thc
swell organ cttine directly from the echo
organ and soon surpassed it in popularity.
The box enclosing the echo organ was
composed of shutters connected with a
lever which opened and closed, changing
the volume of sound as the lever was
operated.
During the early part of the fifteenth
century base pipes of 16' and 32' were first
made. Even today we seldom have longer
ones, for the number of vibrations a second
is so low as to make the sound produced
inaudible to the human ear.
Science Lends Its Learning

AS WE HAVE seen, much of impor¬

tance was done during thc second
period, hut it could compare in no way
with the numerous improvements of the
age to follow. The third period in the
history of the organ, which began in thc
middle of the fifteenth century, is not yet
ended.
Improvements and innovations
smee that time have come with amazing
rapidity, especially since the nineteenth
century, and have been, almost without ex¬
ception, of a lasting character.
A large number of these improvements
are the direct result of the great scientific
progress that has been made in the last
two centuries and represent the solutions
of problems in advanced physics and
higher mathematics—problems in which the
ordinary reader has little interest.
However, the main features of the more
complicated improvements may be pointed
out. The modern period can be said to
date from the erection of an organ be¬
tween 1516-1518 at Buxetude with three
manuals and thirteen, fourteen, and fifteen
stops, respectively, beside fifteen pedal
stops. This is the same organ to which
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Bach is said to have walked more than
fifty miles on one occasion when a famous
contemporary, now of little importance,
was going to play. This is also supposed
to lie the organ for which Handel and Mattheson applied. Both withdrew their ap¬
plications on hearing that one of the
qualifications was a solemn promise to
marry the former organist’s daughter.
It is important to note in passing that
organs suffered a severe handicap during
thc time of the great Puritanic Rebellion
in England. Under the new regime no
music was allowed except “plain psalm¬
singing.” The wholesale destruction of
organs was one way by which the Puritans
showed their disapproval of the times. As
so often happens, however, in a great na¬
tional upheaval, good came finally from
bad, and organ building reestablished it¬
self once more and rapidly increased until
it reached heights that hitherto had teen
considered impossible.
America in the Field
Tj'ROM THIS time on America came inT to prominence and soon rivaled Eng¬
land in the art of organ building, until in
|
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries the
United States easily equaled all other na¬
tions. The progress which has been made
by our own country appears even more re¬
markable when one realizes that thc first
|
organ was made in America only in 1745
si
when Edward Bromfield, Jr., copied an
English model.
|
As we have already noticed, one of the
S;
greatest drawbacks in the older organs,
even of the improved organs of mediaeval I
times, was the clumsiness of the mechani¬
|
cal details. Formerly, when a key was
played, it acted on one lever after another
in such a way that great pressure was
necessary to make a pipe sound. Besides,
I
damp weather totally prevented the action
|
of stiff levers. Accordingly, a great ad¬
vance was made in organ building when
the tubular-pneumatic action was perfected
and still further improved by the electro¬
pneumatic.
In the tubular-pneumatic action an air
tube extends from each key to the wind ^ '
chest. The latter is so arranged that when
the tube kept under wind pressure is opened
and partly emptied of air (which hap¬
pens when thc key is played), it allows
the pressure on the wind chest to open thc
pallet of the pipe automatically.
(Continued on page 607)
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Most of the organs in our modern
churches and theatres are operated
by the
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until thc last. Everything led up to a
climax : and then all was over. Any addi¬
tions would have been weak; and thc full
power heard earlier in the evening would
only have created an undesirable anti¬
climax.
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Truly great composers for the oboe have
realized its importance and the possibilities
of the instrument, and, being an instrument of such rare antiquity, its music extends over a long era. Handel composed
for it in 1703 six concertos, which are still
being performed. Mozart also wrote one
for G. Ferlandi of the Salzburg band.
After it had been performed for the fifth
time in 1778 this composer himself, noting
its popularity with Ferlandi playfully
termed it Ramus's chcval dc bataillc. The
score was formerly in the possession of
Andre but appears to have been lost or mislaid for some time. Since then fortunately
it has been found. Mozart also composed
a quartet for oboe, violin, viola and ’cello.
Schumann’s contribution was three romances for Hoboe, ad libitum Violine Oder
Clarinet, which seem better known in the
version of the latter instruments but retain their original beauty when played on
the instrument for which they were written. Beethoven has a trio for the singular
combination of two oboes and English
horn, and early composition in symphonic
form with four complete movements. With
the improvement of the instrument, more
music was written for it as a solo instrument, and now we have a literature of hetween two hundred or three hundred solos
r oboe and

The Privileged Place

^L^/urlv Jour years of

* LEADERSHIP *
S in the

THEin OBOE
reaches its greatest height
the great symphonies, oratorios
and masses which were composed for it.
It is true that Bach was more inclined to
use the more ancient oboe d’amore, hut

Handel’s works contain many beautiful
passages for the oboe proper. Indeed m
Handel’s time the oboe shared the place
0f leading instrument with the violins,
It is probably on this account that the proportion of oboes to strings was so great,
yi,e 0])0e 1101<JS the place relative to the
Holins similar to that which .the bassoons
to tiie violoncellos and basses,
y^ir'^scenhow'orc^estraLTeature thMirsaxopfinne^layer^
The saxophone is today’s most popularinstrument ana the
Haydn’s work consists of many numbers *.i
1—=—
«■« the good saxophone players.
it whioli the oboe plays an important part,
He used it often as a solo instrument, particularly in numbers of a light and delicate
CTrue'Tone Saxophone
naturc.
Beethoven made probably more use of
t)le 0|x)e than did any other one composer,
jn ],js symphonies and his opera of “Fi^elio” jt plays many important roles. In
tile funeral march of the “Eroica” he
wrote a most unusual little cadenza of
s;x notes and also in the first movement
0j the “C minor Symphony.” He uses it
to carry a long rustic melody preceding
t]lC storm jn the “Pastoral,” beside giving
;t seVeral effective passages in the “Seventj, Symphony” and the scherzo in the
“Choral Symphony.”
jn purchasing an oboe more attention
sjlouid be given to utility than to external
beauty, taking care, for instance, that the
instrument has the full complement of
* to PLAY
engendered bad
keys.
Otherwise
habits of fingering which are difficult
eradicate.
In the selection or exchange of instruments, pupils should have the advice of a
master or some other competent person, as
they are unable of themselves either to
appreciate a good instrument or to detect
an indifferent one.
Elkhart, lnd.
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Popular History of the Organ
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ternational renown. Courses lead to Cer¬
tificates, Diplomas and Degrees; accredited
by City, State and U. S. Governments.
Annual series of 150 recitals and concerts
affords students frequent opportunities to
appear before audiences; students with out¬
standing talent for performance are chosen
for important appearances as soloists with
Sherwood Symphony Orchestra. Supervised
practice teaching for students prepat'
lg or of
to teach. Students of
orchestra and band instr
bership in Sherwood Symphony Orchestra
and Sherwood Band. Two-, three- and fourmanual practice i nst ruments for organ
students; screen practice for theater organ
students. Moderate rales of tuition.
Qjour request for a Catalog will he
welcomed. Please mention the Etude.
Address
Slierwood jM.usic iSclic
Fine Arts Building
410 South Michigan Aver
Chicago, 7”

d’amour, flute harmonica, oboe, English
horn, French horn, doublejjass, clarinet and
trumpet on all large organs which conse¬
quently are capable of producing remark¬
ably realistic orchestral and symphonic
effects.
All these variations of tone necessitate
a great number of pipes. A small two
manual organ with twenty-one stops will
have over seven hundred pipes, while the
largest organs boast fifty thousand or over.
Improvements in organ building are be¬
ing continually made. Credit is given to
the Americans for inventing the combina¬
tion pistons and pedals. By means of
these certain groups of stops which have
been already prepared for the effect may
be drawn or shut off at the same time.
Couplers add super- and. sub-octaves to
the tones of one manual and connect those
from one manual to a second. Varicolored
lights over certain stops as well as vari¬
colored stops enable the organist to locate
them quickly. The concave pedal hoard
with radiating pedals marks a vast im¬
provement over the straight pedal board.
The Reedy Tones
ERTAIN STOPS of reedy tone, like More recently bv means of electricity it
has
been possible to play from the organ
the vox lutmana, vox angelica and
una maris belong to a class very different console not only the chimes but also the
from many of the others. Their peculiar, harp and piano.
Such, in brief, is the story of the evolu¬
penetrating tones are made by tuning one
of two- ranks of duleiana or salicional tion of the modern pipe organ, a history
pipes slightly flatter than the other. This which covers ahno-t seven thousand years
and
which closely parallels the history of
causes rhythmic heats or pulsations. An¬
other sort of pulsation may be caused in man himself, developing as he developed,
a single pipe by a tremulant which inter¬ little by little, until it received its final
rupts the wind supply at regular and rapid impetus under this latest Age of Science.
Opinions and prejudices vary widely. Yet
intervals.
Practically all the tones of the orches- few can deny that the modern .organ is
nstruments have been reproduced. unsurpassed by any other instrument in
age, development or capabilities.

In electric organs a bundle of wires ex¬
tends from the keyboard to the wind chests
which may then he located at any con¬
venient distance from the keys. When a
key is played, it causes the pallet to open
by means of the wind pressure; but the
release is effected electrically instead of
pneumatically. Much as the mechanism
has to do with the facility of execution,
the entire quality and quantity of tone de¬
pends on the stops. These may he sepa, rated in two general groups according to
size and quality. In the first group wc
have the “doubles” of 16’, the foundations
of 8’, the mutations of 4’ and 2’ (and
sometimes of S’ 4" and 2’ 8") and the com¬
pounds which include several small pipes
to each note.
In the second group we find many divi¬
sions, but the most important of these are
“flues” and “reeds.” The former arc open
at the lip like a flute, while the latter have
the reed mouth-pieces of the oboe or clari¬
net type.
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Utfirror Practice for the Young Violinist

The

VIOLINIST’S ETUDE

By Iva Dorsey'Jolly

Edited by
Robert Braine

A

X ETUDE subscriber writes: “I
have commenced to study the violin.
How much a day am I supposed to
practice?” Very truly—K. R. C.
Well, K. R. C., you do not give enough
details to enable me to give any dependable
advice in your particular case. The amount
of practice which a violin student is sup¬
posed to do depends on many different cir¬
cumstances. First, are you studying to
enter the profession of music, merely to
amuse yourself or to offer entertainment
for others? Second, what is your age?
Third, can you devote your entire time to
music study or do you go to school or col¬
lege to study general branches? Fourth,
are you engaged in any business or profes¬
sion which takes up a good portion of your
lime ? 1 f so, what is the nature of your
occupation? Is it light work or hard and
exhausting work? Fifth, have you a good
constitution, a strong nervous system and
a robust body or are you weak and sickly ?
Sixth, have you good musical talent and
a keen musical ear? Seventh, do you love
music for itself and do you enjoy your
practicing? Eighth, are you studying other
musical instruments, drawing or painting,
and so are left with less time for your
violin practice? Ninth, have you a really
first-rate teacher?
All these points and many others have
a bearing on the amount of practice which
ought to be done in violin study. Violin
pupils who attend the public schools try to
practice an hour a day. But the way in
which the public schools are conducted al¬
most all over the country results in the
pupils having so much work to take home
to do outside of school hours that it leaves
little time for their music, after allowing
for necessary exercise and recreation.
Some of these pupils try to manage by
cutting their violin practice to a half hour
a day or even fifteen or twenty minutes,
but it is hardly necessary to say that no
one can make much progress at that rate.
The violin is a jealous mistress. It re¬
quires constant and incessant practice to
make much headway in the art.
One hour a day of hard practice, with
concentrated attention, is about the least
that can be expected to produce much re¬
sult.
On Saturdays and Sundays the
school pupil should do two hours, as he has
no school on these days. The practice
should not be done all at one time, espe¬
cially in the case of children and begin¬
ners. It is better to divide it into shifts
of twenty or thirty minutes each. In this
way the pupil does not become tired and
enjoys the practice much more.
Limited by Other Wor\
TX/’UERE THE practice time is limited,
’ v as in the case of school children or
people who have occupations taking up al¬
most all their time, it is a great mistake
for them to try to study two or more in¬
struments. How often do we find people,
with only three-quarters of an hour or an
hour in all to give to their music prac¬
tice, dividing this meager time between the
violin and piano, or ’cello, flute, saxophone
or other instruments, flitting from one to
the other without accomplishing any really
solid progress on any one of the instru¬
ments. Such people are musical triflers.
They “take up” every instrument which
happens to be the craze of the moment,
and end by accomplishing absolutely noth¬
ing on any instrument. Where the prac¬
tice time is very limited, it should be de¬
voted to a single instrument.

r IS THE

AMBITION OF THE ETUDE TO MAKE THIS VIOLIN DEPARTMENT
“A violinist’s MAGAZINE, COMPLETE IN ITSELF.”

-About ‘Practicing
The Most Difficult Instrument
o pnm, Tttt— ,
> „
•

,

teacher and composer, writing about
practice in his famous “Violin School,”
says, “The violin is a most difficult instru¬
ment and is, in fact, calculated only for
those who have the greatest inclination for
music and who, from advantageous cir¬
cumstances, are enabled to study the art
thoroughly. To the amateur (if he likewise possesses the requisite talent) ..
necessary that he, set apart for practice at
least two hours every day. With such
application, if he does not attain to the
greatest proficiency, he may, nevertheless,
make such progress as to afford himself,
as well as others, great enjoyment in music, in quartet playing, in accompanying the
piano and in the orchestra.”
’
Spohr continues, in regard to the instruction necessary in addition to the private practice, “One hour’s instruction every
day, if time and circumstances permit, is
requisite for the first months; and, as thc
pupil’s first eagerness soon abates and a
daily practice between the hpurs of lessons
being, nevertheless, very necessary, he
should be encouraged as much as possible,
aud the occupations of the day should be
properlv regulated to prevent either mental or bodily fatigue from too long continued practice."
*
From the above it will be seen that the
great violinist Spohr believed in keeping
the budding violinist busy, what with one
I’our’s instruction, under the teacher each
day, followed up with two hours of private
practice. He. considered this necessary if
tbe violin was to be really mastered.
In the case of violin students studying
ir tlir*
L. 1.hardly
11.
for
thc nrnfoeci/Mi
profession lliovn
there is
......
limit to the hours of practice. The’ great
teacher, Ottakar Sevcik, demands of his
pupils live or six hours a day of diligent
practice, and even more if the student has
great vitality and rugged health. We oc¬
casionally find violin pupils who do as
much as ten hours a day, but I have always
believed that this is entirely too much and
defeats its very purpose, since it is likely
to put a dangerous strain on thc nervous
system and the general health. An eminent
violinist has said, “If you can’t master the
violin in four hours’ daily practice, you
can’t master it in ten.” By this is meant
that the necessity for more practice than

Time for Secondary Subjects
Besides, if the student studying for
thc profession limits his practice
,, ,, T~’Z “ ‘
,.,
uly four hours, it leaves him time for
studying an hour or two on the piano
and
«
,
'O for theory and composiciv of these very necessary

"lie actual results achieved from a given
number of hours of violin practice "ar,PC
varies
**>>.*»
individual. A
pupil who practices two hours with intense
enthusiasm and concentration is likely to
get farther with these two hours than a
dull pupil who puts in six. One must have
his mind on the business of practicing. A
young boy trying to do his hour, near an
°.pen window while his playmates go flittmg by every few minutes oti roller skates
or engage in an exciting game of base ball
m a near-by lot, is not likely to get much
good out of his practice.
D
. ., v
, n
Paganinis Frenzied Practice
TV/fUSICAL history is full of interesting
narratives of the industry of great
violinists! Paganini, who is considered to
bave been the greatest violinist of all time
and ,who was a §°od violinist at the age
of six; took sucb an intense, feverish in,terest in mastering the violin and overcominR the tremendous difficulties of his own
compositions that for long periods he practiced from ten to twelve hours a day. His
practice was so strenuous that he would
often sink back completely exhausted,
Contemporaries tell us that he practiced
as ,f bis vcr>’ life depended on it, so inte"®c was bis concentration.
One hour of such practice would no
d°ubt ”sc UP a’much nervous energy as
an ordinary violinist would consume in
Ilalf a dozen llours of cold, perfunctory
Practice. It is believed that these years
of frenzlcd practice had much to do with
the wretched health with which Paganini
was a™,L^d in his later years, although
”.s ear,-v dissipations also contributed. All
JllStOflSHS HfTFOP flial
i\f llm ........s
s resulted from the prodi-

gious amounts of ner 'ous energy he was
able to summon to his work both ... ltlt
practicing and playing before the public.' After
one of his concerts he would be completely
exhausted and sometimes relapse into a
state almost bordering on catalepsy.
For sheer length of daily practice the
palm must be awarded to Antonio Oury
an English eoncer.t violinist of Italian’
parentage, who, we arc informed, practiced
for a period of seven months no less than
fourteen hours every day. The reason for
this astounding burst of industry was the
inspiration he felt when he heard the great
German violinist Spohr
r
<
concert
Ow, to.
t the
age of three, a feat which c
breaking another record,
it ;s an interesting point t„ note, however, that, notwithstanding ho early start
ancf his fourteen hour- of
,cticc Ourv
js not f0UIU| ln thc |ists nf |))c ^orldfs
greatest violinists. Indeed, hr was surpassed by many violinists who gave onlv
three or four hours a dav n, heir instru
ment. This proves that •„ ,hc absence of
real genius for the violin mere industry
will n land the violinist in the ranks c
the elect,
From the above it will Ikn that the
proper practice time in learning thc violin
depends on many different circumstances.
Thc very talented pupil can achieve thc
same results in much less time than thc
untalented. The strong, healthy pupil can
practice longer hours than the unhealthy,
and do so without injury. The student
desiring to enter the profession must nattirally study much longer hours than the
pupil who wishes to learn onlv a little a
an accomplishment or for his own amusement. The more intensity and eoncentralion the student gives to his practice the
less time lie has to spend to secure the
proper results.
The quality of instruction also has much
to do with the amount of practice neccssary. A reallv good teacher keeps his pupils working at all times on the exact musical material best fitted for their musical
growth, and so makes possible their making much greater headway with tiie same
amount of practice th in would mmiis of
i
<
.*
*
11 ! I •'
indifferent ability.'

Simple (Repairs
Py SiD G. Hedges
Every violinist ought to be able to take
care of his instrument and to make such
commonly required adjustments as fitting
new pegs, sound-post, bridge or tail-gut. 8
No particular woodworking skill is
necessary for these things as it is for mending a cracked hefly or a broken fingerboard.
Any young teacher, especially,
should be practiced in small repairs, unless he wants to drop badly in the estimatl0-ru <? Pufd\
lhe first business in fitting a bridge is
to adjust the feet to the belly of the violin.
Take
a“ strip of
fine sand-paper,
T
U,1 moderately nne
about two inches wide and four long, and
hold this,’ rough side upwards,
the
uiMivai us, across
dUIOSS tile
belly between the f-holes. Stand the bridge
on it
itnnVhf
---

must h,. , i
,
, , .,
. ,
h f n" (° .
p t,c bndge vertical’
'I 'hC rubbin& bc done
the
, °f tlle bridSe wiI1 soon he worn ex¬
aCt y to tbe curvc °f the belly. With the
sand‘PaPer removed, the bridge should
Sta!ld “I^ght without thc aid of thc
strinSsJbe next thing is to get it to the proper
belgbt- A pencil mark should be put across
, e t0P> and then the superfluous wood may
be cut away with a knife. To get the
ProPcr curve is not easy. The D-string
£) a‘ways
always higher than anv
aiiv other, and th<
the
String is the lowest If tbe G-string is
n)ade^ too low, it will be very awkward to
PIay °n it.
Tu*
f

gsrV’SSi■ss&rijtv.w-’sroxzsxz*piSSTto-

tsP

*«•"

SrSS,

rub„

side notches of thc f-holes.
"

Zt

Great care

“Sssiystf:
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(Continued on page 609)

Standing before the mirror and draw. ’ the bow slowly across the strings is of
untold value to the young violinist, for
only from the reflected image can the eye
reallv discover at what angle the bow is
,r0sd„g the strings. It is also sometimes
helpful for the violinist to take the bow
half way across the strings, with his face
turned away from the mirror and then,
holding the bow rigidly at this point, as¬
certain. by the reflected image, on which
side his bow is slanting.
It is excellent practice, too. to time one’s
self to draw the bow very slowly up and
down, later playing the scales in this man¬
ner and gradually increasmg the number
of notes to one bow. The tone may be
improved by playing two "D’s” at once, the

open string and the fourth finger on the
“G" string, with the aim constantly in
view of making them sound like a single
note. Then the two “A’s" may be prac¬
ticed in like manner, and finally the “E’s.”
Trills are also good practice, taken on
the whole bow. Short selections that have
been memorized should undergo the mirror
test.
A violin teacher who is noted for his
beautiful tones once said, “I have stood half
a day at a time before that mirror yonder
and drawn the bow back and forth across
the str’iigs." If only, violin students real¬
ized the value of such practice! I f the
aim is to master the violin let them stand
lie fore tbe mirror for the major part of
their practice hours.

Simple P^pairs
(Continued from page 60S)
scraped. Hold it in the left hand, its end
down on a table; then, with the knife,
proceed to scrape from its top end down
to its point. In order that the roundness
of the peg is preserved, it is necessary to
turn it slightly after each thread-like shav¬
ing has been taken off. So, constantly
turning the peg with the left hand and
scraping evenly from top to bottom, the
peg will he reduced until it is almost small
Attaching the Tail'Gut
enough to go through the peg-hole to the
'T'HE ATTACHING of a new length of proper distance. But though it will now be
*■ tail-gut is a somewhat simpler mat¬ approximately round, it will not be smooth.
To effect this final smoothing, wrap a
ter. Several inches of tail-gut should be
bought from a music store. Of course, a piece of sand-paper round the entire length
special sort of thick gut is used for this of the peg and hold it in the left hand.
purpose, and it is too stiff to tie. The prac¬ Now, with the right hand, screw the peg
tice that some amateurs have of using rourt'd and round, always in the same di¬
several thicknesses of D-string.is very un¬ rection, until all traces of the scraping are
worn off.
wise and even dangerous.
The peg should now fit evenly at both
Push both ends of the gut through the
tafl-piece holes, and then hook the l°op ends. Screw it into the holes tightly to
over the button in the end of the violin. test this. If it is not perfectly round, or
Now the required length of gut can be as¬ if one end is tighter than the other, clear
certained. The end of the tail-piece evidence will be seen when the peg is with¬
should not be more than a half-inch from drawn, for such places as pinch will ap¬
the end of the top plate (the top plate, pear very shiny. These shiny places can
be taken off with the sand-paper.
of course, is the belly).
Be careful, in boring a hole through a
Next, when the length of gut is known,
draw the ends of it right through. Light peg, to make it at right angles to any
a match and hold the ends in the flame. existing hole. There will then be much
They will immediately swell into large less fear of splitting the wood.
The fitting of a sound-post is an easy
knobs, much too large to pull back out of
the tail-piece. For additional security the matter, providing the proper tool is used.
gut-ends can be tied together with a piece This tool, a sound-post setter, is very sim¬
of old E-string, making the knot on the ple and of trifling cost, and every violinist
should possess one. Some amateurs tie
underside, where it will be hidden and
jammed tightly when thc gut is drawn a piece of string to each end of the soundpost. hold one end through each of tbe
back.
f-hol$s and then attempt to jerk the post
The fiddle may now be strung up, but
it is as well not to put any strain on the upright. They can easily waste ten hours
tail-gut for a few hours, in order that the at the business and still not have it up.
swollen ends may get thoroughly cold and With a proper instrument ten,seconds is
about sufficient time to place the post in its
hard.
exact position.
The sound-post should bc impaled on the
Fitting the Pegs
point of the setter and lowered through the
PITTING A new peg needs rather a deal E-string f-hole. Then, holding the post
of practice, but every amateur and upright, by withdrawing the setter, the
professional should be fairly expert at it. post is left wedged into its proper position.
Every fiddler should practice the little
Nothing at all. of course, can bc done
with a peg that is too small. The prob¬ adjustments and repairs which I have de¬
lem is always to reduce a peg that is large. scribed. When he is properly expert at
them
he. will feel that he belongs much
Most of the work is done with a knife.
But the peg must never bc cut; it must be more truly to the violin world.

(jolden %od is
oAlready in cBloom

SEPTEMBER, with the rush of the teach'
ing season, will be upon us before we
know it.
For years we have noted the most successful
teachers are those who order their supplies in
advance so that everything will be ready down
to the last dot when the season opens.
If an adequate music stock is not within personal
shopping distance, we want you to know that you
can have thc expert services of the most exper¬
ienced specialists in picking out from our stock
(the largest in the world) just the materials that
you want and need immediately the season opens.

Wc strive to make this as convenient, satisfying,
prompt, economical, and simple as possible.
JUST SEND US TODAY SUCH A LETTER AS THIS-

and it will be necessary to thin it by rub¬
bing down the flat sides of thc bridge.
And when fit. height and thickness arc
all correct, slight notches must be made
for thc strings. For these it is not neces¬
sary to cut the bridge. Merely rubbing
with the back edge of the knife blade will
make a sufficient indentation.

"To produce a good spiccato, both arm and urist should be as flexible
as possible. One great factor is to ascertain as nearly as /’"•«* c lc 0,l’'r
ing point of the bow. which will bc somewhere near the middle, as he bow
bounces from Us own elasticity. The arm should follow the wrist, winch
must bc quite free and flexible. The best way to begin is with slow prac¬
tice." -The Strap.
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Note:—This style letter
, or other needs. Giving the niimU - r-rf ~
each^grade^gu'ides us 'as to the proportionate amount of the material to send for
each grade.
The Music Sent in Advance of the Season Will Be Charged to
the "On Sale” Account of the 1929-1930 Season, Vpon Which
Returns and Settlement Are Not Required Until June, 1930.
This gives the teacher opportunity to examine the music at leisure
and keep on hand music to sell to pupils, with full return privileges
on all not used or sold.
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STRING INSTRUMENT PLAYERS

VI. K. LEWIS & SON, Desk 36
207 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago. III.
Please send me free of (
w "Lewis” Catalog

Our string department is equipped to
furnish the very best strings available for all
instruments. We carry a complete line of the
best American and Foreign made strings and
therefore enjoy the patronage of many well-

catalog with detailed price listings.
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Violin Questions Answered
By

AMERICAN
CONSERVATORY
3^ MUSIC

S ffiSBSSrtSBBSSSSSSMan

the recording balance is good but not per¬
fect as the violin is inclined to some pre¬
domination over the harpsichord.
Leo Slezak, the German tenor, long ad¬
For the Discerning
eopold godowsky plays the mired in this country as well- as Europe,
twol\ c Nocturnes. ColumlA* choi« for his distinctive artistry has made some
lieder for Polydor recently. They are all
admirably sung and worth owning. Among
Ss LH?°matnerP^SSp2c^ctJ their song- those which we have heard and can recom¬
mend are Strauss’ Tranm (lurch die. Dammcrrng coupled with his hrrundhche
Vision. Strauss’ Ich trage mcinc Minne
coupled with his Zueignung, Hugo Wolf’s'
Verborgenheit coupled with his VcrschiAcyenc I.iebe, Schubert’s Du hist die. Rah
coupled with Brahms’ Feldcinsam’ieil,
Schumann's Mondnacht coupled with his
Dcr Nussbanm and Hildach's Dcr Lens
' ' ~ hms’ Serenade. These
s of imparting technical
vocal student as well as
it to all music lovers.

L

DEGREE — MASTER OF MUSIC
DEGREE
BACHELOR OF MUSIC
DIPLOMAS
TEACHER’S CERTIFICATES
opera and

_s

Man-

Offer Acc

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC DEPARTMENT

( Colglad to learn of
f selections from
inatas of the 18th
: the Ainar Quarare the interprelinor Sonata they
dayio; from Verthc Ritorncll and
d from Leclairs
D inajor Sonata they play the SaraSande,
the Allegro and the Tambourih, The per-
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FORTY - FOURTH SEASON BEGINS
SEPTEMBER 9th

Unsurpassed Faculty of One
Hundred Twenty Artist-Instructors

Discs

(Continued from gage 574)

Robert Braine

Chicago’s Foremost School of Music
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CHICAGO
MUSICAL
64th Year

COLLEGE

,

FIRST SEMESTER OPENS SEPTEMBER 9
More than 125 teachers of world-wide reputation.
lessons only or courses leading to Teachers
Graduation and Degrees in Piano,
Church Organ,

Movie

Voice,

Theory,

pretative

and Classical

Private

Certificates,
Violin, Cello.

Public School

Toe, Ballet, Inter- |

Dancing, School of Opera,

all |

Orchestral Instruments, Chautauqua, Lyceum, Concert J
and Languages.

Answers to Tbest Questions on Page 579

THEATRE ORGAN SCHOOL

4. "Faust,” “Lohengrin,” “Die Walkiire,” “Madama Butterfly.” “Werther.”
5. Christoph Willibald Gluck.
6. The comic opera. William Schwenck
Gilbert.

DRAMATIC ART AND EXPRESSION

tt&sgs££ssru

Father Bach

NORMAL—CHILDREN’S MUSICAL TRAINING

THIRTY FREE SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED

Organ,

Music, Dramatic Art and Expression.

1. Richard Wagner. He was greatly regularly in all the great opera houses of
the world. Aside from his operas, his im¬
aided bv Franz Liszt.
2. Giacomo Puccini; Camille Saint- pressive Mans'oni Requiem is his greatest
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Finale Largo
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LiLr Sin PLei^i/ still surrounded
,
.
p s’ ,
his tKiys
>y apprentices an
su i .
;ed

eager to help him up the winding stairway
leading to the organ loft. These steps are
steep and siippery, polished by the footprints of many little, hurrying feet. Aid,
too" the choir stalls must be passed to reach
the’orean bench. But when Bach is seated
before the organ the little hand of followers is forgotten. Forgotten are all the
cares 0f Hfe, forgotten is even his blind-

withnghisaowgr<home and family It is ness, as the inspiration of music, never
.. " .
r ..
,v finished surpassed by any other composer, echoes
twilight, the work of the day is nmsneo,
^ M church ^ re_echoes dowI1
Evenmin his hlindnessarhe knows the path the ages, even gaining in power and in
... '.n . s “™aness , jr so many years;
. beauty
1.Time
separates us from the
as
s are at his side, Master.

to be awarded the first week of September to deserving students, who
after an open competitive examination, are found to possess the
greatest gift for playing or singing.

STUDENT DORMITORIES
Artistic and comfortable dormitory accommodations for men and women in
college building. Piano furnished with each room. Prices reasonable.
Make reservations now.
COMPLETE CATALOG ON REQUEST

CARL D. KINSEY, Manager
American Conservatory of Music
573 Kimball Hi
JOHN J.pHATTSTAEDT,

Pianist in the Pal

t Office
e 577)

udent dependent on physical aids rather
lan on his own ability. Probably the best
lethod in mastering the technic of the
iano is the use of intense concentration
nd will power in training the muscles to
o what they are required to do.

60 E. Van Buren St.

Chicago

A UNIVERSITY OF MUSIC
(Nationally Accredited)
Established 1867
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School Music Department

Ithaca Conservatory
of Music
John Finley Williamson, Mus. D., Dean
Incorporated with collegiate standing and degree conferring privileges
under the Board of Regents of the University of New York.
Summer Master School of Piano under the direction of Oscar
Ziegler, master pianist and pedagogue.
Ten-week Term, June 3-August 9.
Six-week Term, July 1-August 9.
Concert, Chautauqua, Lyceum and Teachers’ Courses. Repertoire
and Public performance classes.
Graduates in this school have
won honors abroad as well as in the United States., and Canada.
Westminster Choir School (formerly of Dayton, Ohio). Thor¬
ough courses of instruction as preparation for Choir Conductors
and Ministers of Music.
All departments of the conservatory and affiliated schools will
be in session during the above terms. AH courses completed lead
to certificates, diplomas, degrees. Six large and handsome dormi¬
tories. Reservations for either summer or fall should be made now.
Fall Term begins September 19, 1929.
Full details, year book and special catalogue sent on request.
Address, Registrar,

1 DeWif.t Park, Ithaca, New York

COMBS CONSERVATORY
PHILADELPHIA
FOUNDED 188s

A School of Individual Instruction for the Beginner,
Ambitious Amateur, and the Professional
*
No Entrance Requirements except for Certificate, Diploma and Degree Courses
!•" ffep0’- Voice ybli,, IOrgan,
Degree, Conferred. Daily reports keep the Director
■-rn a"irow8o;-™di,owy?0ur w0tm TwD0aily Sur
cle. taught front elementary to the highest
ndard. Orchestra and Band Instruments.
routine and accompaniment
ht nd band
Dormitories for Women
{The Only Conservatory in the State with Dormitories for Women)

A School of Inspiration, Enthusiasm, Loyalty and Succ,
Illustrated Year Book Free

School of Music
Philadelphia Polytechnic Institute
of The Y. M. C. A. of Philadelphia
1EQRY. Also courses in Conducting, Teach. i Training, Appreciation of Music, Band and
Orchestral Instruments.
PHILA.'S FINEST THEATRE ORGAN SCHOOL
1 ey Company of America. Thteeorgan" including
a new Kimball Unit Organ and a modern projec'
OPEN TO STUDENTS OF BOTH SEXES
Send for Catalog E.
BENJAMIN L. KNEEDLER, Direct.
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Pittsburgh Musical Institute
Special Training for Teachers
Faculty of fifty Instructors
FALL SEMESTER BEGINS
SEPTEMBER 9th

ZECKWER-HAHN
Philadelphia Musical Academy
Highest Standards of Musical Instruction

4. Sustained lone, to a definite concluding
5. Release.
6. Correct use of pure vowel sounds:
sustaining the vowel intact in color
and amplitude from attack to release, avoiding the devitalized trailing off of the tone.
7. Correct use of the consonants, clean,
dear-cut, of the shortest duration
consistent with clarity.
8. Simple exercises, such as single tones
1-2-3-2-1 of the scale
1-3-5-3-1 “ “
‘
5 tone scale
octave arpeggio.
All to be sung on the various vowels.
Chief aims of voice work should be:
To avoid every possibility of strain
To secure beauty and sweetness of
tone
To produce an even quality over the
entire compass
To secure a pure, clear, full tone on
all vowels
To be sparing in the expenditure of
*Dreat*1
.
10. Scrupulous care.m the choice of songs.
choosing none which is not of sterling value, both as to music and
poem.
The interruption in the study of singing during the adolescent period of boys
and to lesser degree of girls is undoubtedly a cause of frequent loss of interest
to the young student. Whether it is wise
to continue using the voice during this
period is a somewhat disputed question. I
personally feel that the work in modified
form may go on with little or no danger
providing the change is not
to° marked. However, care must be exercised not to permit of. too lusty a use
of the newly acquired manly quality in
the case of the boys. Young boys at this
period should be warned against expenmenting with this newly acquired quality
(though it must be admitted a great temptation and an amusing indulgence) since it
is often abuse that may cause definite mjury. I should advise that the girls during
this period refrain from using the extremes
of the voice and avoid singing very loudly.
Mental Singing
T F THE CHANGE manifests itself too
A patently it may be well to ask the student to attend voice classes without singing and have him follow the lesson mentally. Much may thus be absorbed by listening intently. Gentle singing,, however, under direction is not only harmless but in
the long run beneficial. It is very important
not to permit the too insistent use of the
two extremes of the voice. Of course it is
not easy going until the range settles to
that of the normal adult, but the period
must be patiently and painstakingly lived
through. Mr. W. G Whittaker, a teacher
of singing of wide public school experience,
claims that boys treated tn this manner

provided a larger proportion of tenors
than an equal number of men from other
sources. He further claims that “The habit
0f using the upper notes gently had given
them the power of acquiring comfortably
the higher register. Most men on resum¬
.ing singing enjoy their newly found deep
110tes and find the upper ones difficult and
strained. So, instead of the tenor assuming his normal register, he settles down
;nto a feeble bass or baritone.
Much of the popularity of piano and instrumental classes in the public schools has
been brought about by widespread publicity. This has been carried on in the
most up-to-date, business-like manner by
the Piano and Musical Instrument Mainifacturers. Having instruments to sell,
tbey must create a demand for their wares.
This is especially true since the advent of
the cheap aut0mol)ile and later the radio
which for a time seriously threatened the
market for pianos j„ this c0untry. [, js
related that a certain English Manufacturer
of musicaI instruments sold in a comparetively short time approximatelv one-half
milIion violins as the rcsult of the movement in Engjandi Scotland and Wales,
Piano Pamphlets
A TTRACTIVE pamphlets are widely
distributed urging the stud, of the
pjano j„ class, sponsored as being practicable and an efficient means to an end by
prominent musicians. Follow-up folders
g;ve further reasons and other names and
advocate the use of some five or six different methods of piano instruction in class.
These have aroused wide interest, and,
once started, have multiplied to gigantic
proportions. Now thousands of our young
people arc receiving instruction free of
charge in the public schools,
Unfortunately the plea for the universal
teaching of singing in class in the public
schools cannot rely on such support for the
arousing of public interest. Teachers of
singing, though so vitally interested,
have not the power of the established industries. So the public has seemingly
failed t0 appreciate the importance of hav>n? students well grounded in the fundi
mentals of singing and of musical comprehension and has failed to realize to what
extent it would reduce labor and time to
complete this training, especially for the
student who is gifted beyond the ordinary
and who is seeking a professional career,
The teacher of singing does not manufacture voices, much as some members of
our profession try to hoodwink the public
into believing he does. The propelling
force must come from the combined efforts
of the supervisors of music and the teachers
of singing who by their interest and persistence make the'demand for class vocal
instruction so urgent that a course in singing will be given its rightful place in the
public schools of our country.

Teachers’ Round Table
(Continued from page 580)
Stars, as I think them

high for the purpose of hitting the keys,
s,nce the use of weight touches and fore¬
arm rotation accomplishes a similar end
more simply and effectively. It is wise,
however, to raise the fingers to a moderate
fingers just . ._ __ _ ,
___j
__amount whenever this is conducive to clearkeys? Or is this
entirely wrong,
uon advocate forearm“rotaness or accuracy. Such raising does not
G. M. R.
conflict with forearm rotation which, inanswers in the March Etude in re¬
gard to raising the fingers. Am I
right in teaching my pupils (begin¬
ners) to keep their arms (inlet tn

|| SCHOOL MUSIC CATALOG
Sent Gratis Upon Request
A very helpful catalog for Schooland College
Directors and Music Supervisors. It lists
numbers for Unison, Two Part, Three Part
and Four Part Choruses; Music for Special
Occasions, Operettas, Sight Reading Material,
Orchestra Collections, Writing Books, Etc.
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
|| 1712-1714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

MILITARY
BAND SCHOOL
Prepares lor Leadership in Community, School and
Professional Bands. Private and Class Instruction;

CONWAY

Hoiv Shall

Orchestra. Large Bt
eating different grades^ pupils’ wTk" ‘ ge^’exceptf that T stouldTdd^omT foreI do not advocate raising the fingers arm rotation to the process
ideutifie* you „„ „ne In touch with the higher ideuls „f „rt and life.

We Study ‘Such?

NEW YORK SCHOOLo/ MUSIC and ARTS
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THE etude

s rather elaborate Andante and its
themes) A and B are alternated in both
hands to make a Coda just one measure gay P
,
The whole pattern of the Invention
Then mention' must also be made of the
is thus
and may be writ- -.er wonderful ami beautiful Preludes and
jm, easily discerned
—
out thus (/standing foran undeveloped pugues> the "Well Tempered Clavichord."
heme or episode) each letter representing 4S the word fugue comes from the Latin
two measures, with the exception of c, fugare, “to put to flight,’’ we may expect
which is the final home-note (c in each to find, in such a composition, a constant
hand) held one measure.
(Cods)' Hvely movement of the voices. The first
theme presented will be the subject, and,
ABCDE(f) ABCD Episode A B
as the entire fugue depends for its charm
-ABCDABCDE Episode B A
J| development of
,
upon the
this subject, it
In the sixth Two Part Invention, the stands tQ reason that jt
st be presented
theme, given out in the soprano m me— by the player with clarity. The subject of
", inclusive, will be found .
a fugue is not usually a very long theme;
verted in the bass in measures 5 to 8. I his all the more reason why it should be piayed
entire Invention is a study in contrary mo- wbb definiteness and clarity to so fix itself
tion and unequal rhythms. One may com- [n the attent;on 0f the hearer that it may
pare the first twenty measures with the be easily recogn;zed in all its following
final twenty measures, and except for some forms.
trifling variations resulting from change of
Jn studying the Bach fugues few students
tonality, the two passages are written i ^ find jt best tQ gQ straight tbrough the
strict inversion. The first Invention has a
will
taking first Pre¬
theme which consists of eight notes, the ^ ^ ^ Nq> \y
eighth one being varia > e.
..

This best-known Prelude with its delicate harp-like figures—later used as an ac¬
companiment by Gounod for his famous
Ave Maria—is followed by a fugue in
which the subject is easily and clearly
marked. Given out first in the tonic:

The theme appears four times with melodic
inversion in measures three and four. Here
the counterpoint in the left hand should be
noted as it recurs frequently and consists
of an augmentation of the first four notes
of the theme. Other instances of this general type may be found in Inventions four,
seven and fifteen.
In Invention number five there is a per¬
sistent counterpoint in sixteenth notes. In¬
ventions two, five, eleven and fifteen are
notable as drill material in securing
quisite playing of the mordent or inverted
mordent. Exceptional opportunity for the
practice of prolonged trill, in either right
or left hand, is offered in the Inventions
four, seven, ten and twelve. Invention
fourteen is a remarkable example of a
composition built upon a rhythmic pattern.
The thematic material is spun out by con¬
stant repetition to the length of three meas¬
ures. The study of this entire Invention
will be much simplified if the student will
separate the rhythmic pattern from its com¬
bination with pitch, as follows (first measre) :
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Then may come Telude and Fugue
Number Two. This ’relude (in addition
tQ jts
its intrinsic musical worth) being valuable
developing independence of both
bands
The three-part or three-voiced
Fugue offers the pianist an opportunity
for very clear presentation of the fugal
subject. Then may come number three,
the Prelude suggesting exquisite harp-like
effects, with beautiful crescendo and di¬
minuendo, and the l'ugue developing con¬
trasting touches and rhythm.
In the Prelude Number Five, the player
has much passage work in the right hand
and develops flexibility and freedom in the
left.
This Fugue is notable for its
rhythmic pattern and its bold ending.
Number Eleven presents a Prelude in
which there are many arpeggio passages
and extended thrills, and a short three¬
voiced Fugue in which the clear, boldly
stated subject is first given out by the left
Of the most refreshing and cheerful hand. Arpeggios and patterns are also
selections from Bach, which a young stuthe Prelude of Number Fifteen
dent will always find interesting, both ihe
for which has a Fugue in three voices, the i^^SUMMER RECREATION i
STUDY—July 22nd — *•
study and for public playing, there are
rather long statement being extended over
Preamble from the Sixth Violin Suite.
Room and Bt^rd
four measures in the right hand. Num¬ Wr
1^
Courses in TRINITYI PPRINCIPLE PEDAGOGY,
arranged for the piano alone, March i
MUSICIANSHIP,
howto^
ber twenty-two has a three-part time
Mcmtet in G, Musette in G, Gavottes ii- Prelude
the arpeggios of
Send ¥1 fo^Rhythm LessonC)
Major, d-minor and in g-minor, Loure from
gure ^
j
and intricately developed I ft
“Third Suite for Cello
G,” arranged for
Number twenty-one is one of the
Piano alone,
in
E m^t charming in the collection, the PreMajor from the Fifth Enghsh Suite, and
hs tbeme prese„ted in the bass
the Bourrees in g-minor anda-mmon H
ha like accompaniment and CLAUDE S. WILSON
57 W. 93rd St., New York City
Riverside 42S9
“The Art of Technique for the
_
Heart Ever Faithful, from the Bach can- simp
,
tata “God So Loved the World,” which has
An old French proverb states that
a charming arrangement done for piano by “Great artists have no coun ry.
o l
Lavignac. * Too one mav profitably study with Bach. He belongs to all countries,
works by the sons of Bach, much in the He and his music are loved by performer
real Bach stvle, as Solfcggietto by Philipp and hearer alike wherever he is underSpecial Personal Attention
Emanuel Bach.
'
stood. His music, like that spoken of so
Better Facilities
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CHART

less hours blunc
ment for which he has no special talent, '™nsform our nation’s slip-sho,
playing at the kind of music which he of speaking into habits of word

gatherings about the family piano when
very bad singing was indulged in and enjoyed hyaH.^ Todaythe klea ofrte mem-

TT

IS
marts

have

‘hat the mechanical instrua distinct and valuable part
nmsica1 education of^our

it is easier to let
The writer was fair and liberal enough g00(1- Kut witho
to suggest in the closing paragraphs of the so,nebody or some , agency do a
article the advantages of participating in rather than do it one’s self, esp
the community glee club and school orches- vvhere there is a good deal of dr,
tras. forgetting, howe
tie
he eligible for such p;

less the mothers of the country take care
Hot Without Their Value
dr notTntendto
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throughout Europe. 18 build¬
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concert hall, infirmary. Fall term
opens September 19.
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By Aletha M. Bonner
Day
, ,,
,,
Benedetto Marcellc>

/

(many choral works) and writer.

16—Heinrich August Marschner, b. Zittau, Germany, 1795; d. Hanover, December 14, 1861. A dramatic writer
^^mer

***

J~tTlpragueSCIu“ lg^dL°Erf£
Germany, March 13, 1898. Distinguished pianist and teacher of his
da£ Composed attractive salon music and etudes
„
3— Luther Orlando Emerson, b. Parsonsiield, Maine, 1820; d. Hyde
Park, Massachusetts, September 29,
1915. Pioneer in music among the
people. Conducted music conventions and compiled collections of
choral music.
4— Silas Gamaliel Pratt, b. Addison,
Vermont, 1846; d. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, October 30, 1916. Composer' for orchestra—overtures, lyric
operas, suites and symphonies.
5— Ambroise Thomas (to'mah), b. Metz,
Germany, 1811; d. Paris, France,
February 12, 1896. An important
French composer for the stage.

17-Piehre Leopold Benoit (ten-wah), b.
Harlebeke, Belgium 1834; d. Antwerp March 8, 1901. rhe chief
Promoter of Flemish music. Many
songs, piano Pleces and much sacred
music composed.
18-Benjamin Gouard (go-dare), b. Paris,
1-ranee, 1849; d. Cannes, January 10,
1895. A widely-loved composer of
various forms.
Among several
operas “Jocelyn” is best known,
19—Niccolo Porpoua (pohr'pora), b. Napies, Italy, 1686; d. there hehruary,
17661 Teacher of singing and a composer of operas, choral music and
piano pieces, many works of note,
20—Jacopo Peri (pay'ree), b. Florence,
Italy, 1561; d. there August 12,
1633. One of the founders of operatic form, wrote the first opera
Dafne. A pioneer in dramatics.

6— Arthur Pougin (poo-zhan'), b. Chateauroux, France, 1834; d. Paris,
August 8, 1921. Violinist, conductor
and later music critic, essayist arid
biographer of consequence.

21—Otto Goldschmidt, b. Hamburg, Gerniany, 1829; d. London, England,
February 24, 1907. Concert pianist
and conductor. Mamed Jenny Lind
>n 1852. After her death he settled

7— Granville Bamtock, b. London, England, 1868. Eminent conductor and
composer; also a compiler of a large
musical collection, especially of
Folk-songs of the nations.
8— CkciLE CHaminade (sham'ee-nad'), b.
Paris, France, 1861.' One of the
outstanding women pianists and a
composer of world prestige espedaily for piano and voice.
9— Francis Scott Key, b. Frederick
County, Maryland, 1780 (some anthorities give August 1, 1779) ; d.
Baltimore, January 11, 1843. Lawyer and poet. Holds honored place
in American hearts and history as
the writer of The Star Spangled
Banner.
10— William Henry Fry, b. Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, 1813; d. Santa Cruz,
West Indies, September 21, 1864.
Music correspondent and- composer.
His opera “Leonora” (1845) was the
first grand opera written and suecessfully produced by an American.
11— Gustav Kulenkampf, b. Bremen,
Germany, 1849. Composer, choral
director and concert pianist. Works:
. comic operas, choruses, duets, and
piano sonatas.
——Sir Joseph Barnby, b. York, England,
1838; d. London, January 28, 1896.
A versatile musician, being composer, conductor and organist. Wrote
much sacred music.
13— Sir George Grove, b. Clapham, Surrey,
England, 1820; d. London, May 28,
1900. Gained distinction as a music critic and writer. The Editor• r, •
( n. ..
,
.
And Musicians.
* °f

in London as 3 teacher °f mUsic'
22—Achille Claude Debussy (da-bu'see), b. St. Germain, France, 1862;
d. Paris, March 26, 1918. A versatile composer of pronounced individuah> ?ho .,aid thc, *°™datiW of
modermsm in French music,
23—Moritz Moszkowski (mohsh-koff'skee), b. Breslau, Germany (of
Polish family), 1854; d. Paris,
Krance- March 8- 1925' Celebrated
composer, teacher and pianist. \\ rote
1,1 vaned forms wlth success.
24—Theodore Dubois (du-bwah'), b. Rosnay, France, 1837; d. Paris, June 11,
1924. Creator of operas and oratorios of importance, chief of the
latter being “Paradise Lost.”
25—Carl August Haupt (hoivpt), b.
Kuhnau, Silesia, 1810; d. Berlin,
Germany, July 4, 1891. A famous
German organist and teacher and
composer.
26-Prince Albert, Prince Consort of
yueen Victoria, b. Kosenau, Coburg,
1819; d. Windsor, England, Deceinber 14, 1861. He took an active part
in the musical life of his generation.
Possessed great talent as a composer,
27—Umberto
Giordano
(jor-dah'no),
Foggia, Italy, 1867. One of the modern dramatic composers, best known
by “Andrea Chenier.”
28-Ira D. Sankey, b. Edinburg, Pennsylvania, 1840; d. Brooklyn, Yew
York, August 13, 1908.
Famous
evangelistic singer, song-writer and
compiler of sacred music works,
oo ir,,,, r>
,
, , n
-y-t.MiL Paur (powr), b. Czernoivitz,
.’f5- distinguished con¬
ductor, with compositions for violin
14— Edvard Armas Jarnefelt (var'neand orchestra of notable consefelt), b. Wiborg, Finland, 1869.
quence.
noLs°fofthF- reTeSenta-iVt
3°-PERcy Goetschius, b. Paterson, New
posers of Finnish mus.c of the
Jersey, 1853. Teacher, composer and
modern school. Works are for ortheorist.
Author of many textchestra, voice and piano.
books and composer of an array of
15— Samuel Coleridge-Taylor, b. London,
artistic compositions.
England 1875; d Croydon, Septem- 31-Amilcare Ponchielli (pon-kye'lee),
ber 1, 1912. The first prominent
b. Paderno, Italv, 1834; d. Milan,
composer of African descent. Wrote
Januarv 16, 1886. Bandmaster, orm all forms with the cantata, “H,aganist, composer. .-La Giaconda”
watha, his greatest success, ■
one of his best dramatic efforts.
Identifies you as one In touch with the higher Ideals of art and life.

Aids

'Go Musical Success

A 13rip to the Land of JYlusic

? ? Ask Another ? ?

1. What are the notes of the diminished
seventh chord beginning on C#.
By J. Lilian Vandevere
<By Stella Whitson Holmes
2. What is a lute?
3. For what is Palestrina famous ?
One remedy that never fails
4. If a scale has five flats what is the
Grandma was coming to visit at Cath¬ that was really a piano. “Now,” she lilted,
Would be a good stiff dose of.
“I have for you a lovely gift. If you will signature of its relative minor ?
erine’s
house,
and,
of
course,
you
all
know
And iie that teacher oft advises
play
just
one
piece
on
the
magic
piano,
I
5. Who wrote the opera, “Samson et
just how happy you are when a darling
Would be a course of.
will
make
you
the
sweetest,
most
lovely
Delila” ?
One lask whose help is quite surprising Grandma comes to visit! Well, Cath¬
6. When did Mendelssohn die?
Is found in daily.
erine was just as happy as you, except for little girl in all the world.”
7. What instruments comprise the brass
“O, no 1” cried Catherine, “I cannot play
A special thrill each player gets
one thing. Grandma would want to hear
choir of a symphony orchestra?
When taking part in good.
her play and Catherine just would not play before anyone, not even a Beautiful Fairy!
8. What does poco a poco crescendo
Quite often let your aid he lent
“Look,” said the Fairy, pointing to the
before company no matter how much she
To play some one’s.
Ugly Dwarf. “He is running away, for
9. What is the second position of the
was begged.
And if a daily drill you’re needing
he
will
never
play
for
me
either.
That’s
triad of D sharp major?
Sure enough, on the very first day that
Then do a lot of plain.. • •
why he is so ugly. He was once a beautiful
10. From what is this taken
With all these aids and high ambition, Grandma spent at Catherine’s house, she
got out her knitting and asked Catherine fairy, too, but see how ugly he has made
You'll find yourself a good.
to play for her. Just then Catherine had himself.”
(Answers on page 619)
Then
the
Fairy
sat
down,
and
her
fingers
a naughty little inspiration and she slipped
(Answers on page 619)
out of the room and ran down to the tinkled over the snowy keys of the sea-shell
brook. Settled on the little bridge she piano. Catherine could see that she loved
thought to herself this was better than to play for people and saw her get prettier
Alice In Music'Land
SPFED LIMITS
stumbling through her pieces for Grandma. and prettier every moment. O, how she
Suddenly a little old man’s head popped would hate to be as ugly as the Dwarf who
By Annette M. Lingelbach
up out of the water close beneath Cath¬ ran away!
for
Just then Catherine found herself again
A Tea-Party—Chapter III
erine’s feet.
“Hello,” said he sharply, “how would rising through the water to the bridge of
(Continued from last month)
-MUSIC LA/iP,
you like to go visiting till dinner-time?” the brook. The sun was almost set. It
It was not the Hatter nor the March
He blinked his little black pig eyes quickly
Hare nor even the sleepy little Dormouse
while he waited for her answer. “Quick,”
who were having tea that afternoon in the
said he, “we’re going to the Land of
ADAGIO
little garden, but a group of pink-andMusic!”
white folk who stared very hard at Alice
“O, but I cannot go with you,” said Cath¬
when they first saw her, and then went
erine in fright.
Two miles per hour.
right on drinking their tea as though no
Then said a voice like a clear-ringing
such person as Alice-of-Wonderland ever
bell, “But you will go with me!” And be¬
side the Ugly Dwarf stood the most beauti¬
existed.
THE SUN HAD ALMOST SET '
Alice, standing alone in the middle of
ful fairy that Catherine had ever seen. So
the garden, felt miserable. If only Mr.
she nodded her assent and glided right off.
ANP/WTE
down and down with the Fairy and the was. dinner-time. Catherine jumped up Metronome would tick into sight at the
and ran as fast as she could back home. far end of the garden and introduce Alice
Ugly Dwarf.
“Catherine,” said Grandma from her to the pink-and-white folk, and tell them
Four miles per hour.
The land of Music was all beauty and
sweet harmony. Bells chimed softly and knitting, “what a pretty little girl you with his very best tick how and why Alice
the sweet harmony of tiny violins could are getting to be.” Then wasn’t Grandma had come into the little garden to their
surprised
when Catherine ran over to the party. (“For if I bow,” thought Alice,
just be heard. The Beautiful Fairy led
ANDANTIK0
Catherine straight over to a big, pink shell piano and played several pieces for her? “I’ll do it all wrong, and I haven’t a piece
practiced up to play, and I cant sing, and
I don’t know any musical history, and so
what am I to do?")
Six miles per hour.
Tiihe Scale Fairies
Just at that moment Mr. Metronome did
tick into the garden through the yellow
By Ruth Le Conte
gate at the far end, looking handsomer and
taller than he had ever looked to Alice all
ALLEGRETTO.
They said, “My dear, that’s easy,
the time he had stood upon the piano. “Be¬
I took a boat for Fairyland,
cause I’ve always looked at him in the
• If you’ll remember well,
A boat with silver sail;
’Twixt
three
and
four,
and
seven
and
eight,
wrong light,” said Alice to herself, and
Eight miles per hour
I went to look for fairies
almost wanted to cry.
She had even
The little Half-Steps dwell.
Who made the major scale.
thought of taking her loveliest pink hand¬
kerchief out of her pocket when Mr. Met¬
And there are also Whole Steps,
I wondered where I’d find them,
ronome ticked happily towards her and be¬
Look
sharp,
and
you
will
see,
I searched both near and far;
gan introducing her to all the pink-and’Twixt four and five and six and seven,
allegro
I looked on every sunbeam
white folk as Alice, lately of Wonderland.
And one and two and three.”
And peeped behind each star.
The pink-and-white folk, Alice soon
Ten miles per hour.
learned, all had lovely musical names, such
Now
since
I
went
to
Fairyland
At last in dark green forest,
as Berceuse and Nocturne and Little Min¬
-—
■ - My
scales
are
nicely
played;
I found them in a glade,
uet in G, and they all came from the Land
Because the fairies taught me
And asked, “Good fairies tell me
Helen Oliphant 3ates.
(Continued on next page)
How major scales are made.
How major scales are made?”
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BRASS JARDINIERE

and useful. You’ll be delighted
with this award which requires only
THREE NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS.

Junior Etude Contest
Alice in Musicland

Little ‘Biographies for Qlub ‘Meetings
Some more names to study this month,
which are not included in the regular “Lit¬
tle Biography” series! There are so many,
many composers to study about that it is
sometimes hard to tell which are the most
important ones, but the following will not
be included in the regular “Little Biog¬
raphy” series.
Last month the composers were those
who were born in the “sixteen-hundredand-somethings.” This month they are a
little nearer the present time, and later
there will be a month given to composers
who are “modern” or “contemporary.”
: Cherubini (Ke-ru-bee-ny) was consid¬
ered a very fine musician of the eighteenth
century. He was bom in Ttaly but lived for
more than fifty years in Paris, where he
wrote operas and taught at the Paris Con¬
servatoire (1760-1842).
Meyerbeer (1791-1864) also wrote many
operas but his have lasted until the present
time, some of them being sometimes given,
such as “The Huguenots.” His works are
showy, for he loved to please the people,
and consequently he may seem somewhat
uninteresting on that account.
Hummel (1778-1837) and Field (17821837) were composers of piano music not
often heard at the present time. Field
was born in Ireland, and is said to have
been the first composer to write what he
called “Nocturnes,” which Chopin de¬
veloped.
Born in the eighteen-hundred-and-somethings were Hector Berlioz (the - is not
pronounced), born in France (1803-1869).
He won the Prix de Rome at the Paris
Conservatoire, which, as you remember,
gives the winner three years’ study and
travel in Italy. His best-known works are
orchestral pieces, sometimes called “sym¬
phonic poems,” such as his “Romeo and
Juliet.”
Bizet (Bee-zay) was born in Paris in
1838 and died in 1875, being only thirty -

seven years of age. Many pebple think
that had he lived longer he would have
been one of the greatest of the French com¬
posers. His greatest work is the opera
"Carmen,” which is extremely popular to¬
day and very frequently produced. Many
of the spirited songs in it are sung by
concert singers and students, such as the
“Toreador's Song.”
The remaining names in this month’s
study are mainly pianists. Raff (18221882) was an assistant to Liszt and spent
,most of his time teaching and writing
melodious though not great music. Ru¬
binstein (1830-1894) was Russian and
was considered one of the world’s greatest
pianists. He toured Europe and America
as a virtuoso pianist, though his ambition
was to be a composer. He did write a
great deal, but is chiefly remembered for
his playing. He founded the Imperial
Conservatory of Music in Petrograd.
Tausig (1841-1871) was a pupil of Liszt
and became a well known pianist and
teacher. He was only thirty years old
when he died and is chiefly known for his
technical studies which are used by many
Hans von "Biilow (1830-1894) was also
a pupil of Liszt and a very brilliant piano
virtuoso. He is said to have possessed a
most remarkable memory and had more
compositions memorized and ready to play
than any other concert artist at the time.
He had many things in common with
Rubinstein as he also toured America and
became director of a musical conservatory
(in Munich).
Those of you who have good memories
should learn the approximate dates of
these composers, or at least put them in
your note-hooks, but if your memory for
dates is the not-too-good kind it is more
important to remember the dates of the
other composers in the regular “Little
Biography” series which will be continued
next month.

(Continued from page 617)
of Beautiful Tones and were fond of chil¬
dren who were good musicians. Alice
hoped that they would not ask her to play
or to tell , them anything about her music
at home, as she knew that she had no new
pieces to play and that she had purposely
forgotten to review any of her old pieces.
As for music itself—why, whatever had
been the use of thinking about it at all?
Everything went beautifully for Alice,
however, until toward the middle of the
party. No one had mentioned music or
playing as they had been so busy playing
games in different rhythms and drinking
tea that tasted to Alice as though it might
be made of her “Pink Waltz” and her
“Dancing Doll” pieces, and Alice might
even have skipped safely into the garden
beyond the yellow gate if only Mr. Metro¬
nome had not suddenly said, “Everyone
must perform now. Guests first, please.
Alice!”
“Oh, dear,” Alice reflected bitterly, “I
might have known that a day of beauty
was not a joy forever.” Someone had
written that about music but with a dif¬
ferent meaning.
“No, Dinah, my cat,
Club
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FUZZY, BUZZY
Last month an Italian singer gave a re¬
cital here, and last year an Italian opera
company came here.
From your friend,
Beryl BArtholomeusz (Age 15).
Leander House, Turret Road,
Colombo, Ceylon.
Dear Junior Etude:
I have studied music for eight years. I
study piano and clarinet. I am first clar¬
inetist of our high school orchestra and of
the settlement school orchestra, and I won
a scholarship in clarinet offered by the New
York Symphony Orchestra. Some friends
of mine are organizing a woodwind quin¬
tet, consisting of flute, oboe, two clar¬
inets and bassoon.
From your friend,
Rosalynde Crost (age 15)
New York.

WHAf" A

Kathryn’s ‘Dream.
By Francis Zicha
At the mountain resort, after a beauti¬
ful day full of excitement, Kathryn sat
down in the evening, picked up her violin,
and played for herself and the rest of the
company some beautiful selections. When
she got through she laid her violin in the
case and prepared for the night’s rest. It
did not take her long to fall in deep slum¬
ber, and she was having this dream.
A pretty fairy dancing merrily and play¬
ing a beautiful tune of Johann Strauss,
On the Beautiful Blue Danube, sere¬
naded the company of mountain visitors.
She seemed to be particularly interested in
Kathryn who was so much like her, and so
she played numerous other selections for
her. One appealed to Kathryn so much
that she asked the fairy artist to play it
over again. The wish was granted, and
out came the beautiful, spinning melody,
full id charm and inspiration: Minuet in
G be Beethoven.
"Oli! I know that piece,” exclaimed
Kathryn, “but as you play it, it gives me a
thrill, it makes me love it. I feel like tak¬
ing up the violin and playing it as you did.”
“Yes, I would think so," replied the
Fairv artist; “but, my dear little girl, do
you realize that, to play this or any other
pretty piece from the old masters and
new, in such a charming way, it requires

very patient and careful study, minding the
suggestions and advice of the teacher, and,
after all, a well-grounded study of scales,
arpeggios, bowing technic and expression?
“Yes, it is a long, long road to achieve
success, but open to everyone. This road
is not so easy to walk or ride upon, as it is
lined with rough sharp rocks of disap¬
pointment, narrow deep canyons of soli¬
tude and steep hills of difficulty, but it
leads to the place called success. There
you get the feeling you were able to
achieve good with what you have learned.
Now, I shall give you good advice which
I want you to follow, in order that you
may be able to charm others with your
music, as I have charmed you tonight:
“Study very hard and conscientiously.
“Be regular in getting your lessons:
never miss any.
“Follow your teacher’s instruction, and
heed his or her advice.
“Memorize all you can and endeavor to
get the best out of every piece you play.
"Play for people when asked: cultivate
the habit of appearance. Climb the steps
of scales a little every day—will you?”
“Yes,” replied Kathryn.
From that moment on Kathryn resolved
to work much harder and to study more
faithfully on her violin than ever before.
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SALAD FORK

Answers to As\ Another
1. CS, e, g. bb.
.
2. A stringed instrument much used m
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
something like a mandolin in shape. ^
3. For writing unaccompanied “poly¬
phonic" church music and for improving
the standard of the church music used at
that time.
4. Just the same—five flats.

5. Saint-Saens.
6. 1847
7. Trumpets, trombones, French horns,
bass tuba.
8. Little by little growing louder.
9. A sharp, d sharp, f double-sharp.
10. Beethoven “Fifth Symphony,” First
Movement.

SALT AND PEPPER SHAKERS

CANNING SET

mnsp
CBPIE

farm-house

WHILE.
I have three foreign correspondents, in
New Zealand, Africa and America, but not
one of them is interested in music. A
great many girls from here go to London to

couldnt have written that, could she?
Alice was getting confused.
“I can’t do anything,” she announced sadly
to the pink-and-white folk. “1 can’t play;
I can’t sing; I can’t count aloud; I can’t
write stories in notes; I can't even name
the notes themselves correctly, and, as for
even telling a musical fact, Dinah, the cat,
can do it as well.”
“ALICE!” It was a shout of anger and
astonishment from everyone of the pinkand-white folk.
Then Alice felt a strange music singing
in her heart, and the garden and the little
gate and the pink-and-white folk faded
away like a story-book dream, and Alice
heard the soft ticking of Mr. Metronome
upon the piano. She was at home again,
and her mother was leaning over ami sa.\ ing
loudly at one of her ears, “Alice! Alice!
Wake up! You’ve an hour to practice
yet!” And it was, indeed, as Alice herself
could testify, not until two hours after teatime that she had time to tell her mother
about the tea-party and the two little bottles
and the strange ending of her adventure in
Music-land.

Dear Junior Etude:
Philharmonicans but that name was so
We have organized a club. We have long that we had a hard time with it.
an orchestra of eleven different instru¬ Will some of the Junior Etude readers
please
suggest a good name? There is
ments and thirteen members. We pay
dues weekly and buy our own classical another orchestra here called the Kings of
Harmony.
music. We have played at many plays
From your friend,
and lectures and earned money. We meet
Sarah Wishnivetsky,'
every week at different houses and con¬
Massachusetts.
duct our meetings. There is just one
N. B. Lots of Junior readers must
thing that bothers, us and that is we can have ideas for a good name lor this
not think of a name to fit our orchestra. little orchestra.
Send them in to the
Once we decided to call it the Junior Junior Etude.

JBTAhe
Dear Junior Etude:
I have been studying music for ten years
on the piano and for the last two years
have been studying ’cello.
I must tell you about the music here in
our little isle. It is very weird, the slow
beating of the tom-tom and the shrill pip¬
ing, often on one note for a long time.
Then there is the Indian snake charmer.
Squatting on the ground, he opens a basket
in which the snake lies asleep. Taking a
little bamboo flute, he first starts by mak¬
ing .a low and muffled sound and the snake
begins to move. Then as the music grows
shriller the reptile creeps out of the cage
and starts writhing. In the evening one
can hear the muffled chants of the yellowrobed monks in the Buddhist temple as
they grovel before the image of Buddha.
This is some of the native music one hears
in our villages.
I am going to play at a big public con¬
cert soon and I know I shall enjoy it. I
have played at many concerts, and a few
weeks ago I broadcast. I did feel excited!

As usual the Junior Etude Contests will he omitted in July and
August. Therefore the results of the May contest will be held over
until October.
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Dear J unior Etude :
I have been in three recitals and won
first prize every time. My two sisters and
my brother arc all musicians, and I love to
play piano.
From your friend,
Francis Tretter (Age 7)
Minnesota.
Dear Junior Etude:
I am a member of our high-school band.
Our city is the only one in the United
States having two prize-winning school
bands. I belong also to the harmonica band.
I am thirteen and have been studying piano
since I was four.
From your friend,
Gilcin F. Meadows, Jr. (Age 13),
Mississippi.
Answers to “Aids to Musical
Success”
Answers: Scales, exercises, memorizing,
duets, ccompaniment, sight reading, muLetters which owing to lack of space will
not he printed have been received iron xue
following: Irene Horton. BTlburna Harris,
Helen Fox. Elizabeth Spencer. Helen hhecK,
Robert Winters, Emma Berman. ^
,,
well' BeraiccnBover, Lorraine Hopkins Zola
Sistt. Doris Collier, Teresa Bram, Betty
Blass, Alberta Leeds.

Dear Junior Etude:
Although I often work out the puzzles
and frequently get them correct, this is the
first time I have sent one in. I hope to be
a concert pianist some day. I came from
Switzerland four years ago and speak
French.
.
From your friend,
Miriam Revsine (Age 14).
These novel Salt mid Pepper Shakers
Dear Junior Etude:
I would like to tell you about our B
Natural Club. We are divided into two
groups, the Allegros, under twelve years
of Age, and the Andantes, over twelve. We
meet every three weeks at the pupils’ homes
after school. We have a program of piano
solos, songs and readings. After the pro¬
gram we have a study hour. The Allegros
study American songs and their composers
and the Andantes study famous piano com¬
positions and their composers. Our teacher
will give a prize for winning a contest at
the end of the year. Each group will also
give a public recital. The Allegros are
giving the Mother Goose Recital taken
from The Etude. We like our club very
much.
.
From your friend,
Verna Rose Ronum (Age 10),
North Dakota.
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DELIGHTFUL PIECES FOR JUNIOR ETUDE READERS

MARCH OF THE GOBLINS
CHARLES E. OVERHOLT
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Very characteristic. Grade 1
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PIRATES BOLD

“Tjj”

Therewere four and twen-ty men On the ship of Cap-tain Ben,And they manned a Pri - va - teer On the roar-ing
old As my moth-er’s moth-er
For they allwere pi-rates bold Andthey lived indays of
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THE TRUMPETER

MABEL MADISON WATSON
Modern and characteristic. Grade 2.

HANS PROTIWINSKY

sea.
told this old tale to

me.
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'he re we re four and twen-ty
On the ship of Cap-tain Ben,And they manned a pri - va
For they all were pi-rates boldAndtheylivedindays of old As my moth- er’s moth- er

^EEE 'J
Copyright 1929 by Theodore Presser Co.
Guard Mount is one of the most spectacular
and interesting of all military ceremonies. Grade 2£
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a tempo
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WILLIAM BAINES

Violin

Piano

# From here go back to % and play to Fine, then play Tno
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Music
Supervisors
Positions paying

salaries
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yearly are practically assured to capable musi¬
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College, when course is finished.
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W. OTTO M1ESSNER
Eminent Composer and Authority on Class Piano and
Public School Music now Director of
this Department.

FREE FELLOWSHIP
to student best fitted to become a Supervisor of Music.
Application blanks on request.

Questions and Answers
(Continued from page 615)
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First Semester Begins September 9th
Complete Winter Catalog on Request

STUDENT DORMITORIES
Artistic and comfortable dormitory accommodations for men and women
in college building. Piano furnished with each room. Cnees
reasonable. Make reservations now.

_i: %S“aby* Chopin, Op. 64, No. 2, C#
minor. Tempo giusto, J . = MM. 54; meas¬
ures 33 to 64, PiU mosso J . = 66; meas-

98 to 129, Tempo prime
'be-
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J
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. = 54; measures

. = 66.

Organ Questions Answered

CHICAGO
MUSICAL
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60 East Van Buren St.
A UNIVERSITY OF MUSIC
(NATIONALLY ACCREDITED)
Established 1867
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I i i/r Ccntest Winners
We are happy to announce these winners in the Grand Prize Contest for new subscriptions to THE
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A

First Prize

---

Musical Tour of Europe
MRS. JULIA B. MOLTHOP, Liberal, Kansas

hi

A $250 RADIO

Mrs. Molthop is^proud^ of the fact Aat during the

ETUDE from 25 stTtes, Canada ?and England. To
her the glorious European Musical Tour is the
ilization of a lifetime ambition. That THE ETUDE has been

--Second Prize

-

A $1000 GRAND PIANO
Won by
MR!i„„I-JdALB°TT

.ShTFash
$50

$50 i

AreeT fivetou™ daUy” wlth^e Sit "she
Grand^Pian^THE ETUDE^has bteJpriv^gfd"to
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MR- >«2EfIbvdman
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Non-prize winning Contestants have all received 50c in cash for each new subscription sent in during the
Contest. One Contestant received #50.00 in commissions, another #47.00, another #45.00 and another
#43.50.' These few instances serve to indicate how really profitable it is to secure subscriptions for THE
ETUDE during spare time.
“>v

Increase Your Income ^-Secure Subscriptions
For The Etude Music Magazine
refreshing
g and worthwhile THE ETUDE is, you
will be delighted with the number of subscrip-

Hundreds of our musical friends regularly
solicit subscriptions. Scores of those who shared
for ATHE°nETLDEC became gthey realize how

read THE ETUDE regularly. If
just show your musical friends how

hiima
i order forms, s
velopes—everything
i now—TODAY!
know that you are interested and we will r
you and promptly forward supplies and 1

Address Registrations to Representative’s Division
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SIGNAL PUBLICATIONS
FOR SINGERS, TEACHERS AND STUDENTS OF SINGING
AND THE LIBRARIES OF ALL LOVERS OF MUSIC
Songs of the North
American Indian

Celebrated
Recital Songs
Compiled and Edited By

By

DAVID BISPHAM

THURLOW LIEURANCE

FT was a wonderful

inspiration that prompted the Theodore
Presser Co. to ask David Bispham to compile a collection'of
the best recital, songs. His was a wide and thorough acquaint¬
ance with available vocal material with his tremendous reper„„:X „o,r.*A in VMr« of mweft. anemic and teaching work.
s collection are 44 master songs, a; d he designated those
a and those which
n three numbers he
led1 wonderful analytical studies. This 1book is a rich
legacy left to the vocal world by David Bispham whose sudden
death occurred shortly after its publication.
Price, Two Dollars

PERHAPS the best encomium that might be written about this C collection of 9 Indian songs would be the listing of the many
leading concert Singers and voice teachers who have used, over
and over again, the distinctive numbers in this collection. There
is an interesting preface with illustrations, and some of the
numbers have individual notes upon them, one even having the
original text from the Sioux. The famous Indian love song,
"By the Waters of Minnetonka,” is included along with "By
the Weeping Waters,” "Indian Spring Bird,” "Dying Moon
Flower” and other numbers that richly deserve the wide accept¬
ance that has been given them.
Price, One Dollar and Fifty Cents

Oratorio Repertoire

Forty Negro Spirituals
Compiled and Arranged

1

Va

The Beginner’s
Voice Book

A Collection of Solos from
Standard Works Selected
and Edited By
NICHOLAS DOUTY

V

Price, Two Dollars.

Cloth Bound

Great Singers on the Art of Singing
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